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Freface.

The AuTHOB has prepared this yfork, believing that a book, giving not only

general rules as to irriting Chinese, but particular and minute directions how to write

each character, would be a desideratum for Beginners.

The Chinese attach the greatest importance, not only to neatness of writing (in

which is included freedom of style), but also to correctness in the formation of each

character.

The AuTHOB remembers that when at school, one of the masters developed a

rather singular fancy, viz., that of taking a boy's copy-book, when importuned by

the weary and school-tired youngster to write a copy, and writing a line for the

pupil with the book upside down, commencing of course at the ends of the words.

It is needless to say that this new style of writing was hailed with delight by the

boys, who were only too glad to have anything out of the common to break the

tedious monotony of long hours in school ; but it is questionable whether this feat

of backward writing was any aid to the pupil, though the work thus turned out

looked neat enough. Many foreigners in trying to write Chinese emulate the feat of

this tutor with apparently little idea of the oddity of their performance. Unlike

the usher's, however, their writing will not look neat, as the different parts of Chinese

words must be written in a proper order. The Beginner is, however,

fairly puzzled as to what this proper order is. In writing English, or any other

European language, one, of course, commences at the first letter of each word, and

when that is finished passes on to the next. But what is to be done with Chinese

where the words, or characters, are not formed by a union of different alphabetical

letters, and there seem so many points where one may commence ? This book is an

answer to that question ; and the learner will find that there is as much order and

method in writing Chinese as in any other language. He will also find that both

this order and method are not arbitrary, but are the natural outcome of a desire for

facility and speed in writing. He will generally find a good reason for every rule.

At the same time, it must be remembered that there are sometimes different ways

of writing the same Chinese word, just as there are general rules for arithmetical

calculation, and different individuals may use different methods of applying these rules,

and work out the sums in different manners. It has been the endeavour in this book

to give the best way of writing the Chinese words ; but the Learner must remember

that there are sometimes other ways of writing them; and not necessarily wrong,

because not given in this book.
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It is perhaps, somewhat qnestionable whether the early learning of the Eadicals

is of much use to the student of Chinese. With all the modern appliances which have

BO materially facilitated the acquisition of this difficult language, the scholar does

not, or at least, need not, make any particular use of the Kadicals as Eadicals, for

some time. It was different in the oldien days when alphabetical dictionaries of

the different Chinese languages, or dialects, were but few in number.*

Though, however, the Eadicals do not now necessarily form the Introduction to

the Language, as far as the foreign Learner is concerned, yet they have to be learned at

one time or another. The Beginner has often no choice as to the time when he

will take them up ; for, if he has to pass any examinations, he will generally find

them down pretty early in his syllabus. Many of them he is certain to learn very

soon, as they are common words in every day use ; and many of them are easily

enough written. It therefore appeared to the Author that he would be putting a

book of practical utility in the hands of a Beginner, if that book put him (the

Bfeginner) in the way of learning easily how to write these 214 words, or parts of words.

The body of this First Part of 'How to Write Chinese' is, therefore, devoted to

these useful characters. It is preceded by some Introductory General Eules and

Ditections as to the caligraphic formation of Chinese characters.

The Introductory Part contains:—First, General Directions as to Writing

Chinese; amongst which are minute directions as to the manner of holding the

Chinese pen. After this there are descriptions of the different strokes used in writing

Chinese. This part is followed by rules as to the combinations of these strokes

with each other in the formation of the characters. Examples are given of Chinese

Words containing them in these different positions and combinations. This heading—
Practical Eules for Writing Chinese—has also imder it Directions and Eules as to

the combination of the different parts of Chinese words. It is preceded by a few

General Eules as to what part of the character to commence first. In the body of

the book is first given the number of the Eadical, then the Eadical itself, after

whifeh, the pronunciation of the Eadical is given in the following languages, or dialects,

of China, viz. :—Mandarin (Pekingese), Canton (City), Hakka (San-on), Swatow,

t^JbCHOW, Amot, and Hankow. The book will, therefore, be of practical use

throughout nearly the whole of China. Any other language, or dialect, used by the

learner can easily be written in if necessary.

The orthography used for the Mandarin is Sir Thomas Wade's ; for the Cantonese,

the Author's, being nearly the same as that used by Dr. Williams (Sir William Jones's

system) ; for the Swatow, Miss Field's system, with the e turned into ts ,• for the

Hakka, that employed by the German missionaries to the Hakkas, with very slight

* The modern Btudent can have but a poor conception of the herculean labours that men like
Morrison, Medhurat, and the pioneer linguists had to undertake in order to acquire their knowledge
of the language, so assisted is the present-day student by dictionaries and hand-books of one sort
and another, each author vying with the other in attempting to simplify the labours of the tyro
)(nd eitdeftTOUring to discover, if possible, a royal road to learning.

'
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modifieatiana, ia favour ef ISir William Jones's Sjatem ; for the Foochov, thati a,dc»ptied

in Ma^lay and Baldwin's Dictionary, being esgentially that known as Sir WiHiajia Jones's

system ; for the Amot, that employed by the miesionariea there, with some slight

modifications, bringing it more in unison with Sir William Joftes's system; for the

Hamkow, either Sir Thomas Wade's or Sir William Jones's.

After the pronunciations in these different languages, or dialects, the m,eaEiHg is

given in English, followed by the Order of Writing, in which the word is dissected

into its constituent elements. At first, only single strokes are used to represent the

ctmstituent elements of the different characters ; but towards the middle or end of the

book the Learner will find that in many cases, when practicable, and when the later

Radicals are formed of Radicals that have come under notice, the character then is

simply resolved into the different Radicals which compose it. It must be remembered

though, that this book is not meant as a guide to etymology ; it is simply a guide to

writing Chinese. Where, therefore, a character is composed of several elementary or

simpler parts which are written in this combined form exactly as certain characters

already come across in the earlier part of the book are written, these latter are then

given either as combining together to form the more complex character or ai an

example of its formation : it must not be always inferred that the complex character

is necessarily composed of these simpler ones. Some of its elements simply resemWe

them.

This is, as far as the Author is aware, the first time that the resolving of the

characters into their component parts has been carried out so fully*, though both

Premare and Williams have both more than hinted at the utility of such a method

being used, or at all events such a constitution of the characters being kept in the

mind's eye when studying Chinese.

After some months or years of study the student in Chinese gradually becomes

aware of the elements, the combining of which together form the moderately diflScult

and complex Chinese characters. When he gradually sees how different parts of a

character are reproduced here and there in many other Chinese words, he seems to

acquire a new insight into the language, and a corresponding simplification of

it takes place in his eyes, as he realizes that each new word to be remem-

bered is probably built up by the combination in different degrees of simplicity and

complexity, as well as by the combination in different positions, of words, or parts of

* Dr. W. A. P. Maetin of Peking, uses it to a great extent in one of his books :
—

' The Analyti-

cal Reader. A Short Method for Learning to Read and Write Chinese, by Reverend W. A. P. Maetin,
D.D., of the American Presbyterian Mission, Shanghai, Presbyterian Press. Published by the

Mission, 1863.' It is also used to a considerable extent in an admirable little work, prepared for

the use of Junior Members of the China Inland Mission—a marvel of cheapness as such books go

—

and entitled ' An Analytical Vocabulary of the Mandarin Dialect for the use of Beginners, dontain-'

ing with the Radicals, 1 .170 characters ; being those found in the Mandarin version of John's gospel.

Shanghai.—China Inland Mission, 1887. Price One Dollar.'

A few examples are given of the division of the characters into their component ' parj;9 in

Gabelentz's large work on Chinese grammar :
—

' Chinesische Grammatik mit Ausschluss des niederen

Stiles und der beutigen Umgangssprache von Georg von der Gabelentz mit drei Schrifttafcloi

Leipzif, T. O, Weigel, 1881.'
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words, which he already knows. Each new character to be fixed in the memory la not

now, therefore, an arbitrary sign, appealing in no way to his mnemonio instincts and

requiring a great effort of mind to appropriate ; but, by carefully inspecting each new

word, he finds the knowledge he has formerly acquired is to be used as advantage

ground for future acquisitions ; and by first remembering the different parts of the

word, as he would remember the letters entering into the composition of a word

belonging to an alphabetical language; and secondly, remembering the order in

which they appear, as he would remember the order of the letters in an English

word, he finds that the word is learnt, and far more easily remembered in the future

than it would be were he still to continue to endeavour to grasp the whole word at

once by a sheer effort of memory, as in his first attempts at learning Chinese.

This being the case, it will follow, as a matter of course, that this part of the

book will assist the Learner materially, not only in learning to write, but also in

learning to remember Chinese words.

After the 'Order of Writing' appears a short paragraph under the heading of

•Directions and Eemarks.' Here will be found more explicit directions as to the

•formation of the different portions of the characters than can be given under the Order

of Writing. The Student is also here referred to the other Eadicals which are used

to write the Badical then under review.

Indexes of the Eadicals, according to their pronunciation in Mandarin, in

. Cantonese, and according to their English meanings are appended—three in all—as well

as an Excursus on the 'Practical use of a Chinese Dictionary,' which it is hoped

will be of material assistance to the Beginner.

This book does not contain directions for the cursive style of writing, or the grass

hand. The first thing which the Beginner has to learn is to form the characters as

, they are to be met with in books, and ai carefully written, just as an English School-

boy has to learn writing from text and small text copies ; and it is, or should be, a

sine quA non that he forms his letters correctly before his hand is allowed to form

itself into a style peculiar to himself, which his own idiosyncrasies and the exigencies

of time and rapidity of writing develop into a character of its own, differentiated

from that of others.

The AuTHOE hopes, should this present venture meet with sufficient encourage-

ment, to issue a Second Past, containing directions for writing 800 or more words,

or parts of Chinese words. /

Hongkong, October 1888. J. DYER BALL.

PEEFACE TO SECOND EDITION.

This book having been out of print for some time and enquiries being made

tot it, & Second Edition is now prepared, and the opportunity has been taken to

cofrect the few mistakes which occurred in the first edition.

J. DYER BALL.
HoN<I^OKO, January, 190$



ON WRITIH6 CHINESE.

Iiitx*od.uctioii.

I. Though it ia impossible for a foreigner to bestow the time on learning to

write Chinese that a native takes to the task, still it is well that at least some pains

should be taken with the writing of this difficult character. What at first sight

appears very difficult, will, however, become easier if there is a set plan to work upon

;

and when method is applied to the task in hand there then seems a way through

the maze that confronts one at first sight.

The Chinese characters it will be seen from the following rules are written in

a certain way. This way is often the easiest way in which to write them. At all

events, it is the right way ; and as it is as easy to learn the right way as the wrong

way—often easier—it is as well that the learner should conform to the well established

usage and custom in writing Chinese. He will further have the satisfaction of finding

that the Chinese respect him the more when he is brought into contract with them

when they find that he knows how to write Chinese, and that the characters he makes

are not rude uncouth attempts, but approximate in some degree to the form, the

size and shape of Chinese when properly written.

The learner will find that the great majority of Chinese characters consist of a

number of simpler Chinese characters, combined symmetrically together into a new

character. What seemed a difficult task becomes then much simpler when it ia

seen that what appear very complex characters are only combinations of simpler

forms, which are easily written by themselves, and only require some care in

combining them, so as not to allow one part to assume a larger proportion of the

space, which has been assigned to the whole character, than usage has given to it.

II. As to writing with the Chinese pen, or rather pencil, it is as well that

the student of Chinese should learn how to hold the Chinese pen, and how to

write with it ; but it is not advisable that he should always write with it by any

means, as it takes months or years of practice to be able to write well with it. Time

is of too much consequence amongst people of the West to waste it in this manner.

The English pen or pencil, with which one's hands and fingers are already familiar

from years of practice, is a better instrument in the foreigner's hluid than the natire



jpea J and with a little care and practice very good characters can be formed by it.

With some little trouble the light and heavy parts of the dots, dashes, lines, and

strokes (which form the pot-hooks, &c. of Chinese characters) can easily be learned

and remembered ; and care should be taken with these, for a character can scarcely

be said to be correctly written unless some attention at least is paid to them, to say

nothmg of the monotonous want of variety which the writing would otherwise assume.

III. The Chinese copy book is very useful ; and the learner should make a point

of writing one or more pages every day in it. This will give him, if continued for

some time, sufficient faciUty in the use of the Chinese pen on Chinese paper.

The author here alludes to the copy books which the Chinese teacher will make

for his pupil by folding a number of pieces of Chinese paper together, forming some

thirty or forty of the double pages in use by the Chinese in their books, and then the

whole lot is bound together with one or two pieces of Chinese paper rolled up tight,

thus forming substitutes for strings.

There are numbers of copies (text, half-text, and small hand) to be bought in

the Chinese shops. One of these copies is then inserted between the first double page,

after which the learner proceeds to carefully trace with his Chinese pen the characters

on the blank pages of the manuscript copy book, and as soon as each double page

is filled up the copy slip is transferred to the next blank double page.

Th? reader will find some of these copies at the end of this book.

Constant practice of this sort is very useful at first, and should not be given up

till the student feels that he possesses considerable ease and fluency in forming the

characters.

The teacher should watch closely at first, and afterwards with each new copy

should see that the Beginner writes the different parts of the character in their proper

sequence, and that the Ught and heavy pressures of the pen are put at the proper

places. After once getting into the way of it, though, much of this writing can be

done without the teacher being present ; but each page written should be submitted

to his inspection, and by the red marks of unqualified, or qualified approval, which

be gives, the student will be able to judge of his own progress. The teacher makes

on the right hand side of the character half-way up a round circle in red ink when

the character is well written ; when it is only pretty good, he makes an irregular

trifti^gle in the same way and position ; and a badly written character is signalled by

a dot in red ink. It need scarcely be said, that of course the student should revert

"to his days of boyhood when at school, and try and form the strokes and dashes and

lines of the Chinese character with as much care as he laboured over his pot-hooks,

or at least with as much care as he should have bestowed on them then.

IV. At the same time that this is going on, it is well that the student should

not confiuft himself simply to the tracing of the character, but, with his English pen

pr pe^oil io h^^i he should learn to write a few Radicals each day.
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even if he does not require to pass any exanaiaation in them, as many do, he Will

eventually find that the time thus spent has not been wasted.

If he has the time at his disposal to do so, he will also find it of great assistance

to make a point of learning to write what he reads, or at all events the new words

he comes across in his reading. Writing the character impresses it on his memory,

and he can recall it at a future time, or recognize it when seen again much more

readily. In fact, the best plan is to fix it firmly in one's memory by repeatedly

writing it—say some scores of times, or even oftener if necessary. In short, reading

and writing should go hand in hand ; and the progress, though slow at flr^t, will be

all the more sure and rapid afterwards.

V. In Chinese writing, the columns—as in printing—begin at the top of the

page at the right hand side, and run in a straight perpendicular line down to the bottom, i,^

In writing Chinese, care should be taken that the columns are straight, as otherwise

it might be considered that the writer was an illiterate person; as only such write

in that manner in China. Euled lines, or rather columns, can be purchased in the

Chinese shops for ensuring straightness in writing. Ruled squares can also he bought

;

so that each character shall be equidistant from the next. Euled paper for writing

on can also be purchased. It will, therefore, be seen that not only must care be taken

in writing that the hues or columns of writing are straight and each column equidistant

from the neighbouring lines, but also equal care must be taken that each word is

the same distance from the next.

VI. It must be supposed that each character occupies the same amount of paper

surface^ Consequently in simple characters of only a few strokes extend these strokeSj J*^

as far as is compatible with the formation of the character, to cover to some extent
''

this supposed space ; and in complex characters formed of an aggregate of smaller ones,

make the component parts smaller, so as to fit together as far as possible into the

same amount of space as the simpler characters are supposed to cover.

^ VII. Avoid all stiffness in writing.

^VIII. Symmetry and proportion are everything in writing Chinese.

IX. In printing, the Chinese characters are square and the cross lines straight

;

but in writing, the strokes which would be horizontal in printing, slope slightly upwards

to the right. The Beginner need not trouble much at first about this slant to the

characters. He will gradually get into it when he is familiar with the characters,

and much Chinese writing passes under his eye,

X. Inspect every character that has to be written, and resolve it into its cOU'-

stituent elements ; in a simple character, strokes, lines, and dashes ; and in a complex
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one, the simple characters, or parts of characters of which it is formed. Having once

done this there remains nothing to do but to proceed to write these different parts,

the one after the other, in their proper order ; making due allowance for expanding

or compressing them, as the exigencies of the case may require.

XI. Do not attempt to write Chinese rapidly—at all events at first. Let the

Beginner's motto be slow and sure. It is soon enough to wait nntU weU familiar

with the forms of the characters before attempting to use some of the abbreviations

which the Chinese employ in writing rapidly. As to the ' grass character, ' it is very

doubtful if many foreigners can ever attain to the dexterity necessary to throw off

its rapid and often elegant spider-like crawlings.

XXL The paper being thin, the printing or writing is only on one side of it. In

books two pages are doubled together, and the folded edge forms the outer edge of

the book ; the loose edges (not the folded side, but the other) are bound together,

and form the back of the book. In manuscripts there are not, as a rule, separate

pages, though sometimes the manuscript is written in pages, and bound together in

pamphlet-form in the same way as a Chinese book ; but generally the manuscript is

continued on, and, if the paper is not long enough, another piece is pasted to it

and this is continued ad infinitum. Chinese documents are thus sometimes some

yards in length. More especially is this the case with long detailed business

accounts presented by one party to another.

XIII. The pen, pencil, or brush—as it might be more properly termed—consists

of a small cylinder of bamboo about the size of an ordinary lead pencil. At one

end is inserted a small bunch of hairs tapering to a fine point, having again the shape

of a neatly sharpened lead pencil. The hairs are the hairs of the sable, the fox, the

deer, the cat, the wolf, or the rabbit. The hairs which reach to the very point being

of a finer quahty and different kind to those shorter ones which surround it. The

former often being white rabbits' hair, while the others may be composed of hemp

or other materials. A small tube of bamboo, rather larger than the diameter of the

pen handle itself, is used as a sheath for protecting the brush part of the pen when

not in use. Instead of wiping his pen, a Chinese deliberately wets it with water and

carefully inserts it in this protecting tube, which is about half the length of the

pen handle.

Only the brush portion of the pen, and just sufficient of the handle to hold it

in firmly, is thus pushed into this tube. Sometimes a hoUow elongated cone of brass

is used for the same purpose instead of the bamboo tube. Pen-rests of brass and

earthenware are also used for sticking the pens in when not in use. These articles

being made so as to contain water to keep the pens in good order.

At the other end of the pen-holder, as we might call it, are generally found a

few characters cut into the bamboo, and coloured vermilion, or blue, or green ; some-

times a little placard is pasted on instead. These characters consist of the name
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of the pen and of the shop at which [it is sold, and are very fanciful in their

character. As for instance :—@ ^ .1^ if! :?K
' Superior Quality Dark Dragon

Water.' This pen having the curious shop name of ^ ^, which one is tempted

to render as ' The High Flyer.'

XIV. The pen is to be held in an upright position by the thumb and three

fingers. The fore-arm is laid on the table* with the hand in front of the right

lide of the body. The hand iirmly resting on the spot opposite the root of the

thumb t is raised upright and half closed alongside of it, but without the body of

the hand touching the pen. The pen thus rests in the second joint of the middle

finger, the hand forming a hollow ; the respective fingers, as stated above, circling

round more or less, according to whether the pen is outside or inside of them, while

the thumb points away, and in an upward direction from the palm.

2. Perhaps the easiest way for the Beginner to take up his pen at first

would be to half close his hand, and lay it on the table with the thumb lying on

the middle finger ; next lift the thumb up from the finger, and, suspended free and

separate from the fingers, open the first pair of fingers (the index and middle) a

little, and curl the next pair (ring and little) nearer the palm. The fingers are then

in the right position to grasp the pen, which may be placed between them by the

left hand.

3. Another way to get into the right position is first to grasp the pen, as in

English writing (that is to say, if the reader holds the pen correctly in writing

English, which so few people do), then draw the fingers towards the palm of the

hand, thus raising the pen into a perfectly upright position. Let the fore and

middle fingers slip round the pen into the position described in No. 1, while the

ring finger supports the pen as already described (No. 1), and the little finger falls

into the position beside it. The thumb, which has not been moved, except to be

more curved, now forms a right angle, and is in an uncomfortable position. To

ease it from this awkward position, and to put it into the right one, slide the

point of the thumb up the penholder for an inch or two, and let it press the

holder at about half an inch from the point (of the thumb), and all the fingers

as well as the thumb ought now to be in an easy position. In as easy a position,

in fact, as an English penholder is when held right ; and the fingers should be as

free to move as when writing English. It is, however, the fingers only that are

*The author is aware that this is not in theory the proper thing to do, but the foreigner will

find it much easier to keep his arm on the table, as he has been accustomed to in writing hia

own language, and he will find that the majority of Chinese do the same.

f The hand may be rested on the table, or not ; at least, both methods are in use by the Chinese.

See last note, howeyer. The foreigner will probably find, unless he has already attained considerable
flexibility in the use of a brush fqr painting, that it will be easier for him to rest hia hand on the
table as stated above in the text.

2
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free to move, not the thumb, as in writing English ; for the thumb teejfe

perfectly still.

The following woodcnt taken from Dr. William's 'Easy Lessons in Chiflfese'*

will, with the instructions given above, aid the Learner in acquiring the coitect

method of holding the pea.

The Strokes used in Writing Chinese.

The Chinese word for 'eternal' is considered as containing all the simple

Btrokea required in writing Chinese.

• ' ESSt Iiesjiblia in Chinese or ProgresBive Exercises to facilitate the study of that Lano-naai.,
«g^*M!rad»1)fed tb the Canton Dialect, by 8. Welle WilUai«B, L.L.D., Mieio printed it rt,

J

Office of the Chinese Bepository, 1842.' ' ' ^ »' me



The following out of it with the 'names afid the modes of writing them*

are here given from the • Ghinese . Ohrestomatil^y.'*

The dot or

1. ' This ia made by a slant of the pencil, which moving (fiffl^) toT^ards

the right, ia then turned round towards the left. It has eighteen forma • • • which,

form some real or imaginary resemblance to certain objects, are called by their names.

Thus :
" pearl-drop," " plum-seed," " almond-seed," " goat's horns," " cock's crest."

These names, often very fanciful, are given to assist the memory. They are found

in most of the Chinese cjopy-books, and ought to be carefully examined by every one

who desires to write the character correctly with ease and elegance.' ' Avoid the

ox-bead shape.'

/*
' A .Chinege Ghrtstomtktby in the Cantou pialect, i/y E.G. Bridgmani Macao, S.y^d^t

Wffliams, 1841;
..-.
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/4 horizontal line '—•, Wl, or

2. ' This bit, or curb, ^, is commonly called -j^, a horizontal line.' Ifc

'is made by a leap of the pencO, which stopping short on a point, is drawn off to

the left.' ^ ' The pencil, being placed down carefully on the left, is carried rapidly

ofE to the right, where it is brought to a dead halt, thence recoiling towards the

left. The ends of the line are compared to a man's shoulders, and ought, for the

sake of beauty, to be erect and square, and not bent down or drooping.' ' It has

Bix forms.'

A perpendicular line I ,'^, or M» or iS-

3. ' Here the pencil must not be held perfectly erect, for then the stroke

will lack body.' ' Among the twelve forms assumed by this line, there are two or

three which exhibit a crooked or deflected shape ; one is called a " crooked rule
"

and another a " golden city." ' ' Avoid the wasp-like waist.'

]
A book I ,^,or ^.

'

4. ' The pencil brought down is made to diverge a little, and raised upwards

with a jerk.' ' In most of the forms ' (of which it has fourteen) ' the hook is

turned to the left ; in a few instances it takes the opposite direction. The shaft also

takes a variety of forms :
" new moon," " flying goose," " swimming goose,"

" dragon's tail," are some of the names of these forms.' ' Avoid a resemblance to a

crane's knees.'

A spike^ , :^, or ^.

5. * This resembles a part of a broken line with the point thrown upwards,

it has six forms.' ' In one form it resembles the hook.' ' Avoid the shape of a

nail's head.'
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A sweep y/ , t^, or ^-

6. ' The best form of this is made by taming the pencil's point off to the

left with a heavy stroke. It has eight forms. Avoid the shape of a rat's tail.'

A stroke^ , ^, or ^.

7. ' This is made by a sudden jerk of the pencil, and should be short and

slender. It has twelve forms. Avoid the shape of a broken splinter.'

A dash ^^Sr, ^, or ^.

8. ' Here the pencil delicately rises, and then spreads off with a full stroke.

It has six forms. Avoid the shape of a broom.' " Golden knife," " crying duck,"

" frightened snake," " roaming fish," " playing fish," and " double eyes," ' are the

names of its forms.'

General Rules.

I. In characters whose composition is such as to naturally divide into

different horizontal sections, begin at the top, as in ^.
II. In characters whose composition is such as to naturally divide into

different vertical sections, begin at left hand side, as in ^.
Exception.—In characters in which the middle consists of a perpendicular and

the two sides depend upon this perpendicular—the perpendicular being the main

part of the character, or forming its back bone as it were, then the perpendicular is

first written, as in
/J>», ^, j^. See Rule IX.

Note dl does not come under this rule, nor do any characters where the

fferpendicular is struck through the middle of other parts. Sei BuU VIII*
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III. In other characters which may not appear to come under these

descriptions, begin either at the top or left-hand side, according to the character of

the word.

IV. Write the base line of any character, having such as a base, last of all

;

as in
J[t.

V. Any character having a horizontal line at the top, or almost at the top,

has that line written first, as in "J", J^, ^.
Caution.—This rule does not apply to characters of a rectangular form, as p

.

VI. When horizontal lines and perpendicalars cross each other, the former

are made first, as in
-f-, ^, -[-

.

VII. AU characters consisting of a portion enclosed within a square or

rectangular figure, have the latter, with the exception of the base line, first formed,

then all the interior portions, and finally the base line, as ^.
VIII. Perpendiculars which are stuck through the rest of the character are

written last, as f||, fj|, ^.
IX. Perpendiculars which form a back bone as it were to the rest of the

character are generally written first, as -j^.

X. If they do not hold that position with regard to the whole of the

character but only to a portion of it, the last rule holds good generally with regard

to them, as far as regards the portion of the character to which they hold such a

position, as ^,
Exofption S^.

Practical Rules for Writing Chinese.

EuLEs Concerning Lines.

Cross or Transverse Lines.

I When two or more cross Hues of different lengths occur the one above

the other, whether 4n combination with some other lines or alone, care should be

taken that the ct. .e of each line shall be in a perpendicular straight line, and

flopsequently the over-reaching portions of each longer line will have an equal length

from ita own centre projecting bejond each Bhorter line or lines, as 3E> dt-
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II. The simplest combination of a tranverse line with another is when it is

used with an upright line alone, or with the upright line and only one or two

accessories. In such a case, the transverse or cross line should be long and the

upright or perpendicular short, as for example in -^, _J^, "JC, -J^.
It will be

noticed that in these characters the other parts are so subsidiary that they do not

affect the taut ensemih of the character to any appreciable degree.

III. When, htfkever, the other parts of the characters attaiii large pr((portion»,

or they are, though small, not so insignificant, owing to repetition, &c., the

transverse line shrinks in its proportion to the rest of the dhatacter and should be

short, while the perpendicular, or the sweep—or the dash, if such ocofir—^should be

long, as for example in
7J-, .£[-, ^, ^, i\^, •^, fff,: ^, ^, ^, it-

ExetpUons.—Characters like the foUawing, where it will readily be seen that

the top of the character would be out of proptfrtion with the rest of the character,

were the horizontal top stroke made short, as "j^, /fi".

IV. When the transverse line passes through the centre of a character con-

sisting of at least several other strokes, both above and below it, it should then be well

extended both ways. Such a line in such a position has been compared by the

Chinese ' to the two ends of a pole, on which a burden is suspended, to be carried

on the shoulders of two men,' as for example i^, ^, ^, ^. The following

class of words might also come under this rule, as ^, ^, ^, ^ ; ^, ^, ^.

V. In certain characters the beauty of the shape of the character would be

destroyed were the transverse line struck through it made perfectly level. In such

characters it should slope up from left to right. The character! in question are

characters of the following class, as -^, -J^, ^, ]|J^.

VI. There are, however, other characters in which the horizontal line should

nttt be. inclined, for then it would be inelegant, as Jg_, ^, ^, _g^.

VII. In characters in which a part or the whole of the character iSrof an

approximately square form, having four more or less straight lines forming the- four

sides, the lower horizontal line ' should be a little prolonged,' so as to support the

end of the perpendicular one (on the right), as p, Q, ^, ^.

VIII. ' When there are horizontal lines at the top and botto n ' of the*

character 'the former must be short, the latter long,' as ^, ^, gg, j£ ; ^,
i::, ^, H- :^^

Caution.—It must be noticed, however, that this rule uas no referfenoe to the

class of characters referred to in the last rule, as the converse is generally the case

with regard to them.
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IX. When there are several horizontal lines, the rule is to diversify them,

so as ' to prevent stifEnees of appearance.' There is, however, a method to be

observed in thus diversifying them ; for it will not do to write them long and

short in any way.

1. When there are two lines, the upper one is to be short, the lower one

long (see No. VII. under this heading), as ^, ^, f^, ^, ^^, -j^, ^,
^^ 7t> ^. ±> %> ^. ^> X, g, g, fr, ^

Exceptions,—-J^ ; also see caution under last Rule.

2. (a.) When there are three lines alone the middle one is the shortest,

the upper one longer and the lowest one longest, as ^^, ^.
Q>.) This sometimes happens in combination as well, as ^.

3. When there are four lines, they may be composed of two Jl» °^^ on

the top of the other, in which case each j^ is made separately with the lines

in right proportions, as ^, |||.

4. As an example of how diversity may be introduced when there are

a number of cross lines, take the Radical '^. In accordance with Rule

No. VIII. under this heading, the top line of all is shorter than the lowest

line of all, then immediately below the top line comes a long line, after which,

two short lines of about equal length.

X. When horizontal lines are arranged close together, it is necessary that

they resemble the carved work of the artist, in order to produce a beautiful

character, as M, M, ^, M-

Perpendicular Lines.

XI. The perpendicular often forms the back bone as it were of the character
;

it is the central and most conspicuous part of the character in many cases, as

pb, ^. The perpendicular includes both the plain form, as well as that with a

hook at the end of it.

XII. In characters, in which the perpendicular does not project at the top

above the rest of the character, and in which both sides of the character are similar,

or nearly bo, ' the perpendicular should be drawn perfectly straight through the

middle,' as V^, ^, ^, ^. It will be seen that all symmetry of form would

be destroyed were this not done.

XIII. When the transverse line is long, the perpendicular is to be made

short, and vice versd, as :

—

Short perpendiculars ^, ^, -\-, J^, -|-, -|-^.

Long perpeudiculara ^, ^C, ^, ]^, 5J*, ^.
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XXIV. Although the lines are ia some cases to be made full, yet they must

not be made too heavy. The following characters are giren by the Chinese as

examples in which this error must be guarded against, viz., j^, \[l, ^, -f-. .

XXV. The following characters are also given as examples, in which the

opposite error is to be avoided, viz., that of making the lines too slender in

characters in which they ought to be somewhat slender, viz., "J , xh, \\ 5J*.

Increasing or Diminishing the Size of the Lines.

XXVI. ' When the character is in two parts, the upper and lower being

equally divided, (the lines in) the middle may be a little increased or diminished as

the case requires,' as S, ^.

Arrangement of the Lines in Complex Characters.

XXVII. Should the character be complex and composed of many lines, that

is no reason for its component parts being compressed together in any manner so

that they all appear; for 'when the lines are numerous and close together, they

should be evenly arranged,' as ^, §, ^.
XXVIII. Also 'when the lines are accumulated, they must be distinctly

written,' as ^.

On the Dot.

The Single Dot.

I. The dot occurs to a considerable extent in the composition of Chinese

characters, either singly, or in twos, or threes, or fours.

II. Directions as to writing a common form of the single dot when alone is

given under Eadical No. 3, which see.

III. The single dot sometimes ends a line. When a dot ends a line, the

line as it were runs into it. The point of the dot in such a case is pointing nearly

straight upwards, and the dot itself is almost triangular in shape in many cases, as

JtlX. (%. ^
IV. This kind of dot occurs very often, if not always, at the end of the

line, which is dashed up in a slightly sloping direction from left to right, as

3
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V. The same kind of dot occurs at the beginning of straight lines, as ^.
VI. The dot is somewhat lengthened out, and sloping to the left at the

bottom of characters, and sometimes in some other positions, as ^, ^, ^•

VII. There is another form of the dot which is peculiar. It occurs in the

middle of the word j\j), heart, and also, in the written forms, on the left hand side

of the word 2K^ eyen^ and twice in the word j||, also.

VII. The dot on the left hand side of »^, fire is very upright, as well as

that on the left hand side of fljji, heart.

IX. The blending together of the different parts of the word sometimes

throws the dot out of its natural position ; as, for instance, in the words ^, ^
where the dot on the left hand side of j^, fire (which forms the lower part of

both words) which is upright in its original position, is tilted over more to the

right to make room for the upper part of the character.

X. In the majority of other positions and cases, the dot when u»ed singly,

takes the form Radical l^o. 3.

Two Dots.

XI. Two dots together are used as the combination form of the character

for ice (See Rtdical No. 15). It occurs in more than twenty words, and is placed

at the left hand side, and is the first part of the character that is written. The

first, or upper dot, it will be seen is one of the commonest forms of the dot when

written alone. For making the second, or lower dot, begin with the making of a

dot like the upper. Do not round it off, but while the pen is being pressed on

the thick part, fillip the pen up in a slanting upward direction towards the body of

the character, gradually thinning the upward stroke by lessening the pressure of

the pen and finishing up with a fine point within the upper dot ; that is, between

the upper dot and the main body of the character.

XII. When two dots occur together they do not always take this form.

They are sometimes simply a repetition one of the other, and their position with

respect to each other varies according to the shape of the character of which they

form a part. For example, in the word i^, a peck, the lower one is a trifle more

to the left than the upper, so as to give a proper symmetry to the character.

Again, in the word p^, rain, there is no room for them being so placed;

consequently the one is placed directly above the other in both sets of two.

XIII. In the word ^, winter the lower one is made larger than the upper one

ao as to give larger proportions to the lower part of the character where they occur.

In reality, though, these two dots in this word are the combination form of ioe.
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mentioned previously in No. XI, but here modified suificiently to be adapted to

their position at the bottom of the character instead of the side, where, if the original

shape of the second, or lower, dot was preserved, they would look out of position.

XIV. "When two dots are placed one on each side of a perpendicular line

of any kind the upper point of each dot in writing turns, respectively towards the

upright position of the perpendicular. That is to say, the dot on the right hand

side points well towards the perpendicular, while the one on the left hand side is

turned up to an upright position. This occurs in writing in characters, such as /K, '^.

XV. This occurs not only with the perpendicular, but with other forms, as t{^.

Note.—Here in the printed form this also occurs, although it does not in the

example! given under the last paragraph.

XVI. It also occurs with regard to the two outside dots when three or four

dots are in a line at the bottom of a character with nothing on either side of them,

as |j^, ^. This is done to give a diversified appearance to the character.

Three Dots.

XVII. Three dots generally take one of two positions. They are either in

a line horizontally, or in a vertical line.

XVIII. When in a horizontal line, they all point at about the same angle

to the left, and are nearly in a straight line ; the right hand ones being a trifle

higher than each dot on the left hand, as in the written forms of the characters

^, J^, ^, ^. See also last paragraph.

XIX. The other common position is in a vertical line. This is the

combination form of -jjc, water, and is commonly called ^ ^jS jlj^j three drops of

water. It generally occurs at the left hand side of a word, though it is sometimes

found in the middle of the character. In this position the upper dot is placed a

trifle to the right hand side of the upright line in which the other two dots lie.

Again, if anything, the top dot is a trifle larger than the middle one. The lower

dot is of the same character as the lower dot when two are together to represent

ice. The point of the lower one must be directed upwards near the end of the top

one with which it corresponds.

XX. Three dots also sometimes appear in the following position, viz., one

on the left hand side of a perpendicular and two on the right side of it, as ^.
At other times, in writing, some characters have the three dots all on one level.
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Four Dots.

XXI. Four dots generally appear in a straight horizontal line. When they

occur at the bottom of a character with nothing on either side of them, the two

outer ones point inwards, as |^, ^.

XXII. If, however, anything appears at the side of them, or they are

themselves in the body of a character, they all, or nearly all of them, have the same

inclination towards the left hand, as in the written forms of ^|^, ,^, i^, ^.

XXIII. For four dots such as occurs in the character ^, rain, see under

two dots, paragraph No. XII.

Rules about the Dash.

I. In such characters as have the sweep and dash placed across each other

and attached to a part above, they must be exactly in the middle, as ^, y^, ^.

II. ' When the dash is freely extended, it ia very necessary to contract the

head and lengthen the sweep,' as ^, 5^^, J^, ^.

Rules about the Sweep

I. ' When there is a sweep on the left and a perpendicular line on the right,

the former should be contracted, and the latter extended downwards,' as ^, j||, ^[$.

II. ' When the dash is freely extended, it ia very necessary to contract the

head and lengthen the sweep,' as "^j f^, ^, ^.

III. In such characters as have the sweep and dash placed across each

other and attached to a part above, they must be exactly in the middle, as

% ^^ *
IV. ' In giving freedom to the sweep, avoid making it like a rat's tail.*

Examples of words in which this mistake should be avoided:—^, ^, Ig, jB.

V. 'When there ate successive sweeps, they must not be make parallel like

a set of teeth.' Words ctming under this rule :

—

^, J^, ^, '^.

VI. ' When there are three sweeps in succession, the head of the lower one

inust point to the middle of the one immediately above it,' aa f^, ^, ^, ^.
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Hooks and Hooked Lines.

Hooks at the end of Vertical Lines.

I. In characters in which the bottom is formed of a perpendiculir with a

hook at the end if it, ' the end of the hook ought to be a little bent down as if

intending to hook up something from beneath,' aa ^, ^, ^.

II. ' When there is a hook above and one below, the latter should be more

prominent than the other,' as ^, ^,^.

It will be seen from the second example given above that this rule applies

also to hooks at the end of other than perpendicular lines.

III. ' Where the hook is repeated, sometimes it should retain the full form,

at others it should be suppressed,* as ^, ;^, ^, ^.

From the examples given, it would appear that it is considered best to put

the hook in at the right hand side of the character in preference to the left, and to

retain it at the bottom of the character in preference to the top.

2%e Book at the end of a horizontal line.

IV. Thfe partakes so much of the nature of a dot, though in reality a

hook at the end of a line, that it is apt to be thought a dot.

V. The hook should be well turned in and executed boldly when in this

position ; for the Chinese say :—-'Here the hook in the covering, when made to

resemble a bird looking at its breast, is elegant,' as ^, ^. See, however, next

Knle.

VI. When one hook hangs downwards, and the other turns upwards, the

former should be contracted, and the latter extended, as ^. ^, ^.

The Hook encircling a portion of the character,

VII. Where the hook partially encircles a portion of the character within it

(not having a portion of the character without it, as in some examples later on), if

that portion is considerable in amount ' the body of the hook should not be either

too cfooked or too short,' aa ^, ^, ^, ^.
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VIII. If, however, the portion to be partially encircled by it is not

considerable in amount, then ' the shape of the hook should not be too straight or

too long,' as ^, ^, Aj, ^,

IX. Where the bottom of the character is composed of a number of dots,

as four in a line, ' the point of the hook should shoot np towards the middle of

the four dots,' as ^, ^, ^, ,%.

Horizontal Hooked Lines.

X. ' "When the hooked line is horizontal, there is no danger of its being

too much bent,' as J^, ij^s, ;jg, J§.

The Hook turning up with an angle to the right.

XI. A hooked line of this kind at the bottom of a character 'should be

well rounded and extended,' as ^, ^, j^' ^•

XII. When a portion of a character is contained in such a form of the

hook, the hook is extended, and compasses the part on its side, as ^, ^,

XIII. 'When one hook hangs downwards, and the other turns upwards

the former should be contracted, and the latter extended,' as ^, ^, ^.

The Bended Hook.

Xiy. Where two parts of a character are brought close together ' the

bended hook * • • ought to be turned back and contracted,' as j}^, j^.

The Hooh at the end of a Sloping Line.

XV. Owing to the length of this sloping line that has the hook at the end

of it, there is a danger in its being too slender and too much bent. Both of which

faults should be avoided. Examples of its use:—^, ;^, ^, J^. See next, however.

XVI. If, however, a horizontal or approximately horizontal line occurs at

the top of the sloping line and the character is either wholly or to a large extent

encompassed by these lines, than ' the long hooked line • * • ought to be bent

and strong,' as Jg, J|^, f^, ^.
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Parts of a Character.

The Upper and Lower Parts.

I. When the upper part of a character is formed by a combination of

Eadicak Nos. 3 and 14, then the upper part should cover all the lines below it, as

^' W' ^' ^•

II. When the lower parts of characters are formed not merely of ends of

lines, &c., but of characters which have some considerable shape and size, then

* the lower part should support all the lines above it,' as ^, ^, ffl, ^.

III ' If the upper part of a character requires much space, give it an open

appearance,' as ^, ^, ^, ^.

IV. ' If the lower part of a character requires much space, let it be broad,'

V. ' Characters, having a level top, should have their upper parts even,' as

VI. When characters have their lower parts composed of a number of ends

of lines, &c., they ' should be even at the foot,' as ^, ^, j^, ^.

VII. When the upper part of a character is covered over with a sweep and a

dash, ' the sweep and dash should be equal,' as ^, z^, ^, ^.

Characters composed of Three Parts.

VIII. When three parts are united one above the other, the upper and the

lower, though extended or contracted must be evenly arranged, as ^, j^, j^,^.

IX. The part in a middle, when surrounded, as in the examples given

below, ' ought to have its top rather larger than its bottom,' as ^, j^, ^, ^.

The Sides and Middle.

X. ' When both sides are alike, the right and left should be equal,' as

^> ffiffi) /SR>

XL 'When the left side is small, make its top even with the other,' as
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XII. ' When the right side is small, make ifca bottom even with the other,'

XIII. When, however, the left side is as large, if not somewhat larger

than the other, then the left side is elevated while the right is depressed, as

XIV. And again, when the right is as large, if not somewhat larger than

the other, ' prominence is given to the right, it being extended while the left is

contracted,' as ^, ^, ^.
The two last rules had, perhaps, better not be depended upon entirely.

XV. If the right or left side respectively, being considerably larger than the

other side, requires much space, as under the circumstances it (as the case may be)

is not required to balance the other side, which is less complicated and smaller,

then there is no fear in it (as the case may be) being expanded or extended, as :

—

Eight side considerably larger, ^, |^, jg, J^.

Left side considerably larger, ^, ^, ^J, ;^.

XVI. In characters embracing a part beneath, the right and left sides

should correspond to each other, as f^, i^, jQt, i^.

The Middle of the Character.

XVII. When a character is formed of three vertical sections placed side by

side, ' the middle one should be made perfectly regular,' as |M, ^n, ]^, iHB.

XVIII. ' When the character is in two parts, the upper and the lower

being equally divided, the (lines in the) middle may be a little increased or

diminished, as the case requires,' as ^, ^, @, 1^.

XIX. ' If both the right and left sides require much space, the middle

should yield to them,' as ^§5, p, ifff, ^.

XX. ' If the middle requires much space let it be enlarged,' as ^, |S,

XXI. * If the upper and lower parts require much space, then the middle

must be small,' as ^, ^, "&, tt.

Repetition of Parts

XXII. ' When a character is formed by several repetitions of another, they

should be orderly arranged,' as ^, iSfi) ||, ^.
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It will be noticed that the upper parts of the above characters are spread

out a little to take up more room, while the lower two are made smaller than the

ilpper.

XXIII. 'When a part occurs four times on the outside of a character, the

positions must be such as to give the whole a square form,' as ^, ^, SS.

XXIV. ' When a part is repeated four times within a character, the

repetitions ought to be arranged close together in uniform order,' as ^, ^, M, ^

.

Many Parts of a Characters.

XXV. ' When many parts are brought together, they must receive, yield to,

and blend with, each other in such a manner as to prevent confusion,' as ^, ^,

XXVI. ' If the parts are very close together, they must be well arranged

without being at all blended,' as ^^, ^, ^^,





HOW TO WEITE OKINESE.

Radicals formed by ONE STROKE of the pen.

1. —
Pronunciations: -Man.—yi G&n.—yat. Hak.— jr«Y. 8m.—ii;ceh

Foo.—ek. Amoj.—it. Han.—yt.

Meaning-:—One.
Order of "Writing:—[ —• J.

Directions and Remarks:—Commence from the left, exerting at

the very first but a slight pressure, increasing this pressure, however, immediately,

so as to form a thicker end ; then lightening the pressure as soon as this is

done, so as to form the centre of the stroke thinner ; the centre passed,

increase the pressure again, so manipulating the pen as to form a rounded end

at last. This is done by pressing the pen down on the paper somewhat, and

then suddenly stopping, giving the slightest jerk back, and then lifting the

pen off the paper. This will come with practice under the direction of a

Chinese teacher ; and it is well worth the attempt, as the character is so much

improved in appearance to what it would be were no attempt made and a

simple dash struck from left to right. ' The Chinese count six forms

of this character, and compare the ends of the line to a man's shoulders.

They onght, for the sake of beauty, to be erect and square, and not bent down

or drooping.' See page 12.

2. I

Pronunciations:—Man.—A?w. Gaa.—Jcw^an. B.a.k.—Icwun. Swa.—*Mn.

Foo.—Jcunff. Amoy.—Jc'un H&n.—kwan,

Meaning:—Perpendicular.
Order of Writing:— [ [ J.

Directions and Remarks :—The pen is put on the paper, and the

pressure increased towards the right a little, so as to form the left top more

pointed then the right; the pressure is then somewhat decreased, though not

-J Im J



much, for the stroke must not have a wasp-like waist ; and the pen i» finally

lifted off the paper, lingering slightly a trifle longer towards the left, so as

to make the end of the character a little pointed towards that side. The

Chinese direct that the pen ' must not be held perfectly erect, for then the

stroke will lack body.' Only used in combination. Hee page 12.

3. >

Pronunciations:—Man.—cAm. Can.

—

cM. Hak.

—

tsu. Swa.—cm.

Foo.

—

chii. Amoy.

—

ehu. Han.

—

chil.

Meaning:—A point.

Order of Writing::-[ > J.

Directions and Remarks :—The point is commenced at the left,

the pressure of the hand increased, while the pen is moving down towards the

right ; then to form the rounded end the pen is turned round towards the left.

Only used in combination. See page 11.

4. J
Pronunciations:—Man.—^'M. G&n.—pHt. Hak.—^«'<. Swa.—p'Mt

Too.

—

p'ieh. Amoy.

—

^iat. Han.—jjiVA.

Meaning:—A dash to the left.

Order of"Writing:—[ ^ ].

Directions and Remarks:—A heavy stroke towards the left,

curving more as it progresses towards the point, and becoming thinner.

Ste page 13.

5. Za
Pronunciations:—Man.—2/«. Can.—yiti. Rak.~yet. Swa.—ifc

Foo.

—

eh. Amoy.

—

it. Han.

—

yi.

Meaning:—One ; curved.

Order Of Writing:—[ ^u J-

Directions and Remarks:—This is all written without lifting

the pen off the paper, beginning at the left hand end of the line at the top.

This is a more complicated character then is generally made with one stroke



of the pen, except in rapid writing. The short stroke at the top written from the

left commences this character. Then the pen is laid on heavier and the stroke is

carried on, being continued to the left in a slanting direction until it is extended

nearly as far to the left as the beginning of the short stroke on the top. The

pen is then lightened, the direction of the stroke being turned to the right,

and is continued in a straight line to the right, the pressure being

increased when the corner is turned, until the stroke reaches a little further

to the right than the right hand end of the short upper stroke, when the

pen is lightly fiUipped up.

6. J

Pronunciations:—Man chueh. Can.—k'at. Kek.—M. S>wa,.—hHel.

Foo,

—

¥ivok. Amoy.

—

koat. Ksa.—chueh.

Meaning":—Hooked; barbed.

Order of Writing:—[ J J.

Directions and Remarks:-It adds to the elegance of this character,

if a little knob is made at the top by pressing down the pen on touching the

paper with it. One point of the knob it will be noticed is towards the left

hand. This, of course, is caused by the pen first touching the paper a little

to the left of the line the stroke is meant to be drawn in. On reaching the

end of the stroke (which must be straight) the pen is jerked up to the

left hand, forming a fish hook. Only used in combination. See page 12.

Radicals formed by TWO STROKES of the pen.

7.
—
Pronunciations:—Man.—erA. Can.—y». B.ak.—nyi.

Foo.

—

ne. Amoy—/«'. Han.—wr.

Meaning:—Two.

Order of "Writing:-[ "^^Ima J-

Directions and Remarks -.-See No. 1. Two horizontal lines from

left to right, the upper one is written first. The formation and

manner of writing of each separate part is the same ;
but notice that the

upper line is shorter than the lower, and notice also that the lower line must

extend beyond the upper one at both ends about an equal distance.

I .^ ^



8.
Pronunciations:—Man.—i'oii. Can.—/'a«. Hak.

—

Vbu. Swa.—/'aw.
Foo.—i'«M. AiBoy.—<'o, Han.—i'aM.

Meaning:—Above ; a cover.

Order of Writing:— [ I _* ].

Directions and Remarks:—First make the dofc, then the line from

left to right. The dot here is more upright and square in form than

in No. 3. It must rest in the exact middle of the line. See Nos. 3 and 1.

Only used in combination.

9.A A
Pronunciations:—Man.—ygft. Can.—yan. Hak.—nyiw. Swa.—/m;

nang. Foo.

—

ing. Amoy.—^in. Hak—jen.
Meaning:—Man.
Order of Writing:— [ J,\ ;

>^
f J.

Directions and Remarks : —In writing, this character is more squat

than it is foand in books. The first stroke in each form is the same as

No. 4 ; but modified in size for its respective positions ; in the second form it

being only one half of its original size. The second half of the second form

is the same as No. 2. The second form is only used in combination ; the first

is the common character. In writing both forms begin with the left

hand side of the character. Then write the right hand side of the character.

As regards the first form of the character the left side-may be made a little longer

in writing than the other side, though they are both equal in the printed

character. In writing, the character is also more spread out than in the printed

form, more squat in shape, while the printed one is higher, more upright.

Notice that the right hand side takes its start rather more than a third down the

left hand side. It commences, at its juncture with the left hand side, lightly,

and then swells out and again diminishes and tapers to a point.

10. )l
Pronunciations:—Man.—jen. Can

—

yan. Hak.—yiw. Swa.—/m.
Poo.—mflr. Amoy.—>«. Hak.—jen.

Meaning:—A man walking.

Order of Writing:—[J Lj-
Directions and Remarks:—5ee Nos. 4 and 5. Notice that No. 4

is made more npright, and that No. 5 is much modified. The short top stroke



is gone, it is more upright, and the line towards the right, ending in the jerk

upwards, is only about half the original length. The left hand side is written

first; then the right hand side. The pen with an equal steady stroke forms No. 2

radical ; but without lifting it, though lightening it, the stroke, a short stroke,

is made to the right and fillipped up as in No. 5. Only used in

combination.

11. A
Pronunciations:—Man.

—

ju. Can.—ya;?. Hak.

—

nyip. Swa.

—

ji;p.

Foo.

—

ik. Amoy.

—

jip. Han.—yii.

Meaning:—To enter.

Order of Writing:—[y \].

Directions and Remarks:

—

See No. 4 for the first half of this

character. It is, however, not so upright as in No. 4. Then the dash to

the right. The second half of the character, which commences about two-thirds

up the left stroke, is written as follows:—Begin with the little stroke, rising

slightly, for the pen rises delicately and then spreads off downwards towards

the right with a full stroke sweeping slightly off towards the end, and

thinning the stroke in fact, tapering off as usual. Notice that this character

is more squat in writing than in the printed character, and that it spreads out

more.

12. A
Pronunciations:—Man.—j?». Gznu—pdt. Hak.—j;^^. %viB.,—poih.

Foo.—faik. Amoy.—pat. Han.—̂ a.

Meaning:~Eight.

Order of Writing:- [^4 ^].

Directions and Remarks:—This character is somewhat like the

last, having the same strokes, but they are separated from each other and are

smaller. The first stroke is shorter, and the commencement of the second

stroke does not project beyond it, as in No. 11.

&S



13. n
Pronunciations;—Man.

—

cMung. Can.

—

kwing. Hak.

—

kwen.

Swa.

—

k^eng. Foo.

—

king. Amoy.

—

keng.

Han.

—

chiun.

Meaning:—A limit.

Order of Writing: -
[ | "^ J.

Directions and Remarks:— For the first stroke, write No. 2 ; for

the second, a combination of Nos. 1 and 6 ; taking care, however, not to

lift the pen off the paper in turning from No. 1 to No. 6. See page 12.

No. 1 is to be written lightly; the two perpendiculars being written more

heavily. Only used in combination.

14. »--

Pronunciations:—Man.

—

mi. Can.

—

mik. Hak.

—

met. Swa.

—

mfik.

Foo.

—

mik. Amoy.

—

iek. Han.

—

mi.

Meaning:—To cover.

Order of Writing:—[i -•].

Directions and Remarks:—No. 8 and Nos. l and 3 combined.

The dot on the left being first written, the point of it pointing in a slanting

direction to the right, being • more upright than when alone. Next the

horizontal line and dot which are made without lifting the pen. This dot at

the end of the second part is formed by sweeping the pen round a bit. The

second point has also about the eame slope as the first. Only used in

combination.

15. ^

M

Pronunciations:— Man.

—

ping. Can.

—

ping. Hak.

—

pen.

Swa.—peng. Foo.— ping. Amoy.— peng,

Han.

—

pin.

Meaning:—Ice ; cold.

Order of Writing:—[> /].
Directions and Remarks:—The upper dot first, like No. 3. Then

form the second dot, commencing by writing a dot like the upper one (No. 3),



immediately under the upper one; but, when just finishing it, flick the pen

slanting upwards, i.e., turn the pen sharply up, then jerking an upward stroke,

and narrowing to. a point toward the right, pass to the right of the first dot,

but taking care that the point does not go up higher than the first dot. Only

used in combination.

16. ;i
Pronunciations:— Man.—cM. Can.— kei. Hak.— yi. Swa.

—

ki.

Foo.— ki. Amoy.— ki. Han.— cM.

Meaning:—A stool ; a table.

Order of Writing: -[ J 1j]-

Directions and Remarks:—This character is very similar to

No. 10. The difference being that the second half of it has the little stroke at

the top as in No. 5 and that thus the two sides of the character are joined

by this short cross line, the cross line and the rest of the character being

made without lifting the pen from the paper ; otherwise the directions for

writing No. 10 apply here as well. Only used in combination.

17. U
Pronunciations:— Man.— k'an. Can.— horn. Hak.— A'am.

Swa.— k'am. Foo. — k^ang. Amoy.— ¥am.
Han.— k^an.

Meaning:—A receptacle.

Order of Writing:-[L. I J-

Directions and Remarks:—The first paro consists of a combina-

tion of Nos. 2 and 1, made with one stroke of the pen; the second part

ii No. 2, Take care that the two uprights are symmetrical and a pair ; the

line at the bottom is somewhat short, and rather thinner than the uprights.

Only used in combination.

18. 7J Ij

Pronunciations:— Man. — to. Can.— /d. Hak. — feu. Swa.- <o.

Foo. — to. Amoy.— to. Han. — tau.

Meaning:—A knife.

Order of "Writing:— [ J ~J ; \ J ].

Directions and Remarks:—A union of Nos. l and 6 ; and a

No. 4. For the second form write a short No. 2 and then No. 6. First the



left hand stroke, then the rest of the character is formed without lifting the pen.

The line at the top is lighter than the rest of the character, though a little

heavier at its start than further on; then at the turn the pen ia pressed

heavily on the paper. The second form is only used in combination. The

left hand upright is first made, being about two-thirds of the size in No. 2.

Then the right hand side (No. 6). The left hand side, it will be noticed, is

placed just opposite the middle of the right hand portion of the character.

19. ij
Pronunciations:—Man.— //. Can.— //i-. Hak.—R Swa.— M.

Foo.— lik. Amoy.— lek. Han.— li.

Meaning:—Strength.

Order of Writing:—[ / ~7 J.

Directions and Remarks:—This is very much Uke No. 18, the

difference being that after writing the first half instead of writing the second

half running along at the top of the first half, it is commenced at about a

third of its own length, and is written so as to cut through it at about

nearly a third of its length from the top, i.e., the left hand of the second

portion projects beyond the second stroke, the dash to the left.

20.
-fl

Pronunciations:—Man.—̂ ao. Can.—paw. Hak.—^aw. Swa.—;»««.
Foo.-—^aw. Amoy.

—

pau. Han.—ya«.

Meaning:~To infold.

Order of Writing:-[ ^ "J].

Directions and Remarks:—A very short stroke to the left (No. 4)

about half size, the second part to start from a third of its length from the

top. The second part is the same as the second part of No. 18, though
possibly not so upright. Only used in combination.

g@



21 ki
Pronunciations:—Man.—)ot. Can.—pe/. Hak.—;wi. 8wa..—pi.

Foo.—pi. Amoy.^pi. Han.^i;*,

Meaning :—A spoon.

Order of Writing:—[y L» J-

Directions and Remarks:—First a short No. 4, about half length

;

then the second part, without Hfting the pen off the papor. This part is very

like the second part of No. 10. Only the upright part of it is not so long

as in No. 10, and the lower part, it is to be noticed, is more prolonged before

the fillip up at the end takes place. Only used in combination.

22 C
Pronunciations:—Man.—/a«(/. Can.—fon

ff. llak.—fong.
Swa.

—

huang. Amoy.

—

hong. Foo.

—

hwong.
Han,—/artr/f.

Meaning:—A peck.

Order of Writing:—[~"L J-

Directions and Remarks:—The first half is a No. 1 ; the second

half a combination of Nos. 2 and 1. The horizontal line at the top, then

the upright and lower line without lifting the pen off the paper. Neither

of the lines are to project to the left beyond the upright. The upper line is

shorter than the lower by a little.

28 U
Pronunciations:—Man.—hsi. Can.—hai. Hak.—Id. Swa. — ^/,

Foo.

—

hi. Atnoj.—he. Han.

—

hsi.

Meaning: —A receptacle.

Order of Writing:—[—*lj J.

Directions and Remarks:—The horizontal line at the top, No. 1,

is first written, and then the bottom part of the character, i.e., the upright

and lower line without lifting the pen. This lower part is very much like the

second half of No. 22. It will be noticed that No. 23 is not so square in form

as No. 22, partly owing to the upright in it being shorter then in No. 22.

The top also projects more on the left, i.e., slightly over the lower part than it

does in this last Eadical, and Is longer and the pen is more flowing in its



10 HOW TO WHITE CHINESE.

action in turning from the upright stroke to the lower line when the radical

is written by itself as a radical; but when these two radicals are written in

combination (the only way they are used except as radicals) with other words,

or parts of characters, in order to form new characters, there is no difference

in their forms.

24 "t^

Pronunciations :—Man.

—

sUh. Can.—ska]?. Hak.—ship.

Swa,

—

ca}]. Foo.—sek. Amoy.— sip. Han.— ss.

Meaning :—Ten.
Order ot Writing-:—[—* | J.

Directions and Remarks :—Formed of Nos. 1 and 2, which must

intersect each other about the middle of the horizontal, and a trifle above

the middle of the perpendicular, or upright stroke.

25 f*
Pronunciations:—Man.—^)M. Gun.—2mJc. Eak.—puh. Bwa.—p'ok.

Foo.

—

2>ok. Amoy.

—

poJc. Han.

—

•jj'm.

Meaning:—To divine.

Order of Writing:—[ } > ].

Directions and Remarks:—Composed of Nos. 2 and 3. Take

care to place the dot so as to be opposite the middle of the line. The

upright perpendicular should be slender, but not too much so.

26 "P
Pronunciations:—Man.— cAie/j. Can.—/«//. lia,li.—tset. Swa.—caA.

Fog.—chieh. Amoj.—chiat. Han.—chieh.

Meaning:—A joint.

Order of Writing:-[ 1 | j.

Directions and Remarks:—The upper portion of the character

which is the first written is begun with No. 1 ; the pen then turns downwards

and forms a contracted No. 6 ; the lower part or support is a No. 2.

27 JT
Pronunciations: - Man.—A'rtn. Can.-Zwn. Hak.—Aom. Swa..~hang.

Yoo.—hanff. Amoj.—hau. B&a.—han.
Meaning:—To shelter.

Order of Writing:—[— J J.

Directions and Remarks: -This Radical is formed of No. 1 and 4



28 A
Pronunciations:—Maa.—ssS.. Can.— ?)j«w. Hak.— s. Swa.

—

su.

Foo.

—

sil, Amoy.

—

bo. Han.

—

sz.

Meaning: -Evil minded.

Order of Writing:— [ ,^- -^ J.

Directions and Remarks:—The acute angle is first formed as

above ; then the dot, a No. 3. The acute angle ib formed by a union of No.

4 and a line sloping upwards from the left, and ending in a point, which is

described as resembling ' a part of a broken line with the point thrown upwards.'

29 %
Pronunciations:—Man.

—

yu. Can.—y«M. Ilak.

—

yu. Swa. — tw.

Foo.— «M. Amoy.

—

iu. Han.

—

yu.

Meaning :—Again.

Order of Writing:—[J^>^ J.

Directions and Remarks:—The first part of the character is formed

of No8. 1 and 4, No. 1 being rather short; and the second part is about the

same as the second part of No. 11. The Chinese say of this and kindred

characters, ' when the dash is freely extend«d, it is very necessary to contract

the head and lengthen the sweep.'

Radicals formed with THREE STROKES oftne pen.

30 P
Pronunciations:—Man.— /c'«M. Can.— Awm. Hak.— A'««. Swa. —A'rtM.

Foo.

—

¥eu, Amoy.—/c'o. Han.— Jc^mi.

Meaning :—Mouth.

Order Of Writing:-[ I T^J-
Directions and Remarks:— No. 2, then Nos. l and 2 then No. 1

again. Note that all the strokes that compose this Radical are about two-

thirds of the ordinary length when alone. ' The lower horizontal line here

should be a little prolonged so as to support the end of the perpendicular one

ou the right.'

31 P
Pronunciations:—Man.

—

ivei. Can.— tmi. B.ak.—wui. Swa.—jm.

Foo.

—

ui. Amoy.

—

ui. Han.

—

wai.

Meaning :—To saunter.

Order of Writing:-[ J "J _].
Directions and Remarks:—The same as the last nearly, but larger

and more square.



32 ±
Pronunciations:—Man.—fw. Can.

—

t^b. Hak.

—

t'u. Swa,— ^'o.

Foo.

—

Vu. Amoy.

—

t'o. Han.—t'au.

Meaning:—Earth.

Order of Writing:— [—' I ,].

Directions and Remarks:—Tliis Radical looks like No. 7 with

No. 2 strnck through it, and resting on the lower line. It must not, however,

be written in that manner, but as above. The Chinese say, ' that although

the lines ought to be full in it, yet they must not be too heavy.'

83 i
Pronunciations:—Man—sAtA. Can.

—

sz. Hak.—s. Swa.— sm

Foo.— spY/. Amoy.

—

sv. 'Han.

—

sz.

Meaning:—A Graduate.

Order of Writing:—[--> | ^
Directions and Remarks:—This is the reverse of the last as far.

as length of the two transverse lines are concerned. The Chinese say, ' that

in this character the transverse should be short, and the perpendicular long.'

34 it.

Pronunciations:—Man.—cA«%. Can.—cA«. Hak.— ^s^:. Swa — /».

Foo.

—

chiing. Amoy.

—

chi. Han.

—

tsz.

Meaning:—To follow.

Order of Writing:—[ -^J >^ J.

Directions and Remarks:—The first is a short stroke as in No. 20
;

the second like the first part of No. 29 ; and the third like the second part

of No. 9.

35

P̂ronunciations:-Man.— fe'?w. Can.—sAom. Hak.—SMI. Swa.—sw'.

Foo.— soi. Amoy.— so«. Han.— sAwat.

Meaning: -To saunter.

Order of Writing:-[V j7^j
Directions and Remarks: -Somewhat like the last, only the parts

are drawn more together, the last stroke beginning a little to the left of the first.



RADICALS FORMED BY THREE STROKES OF THE PEN. 18

36 ^
Pronunciations:—Man.— 7is». Can.—^it/c, Hak sip. Swa.—seZc,

Foo.—s«A;. Amoy.—se/c. llan.—s/i?A.

Meaning: -Evening.

Order of Writing:— [ >^>^> J-

Directions and Remarks .—In the Radical, though there is some

similarity to No. 34, the second stroke takes its commencement near the top

of the first, and, instead of a dash to the right ending up the character, a

dot is placed in the centre of if.

37 i^

Pronunciations:—Man ta. Can.—/«/. Hak.—f'a». Swa.—fofl!.

¥00.—iai. Amoj.—tai. Han.

—

id.

Meaning—Great.

Order of Writing:—[—7 v^J.

Directions and Remarks:—This is No 9 with No. 1 struck througli

the middle of it ; but the order of writing the different parts is as above. It

should be neatly made ; the last part of the character taking its rise where the

intersection of the first and second strokes takes place.

38

Pronunciations.—Man.—?2«. Can.—«om. Kak-.—jiyi, Bv/a.-nng.

¥00.—nii. Amoy.—lu. Han.—^m.

Meaning:-A Girl.

Order of Writing: -[ -* ^ ^ . or better for speed ^ J —].

Directions and Remarks:—Try and form this symmetrically. It

will be noticed that the transverse line is divided into nearly equal thirds by

its supports—the other parts of the character.



39 ^
Pronunciations:—Man.—fei. Can.—fe Uak.—tsz. Svva.—Zf/a"-

Foo.

—

chii. Amoy.

—

chu. • Ua.ii.—tsz,

Meaning::—A son.

Order ofWritinff:-[ *? ^"^ J.

Directions and Remarks: -Notice that the second half of the

character is not quite so straight aa it would be when written alone. In

rounding all corners such as occur in the first part of this character do them

neatly. Let them not be merely the end of one line, and the beginning of

another, but let the pen rest at the turn and sweep round so as to give

some form to it.

40 r^

Pronunciations:—Man.—mjen. Gaa.—min. Eak.—7nen. Swa.—m«««.
'Foo.—mieng. Amoj.—h'an, R&n.—mien.

Meaning:—To cover.

Order of Writing:— [ • S -*].

Directions and Remarks: -Radicals Nos. 3 and 14.

41 -t

Pronunciations:—Man, -fe'Mw. Gm.—ts'Un. Hak—/s'«M.

Swa.—«7^M?^. Foo.—chaung. Amoy.—cA'wn.
B.a.n.—tsan.

Meaning:—An inch.

Order of Writing:—[ _* ^>^ J.

Directions and Remarks:—Let the intersections of the first and

second strokes take place about a third of the way from the right hand end

and top of these parts of the Radical respectively. The lines should be

slender, but not too much so.



EADICALS FORMED BY THREE STROKES OF THE PEN. 15

42 /]

Pronunciations :^Man.—AsMi!o. Can.—sm. Hak.—syfflM. 8wa,.—soi.

¥00.—swu. A.raoy.—siau. Han.—smm.

Meaning:—Small.

Order of Writing:—[J > x J-

Directions and Remarks:—In the order of writing the last two

Kadicals there will be noticed an exception to the general rule of writing the

left hand side of a character first ; but this exception will be found to be

made in the interests of convenience and facility in writing ; for, having made

the upright stroke with the jerk upwards at the end, it is far more convenient

to made the dot on the left hand side, that being the one nearest to the jerked

up end of the stroke ; and so in No. 41, it will be found that time is saved by

reserving the last stroke of the pen for the dot, instead of going out of the

way to made it at an earlier stage. The Chinese say ' when the lines are few

and open give them breadth.'

43 :fc :fc 7C :JC :)t

Pronunciations:—Man.—zm«.(/. Cm—wont;. EA.—tvong.

Swa.—Ma»//. YoQ.—u'ong. Amoy.—m ; ong.

Kaxi.—ivdng

.

Meaning:—Crooked.

Orderof Writing:-[—*Jtj:"~'>^L4;'"J Li? '^ ^ J W^

Directions and Remarks:—In the first form Radicals Nos. 1, 4,

and 5. The difference between the first and second forms is only in the last

stroke, which instead of being a No. 5, is somewhat accommodated to its position.

It is the same as the second part of No. 10, but smaller. The third form differs

from the second in that the first stroke (No. 1) lies on the top of the other

two strokes (the third stroke being made larger in consequence), instead of

only resting on the top of one, the third, as in the second form of the

character. In the fourth form the last two strokes are the same as in the

third form, except that they are shorter. There are really four strokes in this

and the next—the fifth form—the first and second strokes in both the fourth

and fifth forms consisting of first a very short dash to the left and secondly

a point, or dot. The lower part of the fifth form is the same as No, 16, but

a little smaller.



44

Pronunciations:—Man.—s7wA. Gun.— shi. Hak.—shi, Swa.—s».

Foo.

—

si. Aiaoy.—si. Han.

—

sz.

Meaning:—A corpse.

Order of Writing:-[T_.^ J.

Directions and Remarks:—In this Radical the left hand part

is written last, as above.

45 i^

Pronunciations:—Man.—f/;'(' G'ni.—ch'it. Reik.—is'aii. &v;a,.—iHet

Foo.— i'ie/c. Avaoj.— fiat. B.an. -ts'eh.

Meaning:—To Sprout.

Order of Writing:—[ t- ) 7 J-

Directions and Remarks: -A short No 2 and Xo. 1 united;

then another short No. 2 ; and last a No. 4 through the middle.

46 ill

Pronunciations:—Man. -s/<«n. C&n.—shdn. llak.—san. Swa.—SMa"-
'Foo.—sanff. Amoj.—san. Han.—s««.

Meaning:—A Mountain.

Order of Writing:—[ | l^-T J-

Directions and RemarkS:-A combination of Nos. 2 and 17

modified. No. 2, the perpendicular in the centre, is first made. In writing it is

usual for the last stroke to be extended rather further than the other and the

middle is about twice as long as the left hand perpendicular, which last is onlv

about half size. The Chinese say, ' although the lines ought to be full in these,

yet they must not be too heavy.'



47 <« < « )\\

Pronunciations:—Man.—c7t't«iiH. Ca.n.—ch'uii. Hale—/s'o«.

Bvr&.— c/m'n. Foo.

—

ch'iorif/. kmoj.—ch^omi,

Han.

—

ts'udn.

Meaning:—A stream.

Order of Writing: -[<< ^ ;<;<<; J \ [J.

Directions and Remarks: -In the first form of the above the

strokes are thicker at the beginning and end of each stroke, the pen being laid

on iieavily ; but it is light in the centre at the bend. They get heavy again

at the finish, even more so than at the first. The second and third forms call

for no particular remark, but the fourth form is formed of No. 4 (rather

upright), and two Nos. 2, the centre one being shorter than the last one. Care

should be taken that each stroke of this Radical, whatever shape the stroke takes,

is equidistant from its neighbouring stroke or strokes. With regard to the last

form, the Chinese rule is :
—

' When there is a sweep on the left and a

perpendicular line on the right, the former should be contracted and the

latter extended downwards.'

48 X
PronunicationS:—Man.

—

kung. Cm.—hung, Hak.

—

Jcung.

Svm.—kang. Foo.

—

Jcung. Amoy.

—

Jcong,

Han.

—

hung.

Meaning:—Work.

Order of Writing :—[-* I _J.

Directions and Remarks:—This character is formed by a

combination of Nos. 1 and 2. The first and second strokes arc, howeyer,

modified to form a symmetrical character ; the upper line being shorter than

the lower, as in Eadical No. 11, and the perpendicular in the centre being only

about two-thirds or one-half of its length when written alone. The two ends

of the lower line should project equally beyond the upper line. The Chinese

rule abttUt characters like this is :— ' When the body of the characters is short,

the strokes of the pencil must be full.'



49 B
Pronunciations:- Man. —f///. C&n.—kei. Hiik.

—

hi. Swa.

—

I'i.

Foo.— At. Amo\.—]:i. Han.

—

chi.

Meaning::—Self,

Order of Writing: -[ "1_ L»J-

Directions and Remarks:—The first portion of this character

which is written, is like the second portion of No. 30, with the exception that

the second part of this second portion is written much shorter ; next follows

the second horizontal line. Neither of these horizontal lines are as long, it is

to be observed, as the first lladical when written alone. The last part of the

character is identical with the second part of No. 21.

50 rfi

Pronunciations: -Man.—f///n. Can.—/^oi. Hal-.

—

kin. Swu.—hm.

Foo. —iiiiu/. Amrty.— kiin. Han.

—

chin.

Meaning:—A handkerchief.

Order of Writing:— [ I :j | J.

Directions and Remarks: -A combination of Nos. 13 and 2.

This Eadical may be divided into two portions : the upright, which is simply

No. 8, and is written last ; and the rest of the character, which is written

first, and is very like No. 1 7, turned upside down. This part of it is, however,

rather smaller than No. 17. The left hand upright is first made rather more

than half the length of No. 2 ; then the short cross line and its dependent

stroke with a little fillip in towards the centre of the character. Both these

short uprights should be of the same length and thickness while the cross line

is thinner. Then the centre upright is struck through the exact middle of the

short cross line, having two-thirds of its length below this line and one-third

above. Here the perpendicular line should be tapering like a^ needle, other-

wise the beauty is lost.



51 ^
Pronunciations:—Man.

—

lan, Q&w.—kon. Hak.— /mk. Swa.

—

Icang.

Voo.— kaiiff. Amoj.—Jacii. Han.

—

Mn.

Meaning:—A shield.

Order of Writing:— [
"*—

' I J-

Directions and Remarks: -A combination of Nos. 7 and 1. The

perpendicular should start from the centre of the upper cross line, and pass

straight through the middle of the lower cross line. Note that the upper

of the two horizontal lines is shorter than the lower and in all such cases

the lower one should project an equal distance on each side beyond the

upper one.

52 ^
Pronunciations: —Man. ~//«o. Can.—yiu. Hak.—yau. Swa.—w.

Foo.

—

yeic. Amoy.

—

iau. E&n.—yaii.

Meaning: -A little.

Order of Writing:-[ J-/^ > J-

Directions and Remarks:—This Radical is very like two Nos. 28,

only that the first one wants the dot. Also notice that the first must be

made rather small so as not to spoil the look of the Radical. It will be

noticed that the first part of the character consists of a very short left hand

stroke and spike combined in one, and that the second part consists of a full

sized left hand stroke and the spike slightly sloping up ;
the dot being distinct

by itself and forming the third part of the character. The second and third

parts of this character are identical with No. 28. Note that the dot should

point inward.

53 ;^

Pronunciations:—Man.—i/e?J. Can—ylm. Hak.-yflff!. Swa.—wm.

Foo.

—

ymg. Amoy. —siam. linn.—yen.

Meaning:—A roof.

Order of Writing:-[ »—*)]
Directions and Remarks:—Composed of Nos. 8 and 4,

^



54 X
Pronunciations:—Man.

—

yin. Can.—yan Hak.—ytn. Swa.—»n,

Foo.

—

ing, Amoy.

—

in. Han.

—

yin.

Meaning:—To go far.

Order of Writing:- [ ;*'^\.]

Directions and Remarks:—The last stroke is the same aa the

last stroke of Ifo. 29, and the first two somewhat the same as its first stroke

likewise. The first stroke is a very short horizontal line turning into a short

heavy dash to the left. The second strpke must be begun a little more to

the left of the beginning of the upper horizontal line. The beginning of it

consists of a short line, and the pen then turns and forms a No. 4. The last

part is like the last part of lio. 35, but instead of sloping to the right this

part of the character carves to the left.

ssi^F
Pronunciations:—JIan:—/cM»^. G&o..—l(,ung. Hak.—ym,

Swa.

—

Mong. Foo.

—

kUng, Amoy.

—

kiong.

Han.—Tcung.

Meaning:—To raise both hands.

Order of Writing:-[

—

J ) j.

Directions and Remarks:—Composed of Nos. l, 4, and 2. The
second stroke is rather perpendicular. The transverse crosses the two uprights

at rather more then half way from the bottom.

66 -^

\H4

Pronunciations:—Man- y». Can.-y/A. HaL-yt/;, Swa.—eyfc.

Foo.—«7c. Amoy.— e/c. Han.—i.

Meaning:—An arrow.

Order of Writing:—[
—

' Vi
* J'

Directions and Remarks:—Let the second stroke cut throuo-h

the first nearly at its centre, so as to allow plenty of room for the dot • and
let two-thirds of its length be beyond the intersection.



57 ^
Pronunciations:—Man.—7cM»^. Ca.a.—kunff. Rsk.—hyung.

&y!&.—kenff. Foo.— Icunff. Awoj.—Iciong.

Han.

—

kunff.

Meaning:—A bow.

Order of Writing:—[ "» --^ J.

Directions and Remarks:—The first and second strokes as in

the upper part of Xo. 49. The rest of the character composed of a half

length perpendicular and a short hooli, all written without lifting the pen off

the paper. The bottom end of the right and left hand perpendiculars should

project a trifle beyond the respective cross lines above them, and the hook

should end about where, if a perpendicular were struck through the middle of

the character, this perpendicular would come. Care should be taken to make

the different parts proportipnate in size.

.58 3 a- ^
Pronunciations:—Man.—cA'«, Can.—kai, Hak.—/w. Swa.—c«.

Foo.

—

kie. Amoy.—Zc/. Han.— »'.

Meaning:- A hog's head.

Order of Writing:-[ -j—- ;
~/—— ; yt—— J •

Directions and Remarks:—The differences between the different

forms are easily detected. The lower line must extend out a little towards

the right.

59

Pronunciations:—Maji.—sAan. Can.—s/idm. Rak.—sam.

Sva„—san(/. Voo.—sane/, Amoj.—sam.

Han.—sam.

Meaning:—Long hair, or feathers.

Order of Writing:— [ ^ /y \

Directions and Remarks:—Three of No. 4 written one after the

other. Used only in combination.

i •m.



>i
60 >jf

Pronunciations:—Man.—sA'i'//. G&n.—cirik. lls.k.~tsHt.

&\\a.—chok. yoo.—tk'Jc. ±S.moj.—ch'eh

Han.

—

isz.

Meaning-:—A short step.

Order of Writing:— [ -^y
\ j.

Directions and Remarks:—Two of No. 4 and one of No. 2.

Neither of the first two are to be written full size, however, the second rather

longer then the first, while the upright perpendicular, which takes its start at

a little to the right of the centre of the second stroke, is only about half size.

Radicals formed by FOUR STROKES of the pen.

61 >t2
^f' ^I»

Pronunciations:—Man.—/jiOT. Can sum. Hak.—sw?i.

Svctx.—sim. Foo.

—

sin/j. Amoy.

—

sim.

Han.—s»».

Meaning:—The heart.

Order of Writing:-[ / La »^ \ ; ^ J b ; F-^ ^^ J

1st. In the first form the left hand dot.

2nd. In the second and third forms the perpendicular, and in the first

form the long sweeping stroke from left to right with a fillip at the end of it.

3rd. In the first form the peculiar shaped dot; in the second and third

forms the dot to the immediate right of the perpendicular.

4th. In the first form the dot to the right ; the second form it will be

seen has already been written with three strokes of the pen; but in the third

from, the second dot to the right of the perpendicular, is written last.



RADICALS FORMED ET FOUB STROKES OF THE PEN. 23

It will be noticed that the left hand dot points as much towards the

right and to the character as its construction will allow, while those to the right

point very much to the left ; more especially the second dot in the third form.

There is, however, yet another way of writing this Radical in the

second and third forms ; but the order observed in the Order of "Writing is

the batter way, viz., that in which the perpendicular is first written. Notice

principally in this character the different dots and the position in which they

lie. Those on each side have their points converging towards the centre of

the character, while the one on the top is more like an arrow head, and is

formed by first making an ordinary dot and then flicking the pen upwards in

the opposite direction.

62

Pronunciations:—Man.—Aa. Gau.—Jcwo. Hak /c'o. Swa.

—

k'o.

Too.

—

¥wo. Amoy.

—

Jco. Han.—io.

Meaning:—A spear.

Order of Writing:—[—'\^y \ J.

Directions and Remarks:—A combination of Nos. 56 and 4. The

intersection of the first and second strokes are more to the left then in No. 56.

It will be noticed that it is very much like No. 56, the only difference in the

parts of the character baing the left hand stroke, which is inserted before

the dot. This stroke dose not touch the horizontal line, though very near to

it. No. 2 may cut the horizontal line more to the left hand than in the

centre, as in No. 5G ; then the left hand stroke would take its rise nearly

midway between the end of the horizontal line and the point of its intersection by

No. 2, and it cuts through No. 2 in the centre of its length below No. 1. By

paying attention to these little details, the character will be much more

symmetrical than it would otherwise be.



63 p P
Pronunciations:—Man—'hi. Can.—«•«. Eak.—fu. Swa.

—

ho.

Foo

—

ho. Amoy.

—

J)0. Han.—hu.

Meaning:—A house door.

Order of Writing:-[ • 7-^ ; —7*»>> J-

Directions and remarks:—First a short almost horizontal No. 4,

after which the middle portion of the character which is written as the top of

No. 44 is, and then an almost upright full sized No. 4. In the second form a

No. 1. The second and third strokes are the same as in the iirst form,

with the exception of being more elongated than in the first form of the

character. Then finally a No. 4.

64 ^ #"
Pronunciations:—Man.—shou. Can.

—

shaii. Hak.

—

shic.

Swa.— cAjm. Fog.—chHu. Amoy.

—

siw.

Flan.— saw.

Meaning:—A hand.

Order of Writing:—[
' '] ;—*J ^l

Directions and Remarks:—A nearly horizontal short No. 4 as

in the first stroke of No. 63 ; then a No. 7; then finally, starting from the

centre of the top stroke (No. 4), a No. 6 is written. In the second form a

No. 1 then No, 4 ; and finally the spike, which the Chinese describe as

resembling a broken line with the point thrown upwards. Preserve proper

relative proportions to the different parts of the character.

65

P̂ronunciations;—Man.

—

chih. Can.—c/w'. Hak.

—

tsi. Swa.— ri"-

Foo.— f//»e. Amoy.

—

chi. Han.

—

/.n.t.

Meaning:—A branch.

Order of Writing:—["* » ^ ^j.

Directions and remarks.—A small No. 24 on the top of

what looks very like a No. 29, except that the last stroke has not the hook

at the top of ic.



66 J^ ^
Pronunciations:—Man—^;'i<. Can.—/o/c Hak.—iu'o/fc. Sm.—p'oh.

'Foo.—p'auk. Araoy.

—

p^ok. Han.—^o.

Meaning:—To cane.

Order of Writing— [ > - :7 V ; ^ -~^J ^ J.

Directions and Remarks:—This in its first form is almost

similar to the last, No. 65, but the horizontal stroke is only on the right

hand side of the perpendicular ; and it will be noticed that on this account

the Order of Writing is different. The second form is made as follows :

—

First, a nearly full sized No. 4 ; next a No. 1, two-thirds of the length it is

made when written alone ; then another No. 4 ; and then the stroke from left

to right.

67 -JC
Pronunciations:—Man.

—

wen. Can.

—

man. Hak.

—

ivun. Swa.-Jwn.

Foo.

—

ung. Amoy.

—

lun. Han.— «'ct.

Meaning : -Literary.

Order of Writing:—[ » —J VJ-

Directions and Remarks:—No. 8 forms the top ; the two lower

strokes are the same as No. 29, barring the top line. The Chinese say:—

' In such characters as have the sweep and dash placed across each other, and

attached to a part above, they must be exactly in the middle.'

68 ^^

Pronunciations:—Man—tow. Can.— tew. Hak.

—

Uii. Swa.

—

iati.

Foo.—ten, Amoy.

—

to. Han.

—

tau.

Meaning:—A peck.

Order of Writing:—[ " ^ ^
| ]•

Directions and Remarks:—Two Nos. 3, a No. l, and a No. 2.

Notice that the top dot is nearer to the perpendicular than the second and

lower dot ; that is to say, the lower is written more to the left, so as



to fill up the space a bit between the perpendicular and transverse line, though

in composition in the formation of other characters the dots are very often

the one above the other. Notice also that the transverse line should slant slightly

upwards to the right, and intersect the perpendicular at about one-third of

its length from its end. In characters like this the Chinese say :—
' The

transverse should be short and the perpendicular longj'

69 Jt
Pronunciations: -Man.—cAirt. Can.—kan. Eak.— kin. Swa.—i-wn.

Foo.

—

kiinff. Amoj.—Icun. Han.

—

ican.

Meaning:—A catty.

Order ofWriting-:— [ '>)~^ | J-

Directions and Remarks:—The first and second strokes as the

first and second strokes of No. 63 ; then a nearly full length No. 1 ; and

then a No. 2, two-tliirds of its ordinary length.

70 -)f

Pronunciations:—Man.—/o?j^. Q,&n.—fong. Eak.—fong. S\f&.—hng.

Foo.

—

hivong. Amoy.

—

hong Han.—fang.

Meaning:—A square.

Order of Writing:-[ ^~*7J J-

Directions and Remarks:—Is formed of a union of No. 8, and

what is very much like No. 19, the difference being that the last stroke does

not cut through any part of the last but one stroke; that is to say, it must

not project to the left of the No. 4 as it does in Xo. 19. It must also be

noticed that the whole lower part is, of course, also rather smaller than when

written alone.

71 ^ ^
Pronunciations:—Man.—K'li. Can.—mo. Uiik.—u'u. Swa.— Jo.

Foo.

—

u. Amoy.— bu. R^n.—tcii.

Meaning:—No.
Order of Writing:-[ ""^JlJ, ~^x^J\_^ ].

Directions and Remarks:—The first form is composed of Nos. 7

and 4, and the second half of No. 10, but smaller.



72

Pronunciations:—Man.—y^A. Gun.—yaf. Hak.

—

nijit. Svva.— ;V<.

Foo. —nilc. Amoy.—j'if. B.s.ii,—Jili.

Meaning:—The sun.

Order ofWriting:—[ |
"| —— j.

Directions and Remarks:—Begin on the left by drawing a very

nearly full-sized No. 2 ;
then a short (about half-sized) No. 1, and, without

lifting the pen, turn and write another No. 2, parallel to the first one, both

being the same size ;
next the middle stroke ; and, finally, the stroke at the

bottom.

73 B
Pronunciations:— Man.—ywcA. Ga-n.—yUt. Hak.

—

yet. SwaJ"—id.

Foo.— ?m/c. Amoy.

—

oat. K&n.—yiieh.

Meaning:—To speak.

Order of Writing: -[ |^ —_ J-

Directions and Remars:—This is written in precisely the same

manner as the last, only the whole character is more square in shape than

the last. No. 72, which is oblong. However, in writing, the character is not

made so square ; notice then that the middle line does not go all the way

across, and so does not reach to the right hand perpendicular. The Chinese

gay: ' When the body of the character is short the strokes of the pencil

must be full.'

74 ^
Pronunciations:—Man—yzM. Can.—«/«/:. Eak.—nyei. S^'a..—gmh.

Foo.

—

ngwolc. Amoy.— goat. lia,n.—yueh.

Meaning:—The moon.

Order of Writing:—[>~| "".^ j.

Directions and Remarks:— First a No. 4, the same as the first

part of No. 55 ; then a short No. 1, which is the same length as in No. 72,

and which is turned without lifting the pen into a full-sized No. 6 ;
then

the two short cross lines, being each a short No. 1. Both of these last, as in

No. 78, do not reach to the No. 6 at the right hand in writing.

K^



75 ;1c

Pronunciations:—Man.—otm. Can.—mw/c Hak.

—

muh. Swa.

—

hak.

Foo.—muk. Amoy.

—

boJc. Han.

—

mu ; mwng.

Meaning:—Wood.
Order of Writing:~[—"|/\ J-

Directions and Remarks:—A nearly full length No. l ; after

which a full-sized No. 2 ; first followed by a No. 4 ; and then the dash to the

right, which latter starts from the point of intersection of the other two strokes.

This character is like Nos. 9 and 24 in combination. To allow, however,

for the No. !) coming up to the cross stroke of the No. 24, it is placed

higher up. The Chinese directions are as follows:—' The horizontal line

should be short, the perpendicular long, the sweep and dash well extended.'

76':^

Pronunciations:—Man.—cA'«eH. Can.—Aj'm. Hak.—A'yajn.

Swa.— /c'iam. Foo.

—

hHeng. Amoy.

—

Viam
Han.— cA'jeM.

Meaning:—To owe.

Order of Writing:— [ >' -*J \^].

Directions and Remarks:—First a short No. 4; then the short

No. 1 with the dot at the end of it, without lifting the pen, as in the second

part of No. 14; and finally a No. 9 with its point almost touching the

top part.

77 jh
Pronunciations:—Man.—cAiA. Can.—cA«. B.sk.—isi. Swa.—cj.

Voo.—chi. Amoj.—chi, Han.—^s».

Meaning:—To stop.

Order of Writing:— [ J-» )—*. J.

Directions and Remarks:—First the upright in the middle,

being a No. 2 ; then the short line to the right, starting from a little higher

than the middle of the upright
;
after which the very short perpendicular on

the left; and finally the stroke along the bottom. Although, according to the

Chinese :—' The lines must be full, yet they must not be too heavy.'



78 ^ >jr

Pronunciations;—Man.

—

tai. Can.— /««". Hak.

—

tcti. Swa.

—

Ui.

¥00.— fdi. Amoy.

—

tdi. Han.

—

tdi.

Meaning:—Evil.

Order of Writing:—[— ^ ; i ^^ Jj^ > J-

Directions and Remarks.-—In the firsfe form, a No. 1 ; then a short

No. 4, commencing from the middle of the first stroke; next, about half-way

down the No. 4, begin a short No. 1, tm-ning without lifting the pen into a

No. 4; and last of all the dot. In short, all but the first stroke form a No. 86.

In the second form it is only the top part of the character which

differs much from the first form. In the second form of the character the

short upright on the top is first made ; and then the short No. 1, starting

nearly half-way down the short upright. The rest is again a No. 36, as in

the first form of the character.

Pronunciations:—Man.—sAz2. Can.—«M. Hak.—«Am. Swa.—sm.

Foo.—SM. Amoy.—SM. Han.—sm; tsii.

Meaning : - Weapons.

Order of Writing;-[^"ti^V J-

Directions and Remarks:—The upper part is a half-size No. 16.

The No. 4, forming its left hand side is drawn out a little more than if it

were written alone. The lower half is the same as the lower half of No. 65.

80 #
Pronunciations:—Man.—w/M ; Jcuan. Can.—mo. Hak.—mw.

Swa,— 60. Foo.—M. Amoy.—5m. Han.—mw;

mung.

Meaning:—Do not.

Order of Writing: -[ 2^-^ ; or /^.^ J — ].

Directions and Remarks:—A short No. 2 running into a short

No. 1, without lifting the pen ; then a No. 1, which turns into a slop-

ing No. 6, cutting through the lower part of the character already formed ;



next a Xo. 1 whose two ends shall project beyond the two sides of the character

already formed : and last of all the No. 4, beginning at the centre of the

horizontal stroke, cutting through the centre of the middle line, but after that

bending towards the left with its curve cutting the lowest horizontal line

at about a third of its length from its start. With a few persons the second

form of writing this character is adopted but the learner should not use this

mode.

The Chinese rule about characters like this is, as follows:—'Although

the body of these ought to be slightly aslant, yet they must be regular

in the centre.'

81 Vb
Pronunciations:—Man.—̂ ». Can—pM. Eak.—pi. Swa.—pi.

Yoo.—pi. Amoj.—pi. Han,—^i.

Meaning:—To compare.

Order of Writing:—[-^ ^ t^ J.

Directions and Remarks:—Take the left hand side first, the short

line sloping from the centre of the upright upwards; then the upright stroke

with the kick up to the right; and finally the right hand side. These last

two strokes form No. 21.

82 ^
Pronunciations:—Man.—mao. Can.—mo. Hak.—maw.

Swa.— /no"- Foo.

—

mo. Amoj,—mo. Han.—maM.

Meaning:—Hair.

Order of Writing:—[-^ ~^—»L]-
Directions and Remarks:—First the dash from right to left,

nearly horizontal (a short No. 4); then No. 7, the lower stroke nearly full-

sized and the upper stroke proportionately shorter ; but both strokes slightly

sloping up are the original form of the character. It is now thought

to look better to write them without the slope, then the rest of the

character like the second part of No. 10. This last stroke starts from the

centre of the upper stroke. Regarding this character, the Chinese say:—'If

the hooked line is in a horizontal position, it should be well rounded and

extended.'



83 &:

Pronunciations:—Man.— «/i')7i. Can.

—

shi. Ilak.

—

shi. Svva-s(.

Foo.

—

se. Amoy.

—

si. Han.

—

sz.

Meaning:—A family.

Order of Writing:— [
"^

I- — L J-

Directions and Remarks:—A short nearly horizontal No. 4, as

in No. 82 ; the second stroke as in the second stroke of No. 82 when

writing, though it is different in the printed character ; next a No. 1, some-

what short; and finally the sweep to the right with the kick-up.

84 "l
Pronunciations:-Man.—cA'/. Can.—Ae/. Eak.—hi. Swa.—Zc'i.

Foo.— 7c'e. Amoj.—kH. Han.

—

chH.

Meaning :—Breath.

Order of Writing:—[''^r*-*-^, J.

Directions and Remarks :-A short No. 4 ; a small No. l; and

then the combination line and pot hook, which is the last.

85 ;jC y ^^

Pronunciations:—Man.

—

shui. Gan.—shui. Hak.-sAwi. Swa.—m.

Foo.

—

chivi. Amoy.

—

sui. Han.

—

sui.

Meaning—Water.

Order of Writing: -[j ^ / V; * ^ / ; I > / ^ ^]-

Directions and Remarks:—Tl)e first form, a No. 6, first, a very

short No. 1. turning into a short daah to the left (No. 4), which latter is

also short, then the very short No. i on the right hand side and lastly, the

fourth stroke like the second half of No. 9.

In the second form the dots in their order from top to bottom ; the first

and second should point in a slanting direction to tbeleft and upwards. The

second dot is not directly under the first (unless the shape of the character with

which it is combined renders it necessary), but a little more to the

g@



left hand. Notice also that the tail to the third dot reaches up as far

as the first dot, unless the shape of the character with which it is combined

renders it impossible to do so, when it may then only rise up to the level of

the second dot.

The i are always at the side of the character. The left hand side of the

third form is somewhat differently formed, being formed with two strokes

instead of one ; the lower stroke being begun at its lower end.

86 ^ m\
Pronunciations:— llan.— 'AMO. Can.-^o. Hak.^0. Swa.— /m«.

Foo.— hwo. Amoj.—ho. Han.

—

huo.

Meaning:—Fire.

Order of Writing:— [ > ^ '' ^; or better for the beginner

Directions and Remarks:—In the first form the dot is first

made ; after which, the first stroke of the character No. 9 is made ; then a

very short No. 4 to touch the middle part of the character ; and lastly the

last stroke of No. 9, begun from the point of junction of the last, but

smaller, as some room must be left for the No. 4 above it. It is perhaps

better in teaching one to write to make the two dots first ; then a No. 9.

In the second form of the character, which is only used in combination,

make the dots one after the other from left to right. The last one made

slopes more to the left than the others.

87 JH ih%

Pronunciations:—Man.

—

chao. Can.

—

chau. Hak.

—

Isau. Swa. —yio.

Foo.

—

cha. Amoy.—y/rtw. Han,

—

tsau.

Meaning:—Claws.

Order ot Writingi—E ^ J ] ^ ; '^iW].
Directions and Remarks: - In the first form of the character there is

written first a very short and nearly horizontal No. 4 ; again another No. 4,

beginning at the point of the former and nearly upright, but short ; next

No. 2 starting from a point towards the centre of the top stroke ; and lastly

a stroke like the second part of No. 9, but very upright and starting from

nearly the right hand end ofthe top stroke.

In the second form of the character the first stroke as in the first form :

then the three dots in their order from left to right ; the first and last of

these leaning over towards the centre, and the centre dot upright.



88 ^
Pronunciations:—Man.—/m. Can.—/m. Hak.—/m. Swa,.-pe.

Foo.

—

ho. Amoy.

—

hu. Han.—/?i.

Meaning :—Father.

Order of Writing:—[^ '^ J ^ }

Directions and Remarks:—A very small shortened No. 4 ; a dot,

i.e., a No. 3 ; then a No. 4 ; and the last stroke as in No. 35. The upper

part of the character is often made like a small No. 10. Note what the

Chinese say about such characters:— ' In such characters as have the sweep and

'dash placed across each other, and attached to a part above, they must

' be exactly in the middle.'

89 3t
Pronunciations:—Man.

—

yao. Can.— nfffflM. Kskk.—ngau.

8via..—ngau. Foo.

—

riffau. kmoj.—ngau.

Han.

—

hsxao.

Meaning:—A blend. -

Order ofWriting :-[/ ^/ \,J-

Directions and Remarks:—First a very short No. 4 ; then the

stroke, an elongated No. 3, in the opposite direction to cross it. The lower part

of this Eadical the same as the lower part of the last Eadical.

90 T^ 5 writing form ^
Pronunciations :—Man.

—

ch'iang. Gm.—is'ong. Hak.

—

ts^ong.

S^fa.

—

chng. Foo.

—

peng. Amoy.

—

chiong.

Han.

—

chHang.

Meaning:—A couch.

Order of Writing:—[ i- — J f ; also L- |
-^7 or in same

order as first].

Directions and Remarks:—The square dot at the top ; and a half-

seized No. 1, made without lifting the pen off the paper ; again a half-sized

No. 1 ; followed by a half-sized No. 4 ; and finally a No. 2.



" ^ >rp ; writing form

Pronunciations:—Man.

—

fien. C&n.—fin. Rdk.—p'en.

Svra.^)'ien. Foo.

—

p^ieng, Amoy.

—

p^ian.

Han.

—

pHen.

Meaning:—A splinter.

Order of Writing:—[ J i ~ -j ].

Directions and Remarks:—A No. 4 ; then the short upright

;

after which a very short No. 1, shorter than the line below it ; the rest of

the character is made without lifting the pen.

^'U y\ ; writing form >t|

Pronunciations:—Man.

—

ya. Can.

—

nga. Hak.

—

nga. Swa.

—

ge.

Foo.

—

nga. Amoy.

—

ga. Han.

—

ya.

Meaning:—Teeth,

Order of Writing:—[— j-
J y J.

Directions and Remarks:—A shortish No. l ; then a minute No. 2,

turning into a No. 1 ; after which a No. 6, starting from a point about two-

thirds of the way along from the left hand end of the first stroke ; and lastly

a No. 4, starting from the point of intersection, or sometimes nearly so, of the

second and third parts of the character.

93 ^
Pronunciations:—Man.

—

niu. Can.

—

ngaii. Hak.—nyu. Swa.

—

gu.

¥oo.—ngiu. Amoy.

—

giu. Han.

—

liu.

Meaning:—A cow.

Order of Writing:—[ ^ — —
f

],

Directions and Remarks:—A very short No. 4 ; a No. 7 ; and

a No. 2. The No. 4 must not pass below the second line.



94 i; ^
Pronunciations:—Man.—c^'ware. Can.—Aw. Rak.—k'eit.

Swa.—kan. Foo.

—

k'mg. Amoy.

—

JcHan.

Han.—ch'uen.

. Meaning:—A dog.

Order of Writing.—[3/^ ^ ; ^ ^ ^ ].

Directions and Remarks:—This character is a combination of

Radicals Nos. 37 and 3, No. 3 being written last.

In the second form a No. 4 ; then another shorter and not projecting

through to the right ; and the rest of the character. This secoild form is only

used in combination.

Radicals formed by FIVE STROKES of the pen.

95 ^
Pronunciations:—Man.

—

yuan. Can

—

yiin. Hak.

—

hi/en.

Swa.

—

fiien. Foo.

—

kieng. Amoy.

—

hian,

Han.

—

shuan ;
yuan.

Meaning :—Sombre.

Order of Writing:—[ ' —^-M]-
Directions and Remarks:—First write a No. 8 ; then a No. C2,

without ending in a dot, but through the lower part of it a straight line.

The dot was originally in the character, but has been left out for two hundred

years or more because the character formed part of the name of the Emperor

Hong Eii. It is therefore written as above, with only 4 strokes, for the

dot formed a fifth stroke,

96 ^ i
Pronunciations:—Man.—yw. G&u.—yuk. Eak.—nyuk. Swa.—^e/c.

Foo.—ngiik. Araoy.

—

giok. rfan.

—

yil ; yon.

Meaning:—A gem.

Order of Writing:— [ "^1- |_J* ;
~^-*

I — J-

Direction and Remarks :-The first line on the top; next the

second, which is shorter than the top one ; then the perpendicular, starting

from the centre of the top line, and passing through the middle of the second ;



then the lowest line, so drawn that the centre of it ehall pass right over- the

end of the perpendicular; and lastly the dot. The lowest line is the longest

of all ; the second form is made in the same way ; the only exceptions being

the omission of the dot. It is only used in combination. In combination at

the side of a character the lowest part is not written as a line but a stroke

upwards towards the right.

97 ;S-

Pronunciations:—Man.— /cMff. Ga.n.—7m-d. Hak.—Jcwd. Swa.

—

km.
'Foo.—hva. Amoy.

—

Icoa. Han.

—

Icwa.

Meaning-:—A melon.

Order of Writing :-[ -^7 J,^V J-

Directions and Remarks:—The first, second and fifth strokes

are the same as the first, second and fourth strokes of No. 87 ; the centre of

the character which is the third stroke is a No. 28, but rather elongated in

height, so as to adapt it to the shape of the rest of the character.

98 %
Pronunciations:—Man.—im. Can.— ?i^a. Hak.

—

nga. Swa.

—

Ma.
Foo.

—

ngiva. Amoy,

—

oa. Han.— ?rrt.

Meaning : —Earthenware.

Order of Writing:—[-*/y''X N J.

Directions and Remarks:—A No. i on the top ; then a No. 2,

sloping ; then the stroke upwards from left to right, in rapid writing this

fillip up and the No. 2 can be written without lifting the pen off the paper
;

next the stroke somewhat like No. 5 ; and finally the short line, or as it is

generally written now, a dot in the centre.

99 #
Pronunciations:—Man.—tew. Gm.—hbm. K&\.—kam. Siwa..—]cam.

Yoo.—kanff. Amoy.

—

ham. Han.

—

Mn.
Meaning :—Sweet.

Order of Writing:—-[— )
|^_* j.

Directions and Remarks:—No. l ; then No. 2 at the left hand
;

another at the right hand ; after which the short line in the centre ; and last

of all the one at the bottom. Note that the transverse lines divide the

character into equal thirds, and they should not be put nearer to each other

than that.

mi



100

P̂ronunciations:—Man.—sAew//. Ga,n.—shdng. Eak.—sang.

Swa.—se"' Foo.

—

seng. '• Amoy.—sma.

Han.

—

sen.

Meaning :—To produce.

Order of Writing:— [ -^ ~*—
| .J.

Directions and Remarks:—A very short No. 4; after which the

upper horizontal, a No. 1, but about two-thirds size ; after which the middle

one a trifle shorter than the upper one ; next the upright, a No. 2 ; and lastly

the bottom line a No. 1. Note the three cross lines divide the perpendicular

into three equal parts.

101 ffl

Pronunciations:—Man.

—

yung. Can.

—

yung. Hak.

—

yung.

Swa.

—

~eng. Foo.

—

eiing. Amoy.

—

iong.

Han.

—

yung.

Meaning:—To use.

Order of Writing:—[ ^TJ ~— |].

Directions and Remarks:—A No. 4 nearly perpendicular; a

No. 1 and 6 combined ; after which the two short Nos. 1, the top one first ;

and last of all the No. 2 down through the centre. Note that the two centre

cross lines do not sometimes quite reach to the right hand side of the character.

102 H
Pronunciations:—Man.

—

f'ien. Can.

—

tHn. Hak.

—

t^en.

Swa.

—

chang Foo.

—

tieng. Amoy.

—

tian.

Han.

—

fisn.

Meaning:—Field.

Order of Writing :-[ [jj -|- J.

Directions and Remarks:—A No. 2, short ; then No. l on the top

combined with another No. 2 ; the short stroke through the centre, a short

No. 1, which scarcely touches the upright on the right hand side ; and the No. 1.



The Chinese say:—' That the lower horizontal line here should be a little

prolonged, so as to support the end of the perpendicular one (on the right).'

This applies to the written character.

103 JE
Pronunciations:—Man.-^'i. Can.—jo'a/. Hak.—y*7. Swa.-pHt.

Foo.—p'ek. Amoj.—p^il. Han.

—

p'i.

Meaning:—A. piece of clothes.

Order of Writing:—[~* | —y S^J.
Directions and Remarks:—First the line with the dot at the end

of it, as in the second stroke of No. 14 ; next a short No. 2, starting from

the middle of No. 1 ; after which a half-sized No. 1, starting from the middle

of the second stroke ; and finally Eadical No. 9, shortening the left hand

stroke and prolonging the right hand one.

104 ^
Pronunciations:—Man.—m. Can.—wiL Hak.

—

nit. Swa.

—

cit.

Foo.

—

ch'ong. Amoy.

—

lek, Han.

—

ni.

Meaning :—Disease.

Order of Writing:-[f* ^ ].

Directions and Remarks:—Radical No. 8 to begin with ; then

about a fourth way of its length from its left hand end begin to write a

No. 4, making it very upright ; and finally the two dots (the upper one first),

a No. 3, and then the lower one which is dashed up from left to right. A
better way might be to write No. 8 ; then the two dots, and then the upright

No. 4. This Radical is only used in combination.

105 A
Pronunciations:—Man.—^0. Caxi.—put. Hak.—;ja<. Swa.—-^!(/.

'Foo.—pu'aJc. Amoy.— poat. Han.

—

chueh.

Meaning:—To straddle.

Order of Writing:—[ -7 '^ "^^ V^J-

Directions and Remarks:—A minute No. l passing on into a

No. 4 with one stroke of the pen ; after which the dot on the left hand side
;

next the two dots on the right hand side in their natural order ; and finally

the stroke to the right, the same as the second stroke in No. 9. This Radical

is only Used in combination now.

^ &



106 1^
Pronunciations :~Man.—;oa». Can.—^a*. Kak.—p'dk 8w&.—pok.

Foo.

—

pek. KxoQj.—fek. Han.—ye.

Meaning:—White.

Order of Writing:—[ >- |^ j.

Directions and Remarks—First a very short No. 4, snly the

size of a dot ; the rest of the character is formed in the same way as No. 102,

with the exception of the upright stroke in the centre, which is wanting in

this character. The Chinese say of characters like this :
—

' When the body

of the character is short, the strokes of the pen must be full.'

107 IX
Pronunciations:—Man.-^'i. Can.—^'e«. 'E.ak.—p'i. Swa.—p'«.

Foo.—;p'». Amoy.—̂ '». Han.—j9'«.

Meaning:—Skin.

Order of Writing:— [ J ~^^ y s. J-

Directions and Remarks:—A No. 4 ; then the line with the

hook at the end of it ; next a very short No. 2, passing through the centre of

the second stroke, so as to leave half of its own body above and half below ;

the remainder of the character is lladical No. 29. The Chinese say of

characters like this :—' When there are successive sweeps, they must not be

made parallel like a set of teeth.'

108 -Sift

Pronunciations:—Man.—ffiin. Can.—mt/z^'. Hak.—»zfi».

Swa.—mmg, Foo.

—

ming. Amoy.

—

ming.

Han.—wm.

Meaning:—A dish.

Order of Writing :-[ I mi—.J.

Directions and Remarks:—First a short No. 2 ; then a short

No. 1, passing into a short No. 2 without lifting the pen ; then the, two up-

rights in the centre in their natural order from left to right ; and lastly the

No. 1 at the bottom.



109 g tnJ

Pronunciations:—Man.—mw. Gm.—mui. Rak.—muk. Swa..—maJc.

Foo.—muk. Amoj.—muk. Han.

—

munff.

Meaning:—The eye.

Order of Writing :-[ | ^ ^ -_- ; BU J.

Directions and Remarks:—The sequence of the strokes in this

character is the same as in No. 73 ; but there are two strokes in the centre

instead of one, and all the cross strokes are so drawn at equal distances that

they divide the character into three equal parts. The Chinese say of

characters like this :
—

' When there are perpendicular lines on the right and

left, that on the left must be limited and the right prolonged.' The second

form is only used in combination. The sequence of the strokes in the second

form is the same as in No. 108.

110

Pronunciations :—Man. — mau. Can. — mdti. Hak. — mdu.

Swa. — mau"- Foo.— mau. Amoy.— wuiu.

Han.—maw.

Meaning:—A lance.

Order of Writing :-["* * "-^
J >]•

Directions and Remarks:—The top part as in the top of No. 39,

after which the dot ; next the Hue with a hook at the end of it ; then a No. 6 ;

and finally a No. 4, but the No. 4, is sometimes (by a few only) written first

and then the No. 6.

Ill ^
Pronunciations:—Man.—s^/'A: Can—chH, Eak—sM. Swa.—sj.

Foe—c/i'«", Amoy.—s*. Han.—ss.

Meaning:—An arrow.

Order of Writing:—[^-*—,^j^J.

Directions and Remarks:—A very short No. 4>, beginning a little

above the top line and extending to the second line ; a short No. 1 forming

the top line ; and the rest of the character is a No. 37. The Chinese say of

characters like this :
—

' When the horizontal line is long, and the sweep short



the dash on the right must not be used (but a dot should be placed in its

stead).' It will be, therefore, well for the learner to remember this in writing

such characters, for in printing the dash is put as above and not the dot.

This rule does not appear to be carried out always in practice.

112 >5
Pronunciations:—Man.—sMi. Can.—shek. Eak.—shdk. Swa..—cieh.

¥oo.~selc. Amoy.

—

selc. Han,—s.

Meaning:—A stone.

Order of Writing:— [
~*y p J-

Directions and Remarks:—An under-sized No. l, from the centre

of the bottom of which starts a No. l ; the remainder of the character is the

same as No. CO. Note that the second stroke touches the left hand upper

corner of this latter part of the character.

118 Tjt :^-

pronunciations:—Man.— c/i'j. Can.— sA/. B.ak.—sM. Swa.— Kt.

Foo. — se. Amoy.

—

si. TIan.— ss.

Meaning:—Spirits of the earth.

Order of Writing :-[ ^yj* ;
' ^ I ^ J-

Directions of Remarks:—Composed of two other Radicals, Nos. 7

and 42, which see. Being in combination each of them is a little smaller

than it would be if written alone. The second form is only used in combination.

If would be better if the dash to the left were commenced a third of the

way from the end of the line.

114 [^I

Pronunciations:—Man.—jou. Can.— yati. Hale.—yw. Swa.—/iw,

Foo.

—

niu. Amoj.—jiu. Han.—yoM.

Meaning:—To creep.

Order of Writing:— [ flZ^ ]

Directions and Remarks:—This is likewise composed of two

Eadicals, Nos. 13 and 28, and written in the order directed with regard to

them. The remarks under the laat as to size of the two parts also

applies here.



115 ^
Pronunciations:—Man— '/io. Can.—?co. Rak.—tvo. Swa,—^Ma.

Foo.

—

hivo. Amoy.

—

ho. Han.

—

ho.

Meaning:—Grain.

Order of "Writing:—[^;;^].

Directions and Remarks:—Composed again of two Radicals : a

No. 4, nearly horizontal, and No. 75.

116 W
Pronunciations:—Man.—AsweA. Cm.—yUt. Eak.—hyet. &va,.-hwi.

Foo.

—

MeJc. Amoy.

—

hiat. Han.

—

hsueh.

Meaning:—A cave.

Order of Writing:—['^JVJ.

Directions and Remarks :—Composed of two Radicals, Nos. 40

and 12, written in this order. The No. 40 is full sized ; the No. 12 it will

be noticed is not.

1^
117 ±L

Pronunciations:—Man.—Z«. Can.—?4^). }i8k.—lip. Sff&.—ltp.

Foo.— lik. Amoy.— Uj). Han.

—

li.

Meaning:—To stand.

Order of Writing:— [ -"-^/—j.

Directions and Remarks: -Begin at the top with Radical No. 8;

then the two dots, the left hand one first ; and lastly the No. 1 at the bottom.

It will be noticed that in printing the two dots become too short uprights.



Radicals formed by SIX STROKES of the pen.

118 ft
Pronunciations:—Man.—cM. Caa.—cAmA. Iiak.—tsu7c. Swa.—M.

Foo.—ieilk. Amoy.

—

tioJc. Han.

—

tsu.

Meaning:—Bamboo.

Order ofWritiiigi—E' -*
|
^ ~*

|]-

Directions and Remarks:—Commence with a very short No. 4;

after which a very short No. 1, beginning at about the middle of the No. 4;

and the upright No. 2. The second half of the character is written in the

same order, and is almost the same as the first half.

119 ^
Proniiticiations:—Man.

—

mi. Can.

—

7hai. Hak.

—

mi. Swa.

—

ii.

Foo.

—

mi, Amoy,

—

M. Han.

—

mi.

iBIeaning:—Eice.

Order^of Writing:—[ ^>>-;^^ J-

Directions and Remarks:—Formed of three Eadicals : first a

No. 3 ; then a very short No. 4 ; after which a No. 75, taking care to form

the perpendicular of the last so that the top of it may come right in the

middle between the two dots.

120 ^ ^
Pronunciations:—Man.

—

ssU. Can.—.S2. Hak.—5. Bv&.—si.

Foo.

—

si. Amoy.

—

beJc. Han.

—

sz.

Meaning:—Silk.

Order of Writing:—[^>I.; ^ >'»'» ]•

liirections and Reiharks:—Composed of two Radicals, Nos. 52

and 42, arid written in this order, and both reduced in size : the upper part,

s'ay iwo-tbirds size and the lower half-sized. The second form differs from

the first in having three dots for its lower half instesid of No. 42.



121 ^
Pronunciations; —Man.^oM. Can.—/aw. B.ak.—fm. Swa.

—

hui.

Foo.

—

p'eu. Amoy.— ho. E.a,n.—/au.

Meaning:—Earthenware.

Order ofWriting:— [ ^ ""-FuJ-
Directions and Remarks.—A short No. 4 ; then from about the

centre of it a short No. 1 starts ; next a No. 24 ; and then the lower part of

the character, which supports the rest of it is a small No. 17, for, though the

lower line is the same length as in No. 17, the uprights are less than half of

those in No. 17.

122 pg un 5t
Pronunciations:—Man.— 2y««(7. G&n.—mong. 'Q.sk.—myong.

Swa.

—

mang. Foo.

—

ivong, Amoy.

—

long.

Han.

—

icang.

Meaning:—A net.

Order of Writing:-[n?t >« ; I
"1

I I -^s'^JLJ-

Directions and Remarks:—In the first form, first make a No. 13 ;

then the crosses inside, the left hand one first; the stroke from left to right

being first drawn.

The second form of the character is a No. 109 and written in the

same way. It is only used in combination.

The third form is composed of the Kadicals, Nos. 14 and 10, written

in the order giren.

123

Pronunciations: -Man.— yyau^. G&n.—yong.'Rdk.—yeng. Swa.-ie"'

Voo.—yong. Amoy.

—

iong. Han,

—

ydng.

Meaning:—A sheep.

Order of Writing:- C*'' -* —
(J.

Directions and Remarks:—The dot pomting upwards to the left

hand, a No. 3; next the diminutive No. 4, the size of a dot; after which the

three lines in order, Nos. 1, from top to bottom, the shortest being the middle

one and the longest the bottom one ; the top one being in length between

the two; finally the upright stroke, a No. 2, commencing from the under side

and middle of the topmost line.



124 13
Pronunciations:—Man.—2/M. Can.—yw. Eak.—i/i Swa.~M.

Foo.—M. Amoy.

—

u. Han.

—

yii.

Meaning:—Feathers.
Order of Writing:—[T;^ l^ J-

Directions and Remarks:—First a half length No. 1 turning

into a No. 6; after which the two short Nos. 4, the top one first, the lower

one being made a trifle longer than the upper one. The second halt of the

character is formed in the same way as the first half.

125 ^
Pronunciations:—Man,— /«(?. Can.— ?o. Half.

—

lau. Swa.—tow.

Foo.

—

U. Amoy.

—

lo. Han.

—

Idu.

Meaning—Aged.

Order of Writing:—[^*V bJ-
Directions and Remarks:—Composed of three Eadicals : No, 32,

No. 4, and No. 21 written in this order. It is to be noted that the bottom

line of ^ is drawn out more to the right hand than it is when the character

is written alone. Each of three Eadicals, of which this Eadical is composed,

are made somewhat smaller than when written alone, so as to take up less

space, being in combination. The Chinese say of this and similar characters :

—

'Here the character fo, "earth," must be straight, not deflected; the

perpendicular line corresponding with the left one in the part beneath.'

126 Wi
Pronunciations:—Man.

—

crh. Can.— 2/t. Rak.— !ji. Svia.—ju.

Foo.

—

i. Amoj.—ji. Han.— i<A.

Meaning:—And,
Order of Writing:—[— > 1 "J | iJ-

Directions and Remarks :—First a No. l, usually in writing rather

shorter than when written alone, and when so written, of course, also shorter

than the lower part of the character is in width ; next the short dash

commencing from the middle of the under surface of the above line; after

the Eadical No. 13, about which two-thirds of its usual height ; then the two

upright strokes, the left one first, commencing opposite to where the dash from

the top line ended.



127

Pronunciations:—Man.— Z«». Can.— Zos. Rak.— loi. Swa.

—

lui.

Foo.

—

loi, Amoy.

—

joe. Han.

—

lei.

Meaning:—A plough.

Order of Writing:- [ —.=?J /\ J.

Directions and Eemarks :—The short nearly horizontal line; next

Eadical No. 7, smaller of course than when written alone ; next Eadical No. 6

with its head projecting at the top ; after which the short No 4 followed by

the dash to the right.

128
Pronunciations:—Man.

—

erh. Can.—yi. Ilak.

—

nyi. Swa.—M"'

Foo.

—

nffi. Amoy.—^'i"' Han.— w/t.

Meaning:—The ear.

Order of Writing: - [ — | =. J J.

Directions and Remarks:—No. l at the top shorter than when

written alone ; next the short No. 2, commencing on the under part and at

about a fourth from the left hand end of the No. 1; followed by the two

short strokes, joining the two sides of the character ; then a line slanting

"upwards to the right a little bit
;
and finally the No. 2 at the side. The

Chinese say of characters like this :—
' When the character is slender, its

form must not be too short.'

129
Pronunciations:—Man.

—

yU. C&n.—lut. Hak.

—

lul. Swa.—Zm<.

Foo.

—

iik. Amoy.

—

ut. Han.

—

lii.

Meaning:—A pencil.

Order of Writing:—[^* =t \ ]
Directions and Remarks:— First the upper part of the character,

which is something like No. 58, second form, and is written in the order in which

the component parts of that character are written ; the difference being that it is

much smaller, and that tlie middle line is longer than the middle line in the first

form of No. 58, projecting further at each end. It is also to be noted that the

unider line is shorter than in No. 58, not projecting beyond the small upright

line at the right hand of that portion of the character as in the third form of

No. 58 ; after this is written next write No. 7, but smaller than when written

alone ; the last stroke in the character is a No. 2. The Chinese say of characters

like this :— ' When there are several horizontal lines, they ought to be diversified

like scales and feathers, to prevent stiffness of appearance.'



130 1^ M
Pronunciations:—Man.—70M. Can.

—

yule Half.

—

ni/iik. Swa.

—

nek.

Foo.

—

wm7c. Amoy.

—

jioJc. Han.—/m.

Meaning:—Flesh.

Order of Writing:—[n^y* ' i "3 >' J-

Directions and Remarks:— In the first form of the character

first make Eadical No. 13 ; next a very small No. 11, so formed as to have

the top over the top of No. 13, and the lower part of it within the No. 13 ;

below this again make a very small No. 9.

The construction of the second form of the character is the same as in

Eadical No. 74, as well as the Order of Writing, but it will be noticed that

in the middle of the character instead of two Hnes across there is a dot, a

No. 3, and a flick up.

131
•-Pronunciations:—Man.—cA'tv?.. Can.—,sA««. Hak.

—

tsHn.

Swa.

—

chill. Foo.

—

siiiff. Amoy.— sot.

Han.

—

ts^en.

Meaning:—A minister of state.

Order of Writing:—[
"^

' -1 — 1 L J-

Directions and Remarks:—The two lines at the top and bottom

should project further to the right than the central portion of the character,

especially should this be the case with the lower line. The 2nd and 5th strokes

should touch the central portion of the character in its centre. The top of

the last stroke may be a trifle higher tlian the top line. Of characters like

this, the Chinese say :— ' Here the left (perpendicular) may be long and the

right (perpendicular) short.'

132

Pronunciations:—Man.—few. Car>.—fsz. Rak.—t'z. Swa.—CM.

Foo.

—

cheti. Araoy.

—

cJiu. Han.

—

tsz.

Meaning:—Self.

Order of Writing:— [ ^ I 1 " - -J-

Directions and Remarks:— Composed of two Eadicals, Nos. 4

and 109. The No. 4 should be commenced just above the middle of the

No. 109, and, in writing, it looks better perhaps to project a little beyond the

left hand side of it.
' The Chinese say of characters like this :— ' When there are

perpendicular lines on the right and left, that on the left must be limited and

the right prolonged.'



133

Pronunciations:—Man.

—

cUh. C&n.—cM. B.ak.—ts'i. Swa.-a.
Foo.

—

che. Amoy.

—

cM. Han.

—

tss.

Meaning:—To reach.

Order of "Writing:—[
"^A ^J.

Directions and Remarks:—Composed of three Eadicals as above,

viz., Nos. 1, 28 and 32, written in the order as given. All the component

parts are decreased, or lessened in size, when thus brought into combination.

134 fi
Pronunciations:—Man.

—

cMu. Can.

—

¥au. Hak.—%«. Swa.

—

¥u,
Foo.

—

¥eu. Amoy.

—

Mu. Han.

—

chiu.

Meaning:—A mortar.

Order ofWriting:—[-^
] 1 - -'w*]-

Directions and Remarks:—The 'No. 4 should begin above the

centre of the character. The top line across should be open as the middle line

in the character is in fact there is no left hand side ; there is only the No. 4,

there beuig a small line on the right hand side which is the second stroke

and runs into a No. 2, or No. 6 ; then the two short lines in the middle,

the left one first, of course ; and lastly the line at the bottom.

135 ^
Pronunciations:—Man.— s/je. Can.

—

sJiit. Eak.—s?iei. Swa.—c«A.

Foo.

—

siek. Amoy.

—

siat. Han.

—

se.

Meaning:—The tongue.

Order of Writing:— [
"^

-f'Q J.

Directions and Remarks:—First a horizontal No. 4 ; then a

No. 1 ; followed by a short No. 2 ;
the second and third stroke may be

considered to be a No. 24, and finally a No. 30.

136 ^
Pronunciations:—Man.—c/i'wan. Can.

—

ch'Un. Hak.—ts'on.

Swa.

—

chun. Foo.—ch'tvang. Amoy.

—

ch^unT
Han.

—

ch^uai.

Meaning:—Error.

Order of Writing:—[^ — - J.

Directions and Remarks:—The left hand side first written is

Radical No. 36. The right hand side it will be noticed is somewhat like

Radical No. 93, but differently written, as the order of writing shows.
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137 j%
ProntmclatiOllS:—Man.

—

chou. Qia.n.— chau. Hak.

—

isu.

Swa.

—

ciu. Foo.

—

chiu. Amoj-chiu.

Han.

—

tsau.

Meaning:—A boat.

Order of Writing :-[ ^ J ^ —' ?]

Directions and Remarks:—First a very minute No. 4, over the

centre of the rest of the character, or a little to the left of the centre ; then

a nearly perpendicular No. 4 ; after which the stroke composed of a

combinatiou of a short No. 1 and a No. 6 ; then a No. 1 struck through

the centre of the body of the character and projectifig out at each side. About

half of this No. 1 is within the rest of the character and the other half is

outside, i.e., about quarter, more or less, projects at each end
;
and finally the

two Nos. 3 ; the upper one first of course.

188 ]^
Pronunciations:—Man.— i:e/i. Can.

—

kan. 'Hak.—ken. Swa.

—

kun.

Foo.

—

kaung. Amoy.

—

kun. Han.

—

hen.

Meaning:—Perverse.

Order of Writing:-[ "l " -" L ^ V J-

Directions and Remarks: -Make the end of the last stroke

project beyond the upper part of the character, so as to give a good base to

the character.

)39 l@
pronunciations:— Man.

—

se. Can.—shik: Hak.— s^j<, Swa.—«</(;.

Foo.

—

saik. Amoy.

—

sek, Han.

—

se.

Meaning:—Colour.

Order of Writing:-] -* '^ ~*
• — L»J-

Directions and Remarks:—First the upper part of the character

composed of first a very small No. 4 ;
and then the composite stroke formed

10



of a very short No. 1 and a very short No. 4. The first No. 4 ends at the

left hand upper corner of the lower part of the character, and the second

No. 4 ends at the middle upright line in the centre of the character. The

short No. 1 is very short indeed, only just long enough to connect the two

No8. 4 together. The lower part of the character is next formed, and consists

of two-thirds length No. 1, passing into a very short No. 2 ; the middle

upright stroke, shorter even than the one at right hand side, is next made ;

and then another short No. 1, closing up the bottom of the centre of the

character, and ending in the right hand upright ; then lasb of all the stroke

very much like part of Radical No. 5.

140 n tt -H-

Pronunciations:—Man.— /s'ao. Can.

—

ts^o. Hak.—fs'au.

Swa.— chau. Foo.—cA'd. Amoy.—ch'o.

Han.

—

Wan.

Meaning :—Plants.

Order of Writingi-Cy' 4*; + + ;-^.l 1 J-

Directions and Remarks:—In the first form of the character it

consists of two Radicals No. 45, side by side; but in the right hand side the

upright does not curve to the left, i.e., it is a No. 2 and not a No. 4.

The second form consists of two Nos. 10 side by side, the cross bars

being very short.

In the third form the horizontal stroke, a No. ], is first made after

which the two uprights, the left one first of course. All forms are used in

combination only.
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141 ^
Pronunciations:—Man.— 'Aii. din.—fu. Hale—/m. Swa.—m.

Foo.

—

htc. Amoy.

—

hmu. lla.Q,-r-hii.

Meaning:—A tiger.

Order of Writing:—[ ' - ~-^J -tliJ-

Directions and Remarks:—The lower part of the character is

very much like Radical No. 21 and is written in the same way with the exception

of the stroke from right to left, the second stroke not going through the

other stroke in the Radical No. 21, whereas it passes throng h the sixth

stroke in this present Radical.

*142

Pronunciations:—Man.

—

ch'ung. Can.

—

Cheung. Hale.

—

fs'unff.

Swa.

—

fang. Foo.

—

t^iing. Amoy.

—

t'iong.

Han.

—

tsHmg.

Meaning:—Reptiles.

Order of Writing-[O I ^ \J.

Directions and Remarks:—The No. 30 ; which is iirst made as

above, is the full width, but not the full depth ; next a No. 2 is made, which

is not full length ; then the flick up ; and finally a No. 3.

The last three strokes are very much like No. 28, but No. 28 is only

made with two strokes of the pen instead of with three as here.

143 jfil

Pronunciations:—Man

—

hskh. Can

—

hiit. Hak

—

hget. Swa

—

hveh.

Foo.

—

JiieJc. Amoy,

—

Mat. Han.—hsiieh.

Meaning:—Blood.

Order of Writing:—[^JBLJ.

Directions and Remarks:—Make a small No. 4 ; and then write

a No. 108 about two-thirds its size when standing alone. The No 4 is to be

placed more to the left hand side of the character than to the right.



144 ^T
Pronunciations: -'^'i&n.—hang. Can.

—

hang. Hak.

—

hang.

Swa.

—

hia^- Foo.

—

heng. Amoy.

—

heng.

Han.

—

hsin.

Meaning:—To walk.

Order of Writing:— [ ^ ZL \ ]
Directions and Remarks:—Composed of three Eadicals as above,

viz:—Nos. 60, 7, and 6. It is to be noted that Nos. 7 and 6 are to be written

much smaller than when written alone. The Chinese say of this and similar

characters:—' Here the left perpendicular line may be short, and the right

long.'

145 ^ :^
Pronunciations:—Man.—y». Can.— »/«. Hak.— y«. Swa.— ».

Foo.

—

i. Amoy.

—

i. Han.— t.

Meaning:—Clothing

Order of Writing:—[-"-'y J^ >^ V ;^;^ I< J-

Directions and Remarks:—la the first form the top is Eadical

No. 8 ; after which comes a short No. 4 ; then the third stroke, composed of

a very small No. 2, and a fillip up at the end to the right ; then a very short

No. 4 ; and finally the dash to the right. The first form is used both in

combination and alone. In the former case it appears nearly always at the bottom

of characters. The second form is only used in combination, and then appears

at the left hand side of the character.

146 i^
Pronunciations:—Man.— A». Can.— «. Hak.— si. Swa.—»a.

Foo.

—

sd. Amoy.

—

ha. Han.

—

shd.

Meaning:—To cover.

Order of Writing: -[ —' |~~I || J.

Directions and Remarks: -First the top line, a little shorter

than when it is written alone, Eadical No. 1 ; then a No. 18, about two-

thirds size; next the two uprights, left first (about one half of these strokes

should be above the lower half of the character and one half within the lower

part of the character) ; after which the short horizontal line joining the two

lower ends of these upright strokes. In combination this character is written fflj.
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147

Pronunciations:—Man.—cAtew. Ga.i\.—kin. Hak.

—

ken. Swa.—W"-

Foo.

—

kUnff. Araoy.

—

kian, Ha.n.—chien.

Meaning:—To see.

Order of "Writing:— [ Uji,].

Directions and Remarks:—This is composed of Kadicals

Nos. 109 and 10 as above, both a little smaller than when written alone.

The Chinese say of characters like this :
—

' If the hooked line is in a

horizontal position, it should be well rounded and extended.'

148 ^
Pronunciations:—Man.

—

chio. Can,

—

kok. Hak.

—

kok, Swa.

—

kak.

¥oo.— kauk. Amoy.

—

kak. Han.

—

ko.

Meaning:—A horn.

Order of Writing:- [ ^'^/n J±lJ-
Directions and Remarks:—The top the same as the top of

No. 139, and the lower part the same as Eadical No. 101, with the exception

that the centre upright does not go down below the second cross line. The

order of writing is as given above. Notice that in writing the middle short

line in the body of the character does not touch the sides though in printing

it is as above.

149 3
Pronunciations:—Man.

—

yen. Can.—ym. Hak.

—

nyen.

Swa.

—

ngan. Foo.

—

ngiong. Amoj.—gian.

Han.—yen.

Meaning:—"Words.

Order of Writing.—[-^ ~* — pl].

Directions and Remarks:—In the writing form of this character

the top of the character is Radical No. 8 ; below it make two short Nos. 1,

and below all a No. 30, small size.



In writing this character begins and ends with the Radicals No. 8 and

No. 30 respectively ; the two short lines of equal length coming in between

the two. In printing the upper part of the character is composed of four

lines, the top one shortest, the second one longest of all, and the other two

as in the written form, as '^.

A^ >vo»
150 ^ ^

Pronunciations:—Man.— Am. Can.

—

kuk. Hak.

—

kuk. Swa.

—

kok,

Foo.

—

kok. Amoy.

—

kok. Han.

—

ku.

Meaning:—Valley.

Order of Writing:—['W U ;^ \A.p]-

Directions and Remarks:—In writing the upper part of the

character is formed as the second example given above, while in books it is as

in the first form ; the rest of the character is composed of diminutive Eadicals

(Nos. 9 and 30) as above. The Chinese say:
—'In characters embracing a

part beneath, the right and left sides should correspond to each other.'

151 a.
Pronunciations:—Man.—<0M. Can.—tow. Ea.k.—t'eu. Swa.— toii.

Foo.

—

taiu. Amoy.

—

to. Han.

—

tau.

Meaning:—Beans.

Order of Writing:—[
~* n >/_^J.

Directions and Remarks:—A small Ko. l ; than a small

No. 30 ; after which the dot on the left hand side, No. 3 ; then a very

diminutive No. 4 ; and ending as beginning with a No. 1, but this time the

full size.



152

Pronunciations: - Man.—sMh. Can.— cA'i. Hak.— /«'*. Swa.—Si.

Foo.

—

ch%. Amoy.— taw. Han.

—

sz.

Meaning:—Swine.

Order of Writing:— [
"'^

J ^ ^ VJ-

Directions and Remarks:—Begin by writing Kadical No. 1 ;

then a small No. 4, commencing from the centre of the bottom of the No. 1;

then the No. fi, bending its back a little; after which two more Nos. 4, on

the left hand side of the character and below the first one already made, and

written in their natural order from top to bottom ; after which a very short

No. 4, on the right hand side ; and last of all the stroke from left to right,

taking a good full sweep.

158

Pronunciations:—Man.- chai, Gan.—chH. Hak.

—

tsH. Swa.-caj.

Foo.

—

chat. Amoy.

—

chat. Han.

—

tsz.

Meaning:—Reptiles.

Order of Writing:—["^ ^ ^y )/yl
Directions and Remarks :—This character is again made up

principally of Nos. 4, there being no less than four in it. After the first one

the two dots are made, the left one first, and after the second No. 4, the No. 6

is made, its back somewhat bent.

154 M
Pronunciations:—Man.—-joei. G&a.^jui. Hak.

—

pui. Swa.

—

pue.

¥oo.—pwoi. Amoy.

—

poe. Kna.—pai.

Meaning:— Pearls.

Order of Writing:—[ ^> >^ J-

Directions and Remarks:—This character is composed of Radical

No. 109, and below it, first a very short No. 4, and then a No. 3. The

Chinese say of characters like this :
—

' When the character is slender, its form

must not be too short.'



155 Ifijt

Pronunciations:—Man.

—

chHh. Can.—«/*'«!. Hak.

—

ts^ak.

Swa.

—

ehiah. Foo.

—

ch^ek. Amoy.

—

ch'^ek.

Han.— tsz.

Meaning:—Flesh colour.

Order of Writing :-[^J 4 ' ^ J-

Directions and Remarks:—Begin with a Radical No. 32; then

a No. 4, followed by a No. 6, a dot on the left hand side ; and last of all the

No. 3, on the right hand side. The Chinese say :
—

' When there are dots on

the two lower corners, one reclining on the right and the other on the left

with its point elevated, their tops ought to converge towards the middle of the

character, so as to give it a diversified appearance.'

156

Pronunciations :—Man.—;som. Can.— feat*. Hak.— /sew. Swa.—raw.

Foo.

—

chm. Amoy.

—

cho. Han. - tsau.

Meaning:—To run.

Order of Writing:—[^^^l-i/VrJ-

Directions and Remarks:—First, as in the last one, begin with

a Eadical No. 32 ; the next stroke is a short No. 2, its top coming immediately

below the middle upright stroke of the No. 32 ; then the very short line to

the right ; the lower part of the character is a rather sprawled out No. 9.

Notice that the left hand stroke is rather short ; it should just touch (or almost

touch), and no more, the bottom line of the No. 32. The Chinese say of this

and similar characters :—
' Here the character puk \% " divination " must be

straight, not deflected, extending from the middle of the upper part in a

rectangular position.'



167 J£
Pronunciations:—Man. —Jm. Can.— tsuk. Hak.— tsyuk.

Swa.— tsoJc. Foo. — eheu. Amoy.— chaw.

Han. — tiu.

Meaning:—The foot.

Order of Writing:—[p |->V]-

Directions and Remarks:—With the exception of the top of

this Eadical being formed of a small No. 30, the rest of the Badical is like

the last one. The same remarks as to the [% pule, ' divination,' apply as well

to this character as to the last.

158 ^
Pronunciations : —Man.— sMn. Can.— shan. Hak.— shin.

Swa. — sin. Foo.— sing. Amoy.—> sin.

Han.— ten.

Meaning:—The body.

Order of Writing:—[ ' I -j - _ _y ].

Directions and Remarks :—A diminutive No. 4 is first written,

and the rest of the character is so placed as to have it right over the centre

of the character ; then a short No. 2 ; after which a short No. 1, turning into

a No. 6 ; two short Nos. 1 next, the upper one first ; then the dash, or line, from

left to right, closing up the centre of the character ; and last of all the No. 4.

The Chinese say of characters like this :—'When the character is slender, its

form must not be too short.'

159
Pronunciations:—Man.—eA'e. Can.

—

ku. Hak.

—

hi. Swa.

—

chia.

Foo.—M. Amoy.

—

hu. Han.

—

chU.

Meaning:—A carriage.

Order of Writing:—
[ "" H — | J-

Directions and Remarks:—Composed of two Nos. 1, a No. 73,

and No. 2 written in the order as given above. The Chinese say :—'Here

tjie perpendicular line should be tapering like a needle, otherwise the beautj

is lost.'
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160 -^
Pronunciations:—Man.

—

hsin. GaUi-^-san. Hak.

—

sin. Swa.

—

sin.

Foo.

—

sinffi Amoji-^sin. Han.-

Meaning:—Bitter.

Order of Writing:—[:^-]p].

Directions and Remarks:—Composed of two Radicals, Nos^ 117

and 24, slightly reduced in size.

161

Pi?&nunciS,tiOns:—Man.—cA'^n. Can.—sA«». Hak.—sAms SWa.

—

sin.

Fbo.

—

siri^. Araaj.—sin. Han.

—

san.

Meaning:—Time.

Order of Writing:—[ -^=lp* \^^].

Directions and Remarks:—A No. 4 ; then a No. 1 • another

tatheir shoi-t Nci. 1, anbthfer longer No. 1 ; then the upright with the fling

tip to the right ; after whibh the shdrt No. 4 ; aiid then the dash from left to

right. The Chinese say :— ' Charabters oi this fbriti should be 6veil at the iFobtj'

162 ^ \^
Pronunciations:—Man.

—

c¥o. Can.

—

ch'ok. Hak.— fc'ei^i Swa.—f^fe.

Fooi

—

ch^iolc. Amoy.

—

eh^ioTc. Han.

—

tso.

jyieaning :—Motion;

Order of Writing:-[^>> \ -j^; ** > -^ ^l
Directions and Remarks:—This in its first form is composed

of three nearly horizontal Nos. 4 written in the usual order, from top to

bottom ; the lower part of the Eadical is the same as the lower half of Radical

^os. 156 and 157. The second form is only used in combination.



163 S 15

Pronunciations:—Man.— 2/«. Can.—yap. Kak.—yip, Swa.

—

ip.

Fflo,:

—

eJc. Avaoj.— ij). fjajj.

—

yi.

Meaning:—A city..

Order ofWriting:-[ »^ "«
• -L; "5

I ]•

Directions and Remarks:—The mouth, Kadical No. 30, at the

top of the first form of this Radical must b(e a good deal smaller th^n when

written alone ; the rest ot the Radical is the same as the lower part of No. 139,

which see. The second form is only used in combination, and is always placed

at the right hand side of the charaotpr; jyhile No. 170, which is written ip

^ same w^y, if invariably placed at the left of the ch^ractpr.

164
Pronunciations:—Man.— ?/«. Can.

—

yau. Hak.

—

yu. Swa.

—

iu.

Foo.

—

iu. Amoy.

—

iu. Han.

—

i/u.

Meaning:—Spirits.

Order of Writingc-E-^niiiri].

Directions and Remarks:—A short No. 1 at the top; from it a

short No. 4 starts and goes down nearly perpendicularly; in unison with it

another stroke, like the last stroke in No. 71, is made ; so much for the upper

part of the character ; the next stroke is a No. 2, short, to form the Je^t

hand side of the centre of the character, (or these two strokes may be considered

jto Jae a No. 13) ; then a No. 1, turning into a No. 2 ; after which the horizontal

liBLe witbifl the charp.cter ; and the onp to cjtqse up the bottom of it.

165 0:
Pronunciations:—Man.-^'»«w. Ca.Q.r-pin. Hak.—??'an.

Swa.—-jwra. Voo.—pieng. Amoj.—pian.

Han.r-^iere.

Meaning:—To distinguish.

Order ofWriting:—^* > ^piz^-

Directions and Remarks :—A No. 4 iu both forms of the

character commences it, and it is finished by a No. 76. In the first form

the dot ^No. S is next made ; and then the miniature No. 4.



166

Pronunciations:—Man.—Zi. Can.—Zet. Rak.—U. Swa.—K.

Foo.

—

li. Amoy.

—

U. Han.

—

li.

Meaning:—A mile.

Order of Writing:—[HJi].

Directions and Remarks:—Is composed of Radicals Nos. 73

and 32 as above, with this difference, that the upright stroke of the No. S2

commences at the under part of the middle of the top line of the No. 73,

giving to the upper half of the character (he look of the Radical No. 102.

Radicals formed by EIGHT STROKES of the pen.

167 ^
Pronunciations:—Man.— e/MW, Cm.—kam. Hak.—AtjM.

Swa.

—

him. Foo.

—

kinff. Amoy.

—

Um.

Han.

—

chin.

Meaning:—Gold.

Order of Writing:—[y/v^l*-^—]

Directions and Remarks:—The top of the character is formed

of the Radical No. 9 ; the rest of the character is very like Radical No. 96,

bat the dot in this case is transferred to the left hand side, and a diminutive

No. 4 is put in its place. The Chinese say :—
' In a covering over the lower

part of the character • • • the sweep and dash should be equal.'



168
Pronunciations:—Man.—cUang. G&Ti.—ch^onff. Hak.

—

ts^ong.

Swa.

—

tng. Foo.

—

tiong. Amoy.

—

tiong.

Han.

—

ts'dng.

Meaning:—Long.

OrderofWriting:—[-It—̂ V;~l--i^ J-

Directions and HemarkS:—In the first form the lower part of the

character is the same as in No. 161. In the second form the lower part is the

Radical No. 28. In both forms the upper part is identical. A short No. 2 is

first made, then four Nos. 1, the lowest one full sized ; after which the lower

part of the first form is like the lower part of No. 161.

169 P^
Pronunciations:—Man.

—

men. Can.

—

miin. Hak.

—

miin.

Swa.

—

mng. Foo.

—

mivong, Amoy.

—

lun.

Han.— jwen.

Meaning:—A door.

Order of Writing:—[ n=';j= J-

Directions and Remarks:—There are difl'erent ways giren for

writing this, but the above gives the eight strokes, which some at least of the

other ways will not.

170 -$. K
Pronunciations:—Man.—-/m. Can.—/««. Hak.—/m. Swa.

—

hu.

Foo.^p'aiu. Amoy.

—

hu. Han,—/««.

Meaning:—A mound.

Orderof'Writing:-[^r-^H^;"5 \ ]

Directions and Remarks :— In the first form of the character a

minute No. 4 right over the centre of the character ; next a short No. 2

;

then the rest of the upper half of the top, which consists simply of the second

and third strokes of Radical No. 30 repeated ; after which the lower half,

which is a No. 24. The second form of the character is the same as the

second form of No. 163. The second form is only used in combination and

then always appears on the left hand side of the characters with which it

enters into combination.
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171 ^
I*r05Unci^ti©jlS:-Man.

—

tq,i, Cm,;—tot. Hak.

—

tH. Swa.

—

tai

Foo.

—

tfli. Amoy.— tai. Han.-!-fo«.

Meaning:—To extend to.

Order of Writing:^[^ J
> *^ ^^ V J-

Directions and Remarks ::^See the rsmiarks shoifi, the Ijeginuing

of ¥o. 1?9 ; after making the top piece draw a No. 6 ; then a No. 8 ; after

wfeieh the dash up from left to rjght ; the dimiautiva No. i jon the right

hand side ia the next stroke ; and the last one i» the svre&p.

172
Pronunciations:

—

M.an.—chui. C&n.—ehui. Hak.

—

tsui. Swa.sFr^f^'.

Foo.—^hifii. Anjoy.

—

fhvi, IJ,^n,

—

ffyw^i.

Meaning: - FotvIs.

Order of Writing:—[-i^^ |**].

Directions and ReniarJfS:^—A No. 9 combination form is first

written ; then a diminutive No. 4 ; after which three Nob. 1 ; then a No. 2

;

and last «f all the No. 1 at the bottom.

173 ^
Pronunciations:-Man.—y«. Can.—yw. 9ak.—y«. Swa.—*"

i'^fn-ii. Asa(fj.ssru, Han.TT^w.

MSftniHg:—B*iii.

Order of Writing:—[ ~Q |^ < ].

Directions and Remarks:—First a No. l ; then a No. 13 rather

squat in shape ; after whidi a No. 2, beginning at the middle of the No. 1,

and passing through ttie centre of the No. 13 ; after which the four Nos. 3

in their proper order, left hand first, and top before the bottom. The second

dot, the lower left hand one, is often replaced in writing by a prolongation of

ihc end of the lower left hand dot by a dash upwards from left to right

which relieves somewhat the monotony of four precisely similar dots, and the

third dot for the same reason is often a small No. 4.



174 fl-
Pronunciations:—Man.

—

chHng. Can.

—

tsHng. Sftk.*—fe'ya^j

Swa.—c/ie"- ^00,—ehHng. ktOHJ.—ch^eficf.

Hali.—eA'tn.

Bteaningt^Qi'een.

Order of Writings—["f'^l'^l-].

Directions and Remarks :=^Firsfc a No. 24 then the two Nos. 1,

tiie lower Mger thati the uppgf ; a Short No. 2 ; a short No. 1 (arnifig into

^ Short Nb. 6 ; then the minute Noi 2 ; followed by the N6. 1 beloW it, In

Wfitihg, hoWevtir, the last two strokfes aJ^ &,lwayS fepladed by tw6 short horizontal

lihes, aekrly dtoSsing frorh the left hand side to the fifht hand side.

1^5 W
Pronunciations:—Man.—/«». Can.—/et\ 'Avk.'^uu Swa.—Ami.

Wooi— hi. AEQoy.-*/jMt. HaU4—yl««.

Meaning :—Not.

Oifdei" of Writiftgf^E /= )= J-

Directions and Remarks:—A nearly upright No. 4, then the three

Nos. 1 written from top to bottom a<nd equidistaBt from each other the last

having more the nature of a dash from left to right ; then the No. 2 ; and

lastly the three short lines also in this order of top first, &c., the middle one

shorter than the other two, and the lowest of all the least trifle longer than

the highfest. 'These three Shoft horizott&,l lines Start from the N6. 2 and are

equidistant from each other and exactly oppbsibe the corresponding strokes on

the other side of the character. The No. 2 and No. 4 should start from the

same height above and reach to the same linfe beloW, thotlgh of hfecessity

thte Mt hatid one, th6 No. 4, iB I'ongef thaii the No. 2, as it turn* to the leff.



Radicals formed with NINE STROKES of the Pen.

176 j®
Pronunciations:—Man.—mien, GtkB.~min. Hak.—mm, Swa.

—

min.

Too.

—

mienff, Amoy.

—

iian, Han.— jwiew.

Meaning:—The face.

Order of Writing:—[—^|7)|=—]-

Directions and Remarks: —This is a character that calls for care

in its formation, as if symmetrically made its appearance is much improved.

From left to right the body of the character should be divided into tliree

equal divisions by the two upright lines; and again, the central division of

the body of the character should be also divided into three equal divisions in

its height by the two short cross lines.

177 ^
Pronunciations:—Man.—Ae. Can.—MA. Hak.—fe/. Swa.

—

hejc.

Foo.

—

kaik. Amoy.

—

kek, Han.

—

M.

Meaning:—A hide.

Order of Writing:- [
**" — ti-|. ].

Directions and Remarks:—The third form of Eadical No. 140

first, the two lower ends of the short uprights to be connected, however, with

a short line ; after which a No. 30, but only about a third of its height

when alone; and finally a No. 24, the upright stroke of the latter must,

however, reach up to the lower line in the top of the character.

178 ^
Pronunciations:—Man.— zi'ei. Can.—wa*. Hak.

—

wui. Swa.—ttt.

Foo.— m'. Amoy.

—

ui. Han.

—

wai.

Meaning:—To oppose.

Order of Writing:—['*—» 4= J.

Directions and Remarks:—A very short upright ; then the angle

;

a short No. 1 ; after which Kadicals Nos. 30 and 98.



179

ProntmciationS:—Man.

—

cMu. Can.

—

hau. Hak.— Zuj/m. Swa.—few.

Foo.

—

hiu. Amoy.

—

kiu. Han.—chiu.

Meaning-:—Leeks.

Order of Writing:— [ ^—• J.

Directions and Remarks -.—Composed of Eadicals Nos. 175

and 1. Notice, however, thab the No. 4 is replaced by a No, 2 in Eadical

No. 175, there being no room to turn.

180 "gf

Pronunciations:—Man.

—

yin. Can.

—

yam. Hak.—yim. Swa.

—

im.

Voo.—ing. Amoy.— im. Han.

—

yin.

Meaning:—A sound.

Order of Writing:—[ :f£.|^ ]•

Directions and Remarks:—Composed of two Radicals, Nos. 117

and 7S, each of course about half size.

181

Pronunciations: -Man.—yeA. Ga.n.— yip. Ba.k.—M. B,m.—hieh.

Foo.

—

hiek. Amoj.— iap. Han,

—

ye.

Meaning:—A leaf.

Order of Writing:— [
" ^^ ]•

Directions and Remarks :-Composed of three Radicals, a No. 1,

a very small No. 4, and No, 154, as above.

12
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182 Mi
Pronunciations :-M an. —/eng. Can. —fun^. Hal?, —fung.

Swa.

—

huang. Foo.

—

hung. Amoy.

—

hong.

il&n.—fung.

Meaning: —The wind.

Order of "Writing:—[^^^j^ J.

Directions and Remarks:—A perpendicular No. 4 ; after which

a stroke like the last stroke in No. 84, but larger. These form the outer part

of the character; the inner part is composed of a short No. 4, nearly

horizontal; after which No. 142. The Chinese say of characters like this ;^' The

long hooked line in characters of this form ought to be bent and strong.'

183 1^

Pronunciations:—Man.—/ei. Can.—/e*. Hak.—/wi. Swa.

—

hui.

Foo,

—

hi. Amoj.— hui, Han.—/««.

Meaning:—To fly.

Order of Writing -.-IX^ ^ ^ J | "t, " > J-

,
Directions and BemarkS:—The first stroke is somewhat like the

last stroke in No. 182 ; then a minute No. 4 ; after which a No. 3 ; next a short

No. 4, nearly horizontal ; then an upright one ; after which a No, 2 ; and

the last three strokes are the same as the first three. The Chinese say that:

—

' The long hooked line in characters of this form ought to be bent and strong.'

The upright stroke in the middle is often written last instead of in the

order given above.

184 ^
Pronunciations:—Man.—sA*. Can,—sA«A. Hak.—sM. Swa.— feM.

FoQ.^sik. Amoy.

—

sit. Han,

—

sz.

Meaning:—To eat.

Order of Writing :-[>^-* ^J.

Directions and Remarks:—In writing a dot takes place of the

short line under the top part of the character. This Radical is composed of

three other Eadicals—Nos. 9, or 8, (or No. 1 in printing) and 138, which see.



185
Pronunciations :—Man. — shm. Can.— sham. Hak.— shu.

Swa.— siu. Foo.— sin. Amoy.— siu.

Han. — sau.

Meaning:—The head.

Order of Writing:—[
^^-^ g J.

Directions and Remarks:—A No. 3 ; then a very short No. 4

;

below -which a No. 1 ; the lower part of the character is the Radical No. 132,

•which Bee.

186
Pronunciations:—Man.—hsiang. Can.

—

hong. 'Qsik..~hyong.

Swa. - hiang. ¥00.—hiong. Amoj.—Hiong.

Han.

—

hsiang.

Meaning:—Fragrant.

Order of Writing:.—[^ J.

Directions and Remarks:—CoBiposed of two Eadicals, Nos. 115

and 72, as above.

Radicals formed with TEN STROKES of the Pen.

187 v»>

Pronunciations:—Man.— ff?a. Cao.— ma. Hak.—ma. Swa.—5e.

Foo.— wia. Amoy.— >na. Han.—ma.

Meaning:—A horse.

Order of Writing:- [-|-|-7m>]'

Directions and Remarks:—A No. 1 ; then the upright in the middle;

next a No. 7 ; then another No. 2 at the extreme left of the character
;
a No.



1 and a No. 6 united ; after which the four dots in their order from left to right.

The four dots are the same as the second form of No. 86. The Chinese say

of this and similar characters:

—

'In characters of this form—resembling

horses teeth, the point of the hook should shoot up towards the middle of

the four dotg.'

188 ^
ions:—Man. -



EADICALS FOEMED BY TEN STROKES OF THE PEN. 69

191 n
Pronunciations:—Man.

—

tou. Can.—tow. Hak.

—

teu. Swa.—io.

Foo.

—

taiu. Amoy.

—

to. Han.

—

tau.

Meaning:—To fight.

Order of Writing::—[ Iae^J j.

Directions and Remarks:—First the No. 2 ; then the three little

strokes on the left hand side are made, beginning with the top one, one after

the other ; next the short stroke that runs down through the centre of them

—

these are like the second form of No. 96 ; after which the three little strokes

on the right hand side of the word in the same order as the first three; then the

little line running through the centre of them ; and last of all the No. 6 to the

right of them.

192 ^
Pronunciations:—Man.

—

Mang. Can.

—

ch^ong. Hak.

—

ts'ong.

Swa.

—

ifiang. Too.

—

i'iong. Amoy.

—

t^iong.

Han.

—

ts^ang.

Meaning:—Sacrificial spirits.

Order of Writing:—[MXl* '^Ll-

Directions and Remarks:—Start with a No. 17, inside of which

next write the cross X' which is composed of a No. 4 and an elongated point,

making the stroke from right to left before the one from left to right; after

which put in the four dots in this order, viz.:—top, bottom, left, and right,

or left, right, top, and bottom, and finish up with a very small No. 21.

193 Wi
Pronunciations:—Man.

—

ho; H, Can.

—

lih. Hak.—ftai. Swa.—M.
Foo.

—

kaik. Amoy.—kek. Han.—li.

Meaning:—A tripod.

Order of Writing:—[
"^ PI j^J

'»''^
| ]

Directions and Remarks :—Begin with a No. l at the top ; then

a No. 30, full size, as far as width is concerned, but only half its usual height

;

after which a small No. 13; then the left dot before the right one; after

which the horizontal line and then the perpendicular.



194

Pronunciations:—Man.

—

kicei. Can.

—

hwai. fiak.

—

Tcwui. Swa.

—

kui.

Foo. — kwi. Amoj.-^kui. Kaa.-^kwai.

Meaning:—A demon.

Order of "Writing:—[>)^^(Ai j.

DiirectidhS and Remarks:—A miniature No. 4, a mere ghost of

on6; the& No. 102; a small aiid father squat No. 10; and ending up ^ith a

very small No. 28, inside the right stroke of the No. 10.

Radicals formed by ELEVEN STROKES of the Pen.

Pronunciations:—Man.

—

yU. Can.— yw. Hak.

—

ng. Swa.

—

hu.

Foo.

—

ngii. Amoy.

—

gu. Han.-^«.

Meaning:—Fish.

Order of W*iting':^[ <5*|jE|> \ i > J.

DlriBCtions and Remarks:—A very small No. i -, next very small

Nos. 1 and 4; after which No. 102; and then the four dots in order ff6m left

to fight.

196 m
Pronunciations :-^Man.

—

niuo. Can.—nm. Hak.

—

nyaii. Swa.— nto.

Foo.— new. Amoy.=-^*n!»/. Han:—^kiK.

Meaning:—Birds.

Ordel* of Writing:-C^ I T =_ -j ^'.^^ ].

Directions and Remarks:—Take care that the symmetry of the

character is not spoiled by any uncouth combination of the different parts of it.



Pronunciations:—Man.-^/M. Can,—W. Eak.—lu. Swa.—Zm.

¥00.

—

lu. Amoy.

—

lo. Han.

—

lau.

Meaning:—Salt.

Oraer of Writinff^-C ~
I l^' ^^'^N—J-

Direotions and Remarks:—The centre of the lower part of the

character is written in the same way as the similar part of 192.

198 M
Pronunciations:—Man.

—

lu. Can.

—

luk. Hak.—Z«^. Svi&.-^lak.

Foo.

—

luk. Ampy.

—

lok, Ha^n.—lau.

BJillJling:—Deer.

Order of Writing:-[^'^)m2]-

Directions ajtd ilepiarks:-^First a Nr 53 ; and then tlje other

strokes as ahove; ending up last of all with a very small No. 81.

199
Pronunciations:—Man.

—

mai. Can.

—

mak. Hak.

—

mak. Swa.

—

iek.

Foo.

—

mek. Amoy.—5«*. Han.

—

me.

Meaning:—Wheat.

Order of Writing-^C^IA//^^^ ]•

Directions and Remarks:—No. 1 ; then a short half-length No. 2;

after which three of No. 9—left, right and below the perpendicular, those

on the left and right being very small ; then at the bottom of all a

small No 36.



200 ^
Pronunciations:—Man

—

ma. Can

—

ma, Hak-r-ma. Swa

—

miuf-

Foo.

—

ma. Amoy.

—

mxt. Han.

—

ma.

Meaning:—Hemp.

Order of Writing::—[ /"?Jf^ J-

Directions and Remarks:—The first three strokes as in No, 198;

after which, as above, and take pains that all the lower parts of the character

fit in neatly.

Rsidicals formed by TWELVE STROKES of the pen.

201 5f
Pronunciations:—Man.

—

huang. Can.

—

tvong. Hak.

—

loong.

Swa.—ng. Foo.

—

wong. Amoy.

—

hong,

Han.

—

Jiwdng,

Meaning:—Yellow.

Order of Writing:-!—^)j-—'|"q[--|-'>\].

Directions and Remarks:—This is a neat character when properly

made. Care should be taken to keep all the different parts in proportion.

202
Pronunciations:—Man.—sAm. Can.—sM. Hak.—sAm. Swa.—sm.

Foo.

—

su. Amoy.

—

sm. Han.

—

sM,

Meaning:—Millet.

Order of Writing:—{^ A :>d<
3-

Directions and Remarks:—On the top make a No. 115, of

course of a smaller size than when written alone; and just below it a No. 9,

rather spread out; followed by a small No. 6; after which the dots, &c., in

their proper order. The Chinese say:—'When the dash is repeated it should

vary; being now contracted, and now extended.'



m
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206 ^^
ProminCiationS:—Man.—fe^. Ga,n.— ting, Hak.

—

tin. Swa. -/;>/"•

Foo.

—

tHng. Amoy.

—

ieng. B.a.n.— tin.

Meaning:—A tripod.

Order of Writing:-[^y-;|-|-) ].

Directions and Remarks:—Commence with a No. 109: anrl then

proceed as above.

207 li
Pronunciations:—Man.—/cm. Ca,n~kwu, Hak.

—

ku. S>v;a.—Jco.

Foo.

—

ku. Amoj.

—

Jco, Ean,—ku.

Meaning:—A drum.

Order of Writing:—[ -hg+^ ].

Directions and Remarks:—First a small No. 33 ; then a No. 30,

rather small and oblong in shape; next the two dots; then a No. ] : and

lastly a No. 65 at the right hand side.

208

Pronunciations:—Man.—s/iM. Can.

—

sM. Eak.—ts'u. Swa.—c/i«.

Foo.—e/t'M. Amoy.—c/i'M. Han.—sAw.

Meaning :—A rat.

Order of Writing:-[>-|£^^^^j.

Directions and Remarks:—No. 134 to begin with ; tiien as above.

The four interior dot-like things are really like those in >j^, but of course

very small.



Radicals formed by FOURTEEN STROKES of the Pen.

209
Pronunciations:—Man.—̂ i". Can.

—

pM. Hak.

—

pH. Swa.

—

p'i^'

Voo.—pile. Amoy.^pi. Han.—pi.

Meaning:—The nose.

Order of Writing:—[lt ffl^f]-

Directions and Remarks:—Composed of Nos. 132, 102 and 55.

In writing, take care that the character is symmetrically formed ; the middle

part, ^, to be a little wider than the top, and oblong in shape.

210
Pronunciations:—Man.

—

ch'i. Can.

—

fs^ai. Hak.

—

isH. Swa.

—

chi.

Foo.

—

chd. Amoy.

—

che. Han.—cA'«.

Meaning:—Even.

Order of Writing:—[-^7J ^^4^1^V/ | —].

Directions and Remarks :—The Chinese say :—' When the lines

are numerous and close together, they should be evenly arranged.'

Radical formed by FIFTEEN STROKES of the Pen.

211
Pronunciations:—Man.—cA'jA. Can.—cA'?. Eak.—tsH. Swa.—A'i.

Foo.—ch'i. Amoj.—ch'i. H.a.n.—is'z.

Meaning :—Teeth.

Order of Writing:— [ifcAA-''<>>l-|]-

Directions and Remarks:—A small No. 77 to begin with
;
then

two very small Nos. 9 ; next No. 1 ; again two small Nos. 9 ;
and at last

No. 17 to enclose all the four men (Radicals No. 9) and the horizontal line.



Radicals formed by SIXTEEN STROKES of the Pen.

212 fl
Pronunciations:—Man.

—

lung. Can.

—

lung. Hak.

—

It/ung.

Swa.

—

leng. Foo.

—

liifig. Amoy.

—

liong.

Han.

—

lung.

Meaning:—A dragon.

Order of Writing:—[ip]girjtr7].

Directions and Remarks : -Notice that the twelfth stroke is

rather out of the ordinary ; the three lines being made without lifting the pen.

213
Pronunciations:—Man. -/ciwt. Can. — Imai. Hak.— kwui.

Swa. — ku. Foo. — Jcwi. Amoy.— km,

llan. — Jcwai.

Meaning:—A tortoise.

Order of "Writing:— [/{^I"f--L[j5^].

Directions and Remarks :—The Chinese say:—'When the lines

are numerous and close together, they should be evenly arranged.'

Radical formed by SEVENTEEN STROKES of the Pen.

214
Pronunciations:—Man.—yo. Can.—yo*. Hak.—yo/t. Swa.— w/!-

Foo.

—

t/ok. Amoy.

—

ioJc. Han.—yo.

Meaning:—A flute.

Order of Writing:-[/^H»JJ17-}f].

Directions and Remarks:—First a :So. 9 ; then a very short
I

No. 1 below it ; after which three very small Nos. 30 in a line; then a No. 13
i

rather squat ; next a Xo. 1 ; and finally two Nos. 2, rather short



I2xcvirsu.s TVO. 1.

Practical Use of a Chinese Dictionary.

The method of inspection of a character to reaolve it into its Radical and number

of Strokes is so intimately connected with a knowledge of the proper method of

forming these Strokes, that no excuse is necessary for including in this work short

directions for so finding characters in the Dictionary.

Chinese not being an alphabetical language, and consequently not having the easy

and ready method of placing the words in their alphabetical order in the Dictionary, it

follows that some other manner of arranging the words has had to be devised by the

Chinese. A very good system has been hit upon by them, though not so convenient as

the alphabetical one Lu use in European languages. It consists in arranging all the

words under the present 2U Radicals. Having then decided upon the Radical or

Key-word that the character is probably under, one is able to unlock the mysteries of

the Dictionary. It is no longer a sealed book !

Most of the Chinese-English Dictionaries in use in China follow the arrangement

most simple for the English student, which is that of having all the native words

placed in an alphabetical order, according as their pronunciation is represented by an

English spelling, and that is one reason (but only one amongst others) why each sepaa'ate

language (or dialects as they are often called') in China requires separate dictionaries.

But it sometimes happens that the learner has not his teacher at hand to inform him

of the pronunciation of the word, or words, he may want to look up, or it may possibly

happen that his teacher may pronounce the word in a slightly different way from what

the Dictionary gives as the pronunciation. The alphabetical arrangement of the

pronunciation of the word fails as a guide to the word. Then it is that the learner

with find the utility of the Index at the end of his Dictionary, where all the words

appearing in the Dictionary are arranged under the Radicals with the English spelling

(of the pronunciation), adopted by the compiler of the Dictionary, at the side of

them. Having found the word under its Radical in this Index, he can then readily

turn to the body of the book, and find the word he wants there by its spelling with

English letters. When he is further advanced in Chinese he will find that the same

system is in use in the native dictionaries, but in their case, instead of simply being

arranged in this manner in an Index at the end of the work, the Dictionary itself

is so arranged.

' Se'e the Introduction to the author's " Cantohese Made EASY,"
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The first requisite then is to decide upon the Radical that the character is placed

under—an arrangement which is somewhat arbitrary at times. The difficulty to a

beginner is to know which part of the character to take as the Radical, in the case

of more than one Radical entering into the composition of the character, which is

often the case. And this difficulty is increased, if he is not well acquainted with

the Radicals. It is well to try and acquire a knowledge where the most common

Radicals, at least, are to be found in the character. Some occupy an unvarying

position, while others are fonnd in different parts of 'the character. Excursus

No. 2 is an attempt to assist the learner in this direction.

After having decided then upon the Radical under which probably the character

searched for is to be found, the next step is, leaving the Radical out of the calculation,

to count the number of Strokes in the rest of the character.

If the learner has gone through this book carefully, he need have but little difficulty

in counting the number of Strokes, though sometimes one finds one's calculations

differ a little from the Dictionary. Having now got ready to search for the

character, the next thing is to turn up the Dictionary, or Index to the Dictionary, if it

be an Chinese-English one arranged alphabetically ; and here it is that a knowledge

of the number of the different Radicals comes in useful. There are certain ones the

numbers of which it is easy to remember, after a little practice, as they are common ones,

and often referred to, and consequently their numbers fix themselves in one's memory.

Those who have a talent for mnemonics will probably hit upon some expedients to fix

some of the others in their memories ; such for example as ^, hand, is No. 6i, by

remembering that the sum of 6 and 4 added together make 10, the number of fingers

on the hands. To those who despise such adventitious aids to memory, it appears,

of course, the height of absurdity to rely on such means, for in such cases what is

one man's food is another's poison.

If the beginner remembers the pronunciation of the Radical in either Mandarin

or Cantonese, or its meaning, then one of the three Indexes at the end of this book

will assist him materially in finding the number of the Radical if he does not

know it already.

Failing therefore the memory to prompt one as to the number of the Radical

itself, or its pronunciation, or meaning, there is nothing left for it but to count the

number of Strokes in the Radical, and then find the Radical, as these Key-words are

arranged (one after the other, according to the number of their Strokes), in the list of

the Radicals found in all Chinese-English dictionaries.

The Radical being found and its number, the next thing to do is to turn to the

Index of characters arranged under their respective Radicals according to the number

of Strokes in them (not counting the Strokes in the Radical however), the Radicals

also coming in the same order in the Index as in the list of Radicals alone,
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The number of Strokes having already been counted, the eye is run down the

column of characters until the right number of Strokes is reached ; the numbers being

placed in figures at the side of the columns. The right number of Strokes having

been come to, nothing now remains but to look carefully at each character until the

one wanted is found. Sometimes, however, the search proves a failure. A careful

counting again of the Strokes will, perhaps, lead to the discovery of a mistake

having been made in counting, or the possibility of what has been considered as

one Stroke turning out to be two, or vice versa; in which case, the character must

be hunted for again under the right number of Strokes. If, however, a careful and

minute search over the neighbourhood of where it is likely to be turns out unsuccessful,

then probably the character must be looked for under some other Eadical, should

another Kadioal be discoverable in it. Should it be well nigh impossible to discover

what its Eadical is, a reference to the List of Difficult Words, which appears in

some dictionaries, will, perhaps, afford some assistance, as it may be found there.

There is, though, the possibility of the word either not being in the Dictionary,

or the form being searched for may prove to be a contracted or unauthorised form

for the character. Much time is often wasted in the search for Chinese characters,

and this probably is one amongst many other reasons which combine to make the

study of Chinese distasteful to many Europeans.

It may make the matter clearer to give a practical illustration or two of the

foregoing directions :—Supposing the character that is required to be found by the

learner is "i", ancient. Here it seems possible that either -|-, ten, or }pl, mouth, may

be the Eadical. Turning, therefore, to the list of characters in the Index under Eadical

No. 24, -|^, ten, and counting the number of Strokes in the remaining portion of the

character pj, mouth, to be three, the learner soon sees that it is not there. He will,

therefore, turn to Eadical No. 30, pj , mouth, and finding the remaining Strokes to

be two, he finds the character "jir, ancient, half way down the list of words with two

Strokes under that Eadical.

Or suppose again the character to be found is |^, to descend. Here the left hand

side of the character looks a very promising side to select for the Eadical ; but there

are two Eadicals whose contracted forms are written in the same way ; which is it ?

If the learner has paid any attention to the position the Eadicals take when used in

combination with other Eadicals or Primitives (as the remaining portion of the

character, not being the Eadical of the word, is called), or if he turns to the List

of Eadicals in his Dictionary, he will either know, or find out, that if this contracted

form is found on the right hand side of a word it is the Eadical No. 163, |^, a city

;

but if on the left hand side, it is the Eadical No, 170, ^, a mound. In this case

it ia found on the left hand side, so it is the latter; therefore it is to be found under



Radical No. 170, The next step is to count the numbers of Strokes of which the

word is composed besides its Radical (i.e., without counting the Strokes which

compose the Radical). If he has worked carefully and steadily through this book he

is not likely to fall into the mistake of making the number of Strokes out to be

eight, as he might otherwise do, and lose thereby some time by looking amongst the

Eight-Stroke words for it, only to be disappointed in his search ; but knowing how

the Strokes are formed in Chinese words, he should make them out to be six ; and

turning to the Sis-Stroke words he will find it almost immediately.

As the student becomes familiar witli the different simple characters

(whether Radicals or Priniitiras), which combined together form the more

complex characters, he ought to get into a rapid way of being able by simply

looking at the character to quickly find out the nninber of strokes without laboriously

counting them individually; for . instance, when he sees the word , mouth, in a

character, he ought to know at once that there are three Strokes in it without

counting.

There are words which seem somewhat of a puzzle to the beginner. Take for instance

such a simple word as ^, heaven; the shy. It would seem as if this must surely

come under the Radical No. 7, ^, two ; but it is not there ; nor ia it under

Radical, (No. 9) ^, man. The two Strokes seem inseparable ; but these two Radicals

having failed, it only remains to try some other Radical ; for it is neither a contracted

form, nor an unauthorised character. It perhaps strikes the learner that as there is

a Radical No. 1, — , one, it may come under that ; but the search here turns out

equally unsuccessful. This last idea may, however, have the good fortune to lead

to another ; for as he has already divided the character into a —, and the remaining

strokes, and the — is not the Radical, it is possible the rem.aining Strokes may

be, and, sure enough, on turning up the Radical No. 89, ^, great, it is almost seen

at once.

It is not bad practice for the learner to occasionally spend a few minutes over

the Index of his Chinese-English Dictionary, noting how the words are formed, and

the position the Radicals take.

A glance over the List of Difficult Words found in some dictionaries may also

fix a few of them in his memory, and thus save him some minutes at a future time

;

though it is meant more for the purpose of reference then study.

His teacher will probably be able to tell him what Radicals the words are under.

As a rule, though, he will find him occasonally at fault ; bat there is a pleasure,

unless time is of the greatest consequence, in finding out things for oneself ; and one



is all the better able to do it when a suflBcient amount of time and practice have

been given to it. Besides the teacher is not always present; then one is thrown

on one's own resources, and hard work it is if no attention has been paid

to it before ; for it is impossible to learn to do it quickly and well, unless a con-

siderable amount of personal painstaking exertion has been previously expended in

the search for characters. It is comparatively easy enough when one is familiar with

it, and has a pretty good idea (the result of practice) of what Radical to look under

for a word.

The directions given above have applied principally to the learner's Chinese-English

Dictionary ; for at the earlier stages of his progress it is a Dictionary prepared by a

foreigner that he will use more then a purely native one. But the principle is the

same in both classes of dictionaries.

In the native Dictionary a certain number of Radicals will be found in each thin

volume of the work, more or less according to the number of words under each. It

is a good plan to get the teacher to write the Radicals contained in each volnme on the

edge of it ; so that as the book lies on the shelf, or desk, one can see at a glance the

Radicals that are contained in each volume. In the case of the native Dictionary

it is not an Index that is turned to, but the body of the book itself, which contains

the words arranged under their respective Radicals in the order that they are to be

found (according to the number of the Strokes) in the Index to a Chinese-English

Dictionary.



Excursus TVO. S.

The position the Radicals are generally found in the Character,

No. 1. At the top, or bottom of the character, sometimes through the middle.

No. 2. Generally in the centre of the character.

No. 3. At the top, or middle.

No. 4. At the left-hand side, or at the top, when it is then lying almost flat.

No. 5. At the left, or forming the bottom, or middle, or rather in the last case

the back bone of the character.

No. 6. The middle of the character.

No. 7. At the top of the character; also one line at the top, one at the

bottom, and the rest of the character between them. To be found in one or. two

other positions as well.

No. 8. Always at the top of the character.

No. 9. The combination form is the more usual and this is always found on the

left-hand side of the character. The other form occupies different positions: a very

common one is at the top of the character, in fact it rarely occurs elsewhere.

No. 10. This always forms the bottom of the character with one or two

exceptions.

No. 11. Occurs at the top, and middle of the character.

No. 12. This is generally found at the bottom of the character, but in two or

three cases it is placed at the top.

No. 13. In about half the cases this either surrounds the rest of the

character or takes the principal part of the character within it, but in the other

instances it is to be found at the top, or bottom, sometimes apparently occupying a

very insignificant position.

No. 14. Always at the top of the character.

No. 15. With one or two exceptions (when it is at the bottom) it is at the

left-hand side of the character.

No. 16. Forming the principle part of the character, or surrounding it three

times ; at the bottom the same number of times ; and at the right-hand side once.

No. 17. Always forming the bottom, or base, of the character.

No. 18. In the combination form this is always to the found on the right-

hand side of the character. Most of the characters use the combination form;

there are about twenty which do .not. Nearly half of these latter have the radical

at the right-hand side ; most of the remainder have it at the bottom ; the few others

have it at the middle, or the top.

No. 19. In most cases this radical appears at the right-hand side of the

character. In nearly forty this is the case; in about ten it is to be found at the

bottom, and in two or three at the left-hand side.
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No. 20. In all cases, bnb one or two, this takes the rest of the character under

its cover.

No. 21. At the right-hand side; in one character at the top.

No. 22. This always takes the rest of the character inside it.

No. 23. This one does the same as the last.

No. 24. Mostly at the right-hand, or top; it occurs at the bottom in one or

two characters.

No. 25. In all positions.

No. 26. Mostly at the left-hand side of the character, sometimes at the bottom.

No. 27. At the left-hand side, and the most of the character coming under it

as well, but with one or two exceptions. Once at the bottom of the character.

No. 28. At the bottom, or top of the character.

No. 29. Generally at the bottom, or right-hand side.

No. 30. In all positions, though more often on the left-hand side.

No. 31. With one or two exceptions always surrounding the rest of the

character.

No. 32. Nearly always to be found on the left-hand side, or the bottom of the

character.

No. 33. Most often at the top, or left-hand side of the character.

No. 34. In the few characters in which it appears, it is at the top.

No. 35. At the bottom.

INo. 36. In all positions.

No. 37. At the bottom, or top, or through the character.

No. 38. Mostly on the left-hand side of the character, though it also occurs at

the bottom, and in one or two instances at the right-hand side as well.

No. 39. In all positions.

No. 40. Always at the top.

No. 41. Always at the right-hand, or bottom.

No. 42. Top, bottom, or right-hand side.

No. 43. Mostly at the left-hand side, though in a few instances at the bottom,

and once at the right-hand side.

No. 44. To be found at the top of the character.

No. 45. At the bottom.

No. 46. At the top, bottom, or left-hand side.

No. 47. In the middle of the character, or the top, or in one character at the

bottom.

No. 48. At the bottom, left, or through the character.

No. 49. At the bottom, once at the top.

No. 50. At the bottom, or left. In one or two instances at the right.

No. 51. Through the centre of the character, or to the right, or bottom.

No. 52, At the right, or top.

No. 53. Always at the right-hand side of the character.
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No. 54. The same.

No. 55. At the bottom.

No. 56. At the right-hand side.

No. 57. Mostly at the left, but also at the bottom, and in the middle of the

character.

No. 58. At the top, and sometimes at the bottom.

No. 59. Nearly always at the right.

No. 60. Always at the left-hand side.

No. 61. In the first form of the character, it almost always occurs at the

bottom of the character, though there are several instances of its being found at

the right-hand side, and in the middle of the character itself. In the second form of

the character it always occurs on the left-hand side. It is curious that in a few

characters both the first and second forms are found. There are only a few characters

in which the third form is used and, when it appears, it is always at the bottom of

the character.

No. 62. On the right-hand side, but in one or two cases at the top or bottom.

No. 63. Always at the left-hand side.

No. 64. This radical is mostly found in the combination form, and then it is

always on the left-hand side. When the first form occurs, it is generally seen at

the bottom of the character.

No, 65. In the few instances that it is used, it will be seen on the right-hand

side.

No. 66. At the right hand side ; once or twice at the bottom.

No. 67. Four on the left, and one each at the top, bottom, and middle.

No. 68. Almost always at the right-hand side; once or twice at the bottom.

No. 69. Almost always at the right-hand side.

No. 70. Nearly always on the left-hand side, but occasionally at the bottom.

No. 71. At the right-hand side.

No. 72. In all positions, not very often on the right.

No. 73. At the top, bottom, or middle.

No. 74. In all positions.

No. 75. Between four and five hundred characters have this Radical at the

side ; some fifty or sixty have it at the bottom, not as many as twenty at the top,

and several in the middle of the character.

No. 76, Always on the right-hand side.

No. 77. On the top, or bottom, or left.

No. 78. On the left-hand side.

No. 79. On the right-hand side.

No. 80. In different positions.

No. 81. In different positions.

No. 82. At the right, left, or bottom.

No. 83. In different positions.
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No. 84. At the top.

No. 85. The first form is seldom employed compared with the use of the three dots,

in fact it only occurs a few tens of times, and at the top, or bottom generally. The

combination form occurs some six hundred, or more times, and is always to be found

at the left-hand side.

No. 86. The four dots combination form occurs a little over twenty-five times,

and than always at the bottom of the character. The other form is much more

frequent, being used about 140 times, and of all these, nearly all are to be seen on

the left-hand side, there only being about four to be found at the top, one, or so, in

the middle, and one at the right-hand side.

No. 87. Mostly at the top ; one on the left.

No. 88. In the few cases it is used at the top.

No. 89. On the left-hand side, or in the middle.

No. 90. Always on the left-hand side.

No. 91. Always on the left.

No. 92. Once on the left and once at the bottom.

No. 93. There are rather more than twice as many characters with the Radical

appearing on the left-hand side than those with it at the bottom; the figm'es are

thirty-six, and seventeen.

No. 94. The combination form is the one mostly used. It occurs in 110

instances, while the other is only to be found ten times, and two of these are at the

top, six at the right-hand side, and two at the bottom.

No. 95. At the left-hand side mostly.

No. 96. Nearly always at the side, but appearing at the top four times, and at

the bottom six times.

No. 97. At the left, right or middle.

No. 98. At the bottom of the character thirteen times, the rest of the times

at the right-hand side.

No. 99. At the top, right, and bottom—each case once.

No. 100. At the right, left, and bottom.

No. 101. At the bottom of the character.

No. 102. Nearly thirty are to be found to the left-hand side, half (15) at the

bottom, eleven at the top, and four in the middle.

No, 103. Two of the characters have this Kadical at the left-hand side, and

two at the bottom.

No. 104. As might be expected from the conformation of this Radical, it is

always to be found at the top of the character.

No. 105. Always at the top.

No. 106. Fifteen characters have this Radical at the left-hand side, six at the

top, and three at the bottom.

No. 107. In nearly all the characters of which this is a Radical, viz., seventeen,

it appears at the right-hand side, in three characters it is to be found at the bottom.



and in only one at the side, and that the left.

No. 108. Thia is always at the bottom of the characters of which it forms a

Kadical.

No. 109. Out of the 154 characters in which it appears as a Radical 120 have

it at the left-hand side, and twenty-two at the bottom, while the few remaining are

either at the cop, right-hand side, or middle.

No. 110. At the left-hand side, or top.

No. 111. With one exception at the left-hand side.

No. 112. The most of the characters under this Radical have it at the left-

hand side, i.e., 139, while seventeen are to be found with it at the bottom, one at

the top, and one at the right-hand side.

No. 113. With the exception of eight characters in which this Radical appears

at the bottom, it always is to be found at the left-hand side.

No. 114. At the bottom.

No. 115. In 120 characters this Radical is placed at the left-hand side, while

eleven have it at the bottom, and one each at the middle, and right-hand side.

No. 116. Always at the top.

No. 117. In thirteen characters it appears at the left-hand side, in six at the

top, and in two at the bottom.

No. 118. Invariably at the top.

No. 119. In most cases (60) it is to be seen at the left of the character of

which it is the Radical, but in eleven it is to be found at the bottom, and in three

at the top, and in two in the middle.

No. 120. In 259 characters it appears at the left-hand side: hence its name

of Mu szpin. (See Ex. No. 3.) In twenty-six it is to be discovered at the bottom, and

in three at the right-hand side, vvhile in one it is seen in the middle of the character.

No. 121. Twelve times on the left-hand side, and seven times at the bottom.

No. 122. Always at the top and in both its forms.

No. 123. Eight times at the left, seven times at the top, twice at the bottom,

and once in the middle.

No. 124. Pretty fairly distributed between different positions :— sixteen at the

right-hand side, fourteen at the top, ten at the bottom, and seven at the left.

No. 125. Always at the top.

No. 126. On the left or the top, or the bottom.

No. 127. Always on the left-hand side.

No. 128. Twenty-six characters have this Radical on the left-hand side, nine

on the bottom, and three on the top.

No. 129. On the right-hand side, the bottom, and the left.

No. 130. This Radical generally appears on the left-hand side, and in the

contracted form. It is in only in a few cases that the original form of the character

is used when the word is employed as a Radical, and then it is at the bottom



of the character. The contracted form is also used at the bottom of the character.

It appears thirty-three times at the bottom, and four times at the right-hand side

but on 221 occasions at the left-hand side.

Xo. 131. At the left-hand side, or middle.

No. 132. To be found at the top, or bottom.

No. 133. Once at the left-hand side, and once at the bottom.

No. 134. At the top, or bottom, and once at the left-hand side.

No. 135. This Eadical is always on the left-hand side, except in one character.

No. 136. At the left-hand side, middle, or bottom.

No. 137. This is only once fomid at the bottom of a character, all the other times

it is at the left-hand side.

No. 138. At the right-hand side.

No. 139. At the right-hand side.

No. 140. Invariably at the top of the character of flhich it is the Radical.

No. 141. Almost always at the top of the character.

No. 142. Ill 239, or 240, words it is at the left-hand side, in sixty-one at the

bottom, and in two at the right-hand side and perhaps in one at the top.

No. 143. At the left-hand side, the bottom, or the top.

No. 144. In the twenty-three cases in which this is the Eadical of a word it

takes the rest of the character inside it.

No. 145. There are just on 200 characters in the dictionary of which this is

the Eadical, out of which 154 have it on the left-hand side, forty-one at the bottom,

and four at the top.

No. 146. Always at the top.

No. 147. There are thirty-one characters under this Radical in the dictionary,

out of which twenty-four have it on the right-hand side, five at the bottom, and

two at the left.

No. 148. Fifteen have the Radical on the left, three at the bottom, and one

at the right-hand side.

No. 149. Of the nearly 300 examples of the employment of this Eadical, 292

have it on the left, three in the middle, and one at the right-hand side.

No. 150. On the right, and on the left.

No. 151. Nine have it at the bottom, and five at the left-hand side.

No. 152. At the left, the right, the bottom, and the middle, viz., 14, 6, 4,

and 1 in these various positions respectively.

No. 153. Always at the left-hand side.

No. 154. This Radical appears forty-seven times at the bottom of the character,

and forty-five at the left-hand side, and but once at the right.

No. 155. Always at the left-hand side.

No. 156. Always at the left-hand side.

No. 157. Over 200 (207) times at the left-hand side, and eleven times at the

bottom.
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No. 158. With one exception always at the left-hand side, once at the bottom.

No. 159. Forty-two occasions in which it is seen at the left-hand side, the other

three times it is found at the top, bottom, and middle respectively.

No. 160. Ten times on the right-hand side, and twice at the bottom.

No. 161. Once at the top, and once at the bottom.

No. 162. Always at the left-hand side.

No. 163. Always at the right-hand side, except twice when it is to be found

in its original form at the bottom. The other times the combination form is

employed. Note that No. 170 is the converse of this.

No. 164. It is seen seventy-two times at the left-hand side, and five times at the

bottom, once at the right, and once at the middle.

No. 165. Twice at the left, and once at the bottom.

No. 166. Three times at the bottom, and once at the left-hand side.

No. 167. It is found 255 times at the left-hand side, thirteen at the bottom and

once in the middle of the character.

No. 168. At the left.

No. 169. Always enclosing the rest of the character between its two uprights.

No. 170. Use in its combination form and always at the right-hand side of the

character, thus it is the converse of No. 163, and the two are easily distinguished.

No. 171. At the right-hand side.

No. 172. At the right, (20), bottom (10), top (5), and middle (2).

No. 173. Always at the top.

No. 174. Once at the right, and the rest of the times at the left-hand side.

No. 175. Once at the right, and the rest of the times at the bottom.

No. 176. Four have the Eadical at the left, and one at the bottom.

No. 177. Seventy have it at the left-hand side, and four at the bottom.

No. 178. Always at the left-hand side.

No. 179. At the bottom of the character.

No. 180. Seven have it at the left-hand side, and one at the bottom.

No. 181. Always at the right-hand side.

No. 182. Twenty-four characters have the Eadical at the left-hand side, and six

at the right.

No. 183. At the bottom.

No. 184. At the left-hand side ninety-seven times, ten at the bottom, and twice

at the right-hand side.

No. 185. At both right and left.

No. 186. With two exceptions always at the left-hand side.

No. 187. One hundred and twelve characters have this Radical at the left-hand

side, eleven at the bottom, and four each at the right and top.

No. 188. Invariably at the left-hand side of the character.

No. 189. At the left.

No. 190. Always to be found at the top.
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No. 191. Enclosing the rest of the character.

No. 192. At the bottom.

No. 193. At the left-hand side, or bottom.

No. 194. At the left fourteen, and four each at the bottom and right.

No. 195. One hundred and thirty-eight at the left, twelve at the bottom, and

two at the top.

No. 196. One hundred and twenty-four have it at the right-hand side, thirty-

seven at the bottom, thirteen at the left, and one at the top.

No. 197. Eight at the left-hand side, and two at the top.

No. 198. Twenty-five times at the top, four times at the left, and three times

at the bottom.

No. 199. With one exception always at the left-hand side.

No. 200. With one exception always at the top, and then at the left-hand side.

No. 201. With one exception always at the left-hand side, and then at the

bottom.

No. 202. With one exception always at the left-hand side, and at the bottom.

No. 203. Twenty-five at the left, four at the bottom, and one in the middle.

No. 204. At the left-hand side.

No. 205. Always at the bottom.

No. 206. At the bottom.

No. 207. Eight at the top, and three at the bottom.

No. 208. Always at the left-hand side.

No. 209. With one exception always at the left.

No. 210. At the top.

No. 211. With one or two exceptions always at the left-liand.

No. 212. Generally at the bottom, once at the top

No. 213. At the top.

No. 214. At the left.



!H]a:cux*suis IVo. 3.

Names given to some of the Radicals.

No. 2. — ^, yat^ '¥ei, a perpendicular.

No. 3. —" K, yat^ tim, a dot.

No. 4. — J^, yat^ pHt^, a dash.

No. 6. — ^, yat^ ^ngaii, a pot hook.

No. 9. Combination form, ^ ^ ^, "/c'a j«/a!W oi?m*; man standing at the

side, ii /^ ^, jtow 'Ic'ei j/an*, single-standing man.

No. ]5. pH S^ T^, "7o»^ tim shui, two dots of water.

No. 32. Combination, ^ J^ ^i ^^'^'^o
^'^ o-P*"' ^^^^^ kicking at the side.

No. 40. ^ ^ §§> :^ ^ S§. ?"' Z'^'''* (fau*, a covering top (which rises

in the centre) ^lum ^phmg ^^au, a covering awning top.

No. 59. ^ Mijj[, ^sam p'it^, three strokes.

No. 60. '^ ^ ^, jSAon^ 'kei j/an*, double man at the side.

No. 61. The 1st combination form, §J j|j\ ^g, shit ^sum ^pin* the heart at

the side.

No. 64. The combination form, ^ ^ ^, Js'oi shau ^pin," the hand side

(like the character) i^]^ ^^ ^, ^Hu ^shau „pin,* tick up hand side.

No. 66. ^ ^ ^, n^'ow ^ms/i* o^i«,* overturned main side.

No. 85. ^ Ip^ ^|Cj jS*™ ^mw .sAm', three dots of water.

No. 86. Combination form, ^^ ^^ ^, sz ^ww 'sAwi, four dotted feet.

No. 93. Combination form, ^ ^^ ^, ^w^aw tah^ oV^^' ox at the side.

No. 94. Combination form, ^^ ^^ ^, W Aaw o'pin,'* awry dog side.

No. 96. Combination form, ^ ^ ^, ywA, ^.won^
o?'*'^>* 7^1^ wong side.

Nos. 113 and 145. As to 113.—The combination form which looks like No. 145,

as well as the latter, are,
flj^ ^ ^, "^Z^* ^^ aPin, the side of lai, as it appears at the

side of that character.

No. 118 is known as, ^ j^ gg, ^Muli^ jihi* ^tau, bamboo branch head.

No. 120 is ^ ^^ ^, kiu ^sz ^pin* rolled up sz side.

No. 140 is :^ :^ S|, ^ts'o Jd* ^au* the ^ts'o /a head.

No. 154. ^ ^ ^! *"* V'u^ oPin,'* like the (character) kui side.

No. 157. ^ J£ ^> ^0- ? tsu\ ^fin* the Lo character huh side.

No. 158. "If^ ^ ^^, j<a cA«' -yiu rolled np ym side.

Nos. 163 and 170, I^ ^ ^, V 'i^o oF«'»*) ear at the side.

No, 173. ^ ^ fl§,
"yw ^un ^fwu, raining cloud top.



Indlex ]Xo. 1.

An Alphabetical Index to the Radicals according to their

Mandarin Pronunciation.

o
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continued.



Index TVo. 3.

An Alphabetical Index to the Radicals according to their

Cantonese Pronunciation,



IV tNDBX NO. 2—continued.

Mali

MiA
Mik
Mm
Ming
Mo
Mong
Muk
Miin

Ngi
Ngad
Ngdii

Nik
Niii

Nui

Pd,k

P'at

Ti.t

Pdd
Pei

P'6i

Pin
P'ln

Ping
P'it

Pid
P'ok
Pui
Puk
Piit

Sam
San
Shdm .

Shan .

Shd,n .

Shang .

Shap .

Shaii .

Shekt-
Shi ,

Shik .

Shit .

Shii .

M

—

(cont.)

IS

s

28
... 110

14

40, 176
... 108

71, 80, 82
... 122

75, 109
... 169

93, 98

93
89

104
]96

38

... 106

... 103
12

20
21,81, 209

107
... 165

91

15

4
... 190

66

... 154
25

... 105

61

... 160
59

181, 158, 161

46
100
24

64, 185
... 112
... 44, 83

112, 139, 184
135

79, 202, 208

Shui
Siii

Sz

Td,i .

Tail ,

T'aii .

T'in .

Ting .

To
T'6 .

Toi .

Ts'ai .

Tsau .

Tsik .

Ts'ing .

Tsit ,

Ts'6 .

Ts'oDg

.

Tsuk ,

Ts'iin .

Tsz .

Wai
Wo
Wong
Wd

Yam
Yan
Yap
Yat
Yad
Yi
Yik
Yim
Yin
Yip
Yid
Yok
Yong
Yii

Yuk
Yiin

Yung
Yiit

S

—

(ami.)

T

T^

,,



Index IVo. 3.

An Alphabetical Index to the Radicals according to their

Hakka Pronunciation.

Feu
Fo
Fong
Fu
Fui
Fung

Hang
Het
Hi
Hon
Hyen
Hyet
Hyong
Hyii

Kak
Kam
K'am
Kali

Ken
K'en
Ket
K'eii

Ki
Kim
Kin
K'o
Kok
Kon
Ku
Kuk
Kung
Kwi
Kwen
Kwui
Kwun

H

k:

121,
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—

continued.

P'ak
P'an

I'at

Pat
Pau
Pen
P'en

PH
Pi

P'i

P'it

P'ok
Pni
Puk
Pyau

Sam
San
Sd,ng

Shak
Shet

Shi

Shin

Shii

Shui
Si

Sim
Ship

Shit

Sin

Sip

Sui

Syau

Tai
T'ai

Tau
T'en
Teii

T'M
Ts'ak

S

T

... 106

... 165

... 105

12

20
15

91

4

...21,81

107, 209
... 103

66
... 154

25
... 190

28, 33, 120
69
46

,100

112
135

44,83, 111 113

158,161
64, 79, 185, 202

85

146
61

24
139, 184

160
36

35

42

78

37
18

.. 102
68, 191

8, 151
.. 155

Tsau ..

Ts'au ..

Ts'ek ..

Tset ..

Tseii ..

Tin
Tsi

Ts'i ..

T'i

Ts'in ..

Ts'it ..

Ts'on ..

Ts'ong ..

Tsii ..

Tsuk ..

Ts'ii ..

Tsui ..

Ts'un ..

Ts'ung ..

Ts'yang
Tsyuk ..

T'u ..

Tsz
T'z

Wong
Wo
Wu
Wui
Wun

Yam
Yaii

Yet
Yi
Yim
Yin
Yip
Yit

Yok
Yong
Yu
Yung

T—(cont.)

87

45,140
162
26

156

206

34, 65, 77, 204
133, 152, 153, 210, 211

171

131

60

47, 186
90, 168, 192

3,137
118

208
172

41

142
174
157
32

39

132

T^
43. 201

.. 115
71

31, 178

67

53

52
5,73

.. 16, 124, 126, 145, 173
180

10,54,55
163

1,69
214
123

... 29, 114, 164
101



Index IX o. 4.

An Alphabetical Index to the Radicals according to their

SwATOw Pronunciation.

:b

Bak
Be
Bi
Bo
Bun

Cai

Cak
Cap
Can
Cek
nhang
Chau
Chi

Chiah

Che°
Chia

Chin
Ghng
Chok
Chun
Chwn
Chu
Ci

Ci"

Cieh

Cih
Oit

Ciu
Cn
Cu
Cui

Ek
Eng

o

7o

187

119
71

67

... 153
26
24

... 156

1

... 102

... 140

... 210

... 155

... 174

... 159

64, 131

90
60

41, 136

47

... 208

58,77,133
65

... 112

... 135

... 104

... 187

3

... 132
So

O^

E
56

101

Ge
Gek
Gu
Gueh

Hang .

Hek .

Hi
Hia
Hiang
Hif.h

Hien
Hi"
Hng
Hu
Hua
Huang
Ho
Hne
Hueh
Hui
Hwt

I

la

lak
le"

lam
Im
I"

In
lo

IP
It

III

H

92

96
93

74

27
... 203

23

98
... 186
... 181

95

... 128
70

... 170

... 115
22, 182

... 63

... 86

... 143

121,175, 183

... 116

... 145
... 146
... 214
... 123

53
... 180
... 173
... 54
... 52
... 163
... 1,5

29, 31, 164
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continued. a



Index IVo. S.

An Alphabetical Index to the Radicals according to their

Foo Chow Pronunciation.
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continuad. XI

Loi

Lu
Liing

Ma
Mau
Me
Mi
Mi^ng
Mik
Min,
Ming
Mo
Muk
Mwone

Fga .

Ngau .

Ne
Ngi .

Ngiong
Ngiu .

Ngu
Ngiik .

Ngwok

.

Nik .

Nia .

Ngwa .

Kii

Niik .

Paik

Paiu

Paa
P'auk
Pelc

P'ek

Peng
P'eu

Pi

P'i

P'iek

Pieng

Pieu

Pik

Ping
Pok
Pwak
Pwoi

L

—

(cont.)

IWL

]N

S
.. 127
.. 197
.. 212



rndex TVo. 6.

An Alphabetical Index to the Radicals according to their

Amoy Pronunciation.

JS
Bek
Bi
Bian
Bin
Bok
Bong
Bo •

Bu
Bun

Chai
Chaw
Che
Oh'ek
Ch'eng
Chi
Ch'i

Chiat

Chiong
Ch'iok

Chiu
Oho
Oh'o
Ch'oaa

Chn
Oh'u
Chui
Ch'un

Ek

Ga
Gian
Giok
Giu
Goat

Gu

c

14, 120, 199
119

176

205
75

122

28

71

67, 169

153
157
210

CO, 155
174

77, 204
211
26
90

162
137
156
140
47
132
208
172

136

34, 75

K

G^

56

92

149

96

93
74

195

H
Ha



iNiDEX NO. ^— continued. xiu

k:
Kak
Kam
K'am
Kan
Kek
Keng
Ki
K'i

K'iam
Kian
K'ian
Kim
K'im
Kin
Kiong
Ko
K'o
Koat
Koa
Kok
Kong
Ku
Kui
Kun
Kut

Lek
Li
Liong
Lip
Lo
Lok
Lu

Ma
Man
Mien
Ming
Mo
Muk

Ngau
Niau

Oa
Oafc

Ong

34

]X

o
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An Alphabetical Index to the Radicals according to their

Hankow Pronunciation.
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continutd. XV

34

Man
Mdu
Me
MSa
Mi
Mien
Min
Mu
Mung

Niau
Nu

P4
PS
Pai

P4u
Pi

P'i

Piau
Pieh
Pien

P'iea

Pin
Po
P'u

Sam
San
S^n
Saa
Sg
Sgn
Sh^
Shih

Shin
Shu
Shuan
Shwai
Siau

Sin

Su
Sui

8z ...

IV

187,



Indlex TVo. 8.

An Index to the Radicals according to their

Meanings.



INDEX NO. 8^-tontinuid. xvu

B-^{ednt.)

Embroider, To
Enter, To
Envelope, To
Erect, To...

Error

Even (correct)

Evening ...

Evil

Evil minded
Extend, To, to

Eye, The...

Face, The
Faltering...

Family, A
Father, A
Feathers ...

Feathers (hair)

Female . .

.

Fields (arable)

Fight ...

Fire

Fish

Flesh ...

Flesh colour

Flute

Fly, To ...

Follow, To
Foot, The
Fowls {see Bird)
Fragrant...

Frog, A ...

From (self)

Gate, A ...

Gem, A ...

Girl

Go, To (far)

Gold
Graduate, A
Grain
Great

Green (azure)

Ground ...

188,

204
11

20
117

136
210
36
78

28
171

109

F-

G^

H

... 176

... 162

... 83
... 88
... 124

69, 82
... 38
... 102
... 191
... 86
... 195
... 130
... 155
... 214
... 183

... 34

... 157

... 172
-.. 186
... 205
... 133

169
96

38
54

167
33

115
37

174
32

B.—(cont.)

Hands, To join ...

Head, The
Head, Swine's

Heart, The
Hemp
Hexagram, Lines of

Hide, A (skin)

High
Hooked ...

Horn, A ...

Horse
Humane ...

Ice

Imitate, To
Incense ...

Inch, An...

Inclose, To
Infold, To
Insufficient

Join hands. To ...

Joint, A ...

Journey, A

m

Hair
Hair {see long hair)

Hand, A...
Handkerchief

82
190
64
60

Kerchief, A
Knife, A...

Lame (distorted)

Lance
Large
Leaf
Leather, soft

Leeks
Left Stroke, A
Legumes...

Letters . .

.

Life

Limit, A . .

.

Literary ...

Little ...

Long (old)

Long hair

... 55

181, 185
... 58
... 61

... 200

... 89

... 177
... 189

6
... 148
... 187
... 10

15

89
186
41
81

20
76

55
26
54

50
18

... 43

... no

... 37

... 181

... 178

... 179
4

... 151

... 67

... 100

... 13

... 67
. . 52
... 168
59,190
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&—(cont.)

Stool, A ...





OTHER WORKS BY THE SAME AHTHOR.

CANTONESE MADE EASY, PART 1.

A Book of Simple Sentences in the Cantonese Dialect with Free and Literal Translations

and Directionsfor the rendering ofEnglish Grammatical

Forms into Chinese,

BY

J. DYER, BALL, m.R.a.S., cfcc.

OF HIS MAJESTY'S CIVIL SBRYIOE, HONGKONG.

Price $3.00

(Part 2 in the Press')

THIS BOOK HAS BEEN INTRODUCED INTO THE HONGKONG CIVIL SERVICE EXAMINATION SCHEME.

EXTRACTS FROM NOTICES OF THE ABOVE WORK.

Mr. Ball has conferred a great boon on all beginners in Cantonese Colloquial. The good books
on the subject are scarce and out of print ; the books that do exist are compilations of pretentious
rubbish, full of English idioms repeated ad nauseam. "We have had an opportunity of examining
Mr. Ball's work and we most cordially recommend it. Unlike his previous work on Hakka, it gives
the tones, the pronunciation according to Sir William Jones' system, and the Chinese character.
* * * We can say that as far as our examination has extended it is worthy of Mr. Ball's

reputation as a 'master of Cantonese Colloquial.'

—

China Review, Vol. XI., p. 258.

This little work, bound in a stout paper wrapper, will be found to supply a want long felt by
students of Cantonese. In the excellently worded explanatory preface very great stress is laid upon
the acquisition of correct tones. * * * * After these remarks on tones a few lines are devoted
to the grammer of the Chinese language ; then follows an explanation of the final particles, or finals,

the remarks on the use of which appear to be very sensible. * * * * The preface is followed by
an introduction of some five pages in length containing exercises in tones and a lengthy syllabary, or

directions for pronouncing Chinese sounds when represented by Roman letters. Then follow the

numerals, and a series of useful dialogues. * * * * jn these dialogues a literal as well. as

free translation of the Chinese sentence is given. * * * * After the sentences comes a list of

classifiers. * * * * Following the list of classifiers comes some original and really admirable

work in the shape of cleverly written and exhaustive directions for rendering English grammatical
forms into Chinese. * * * * We now come to the list of finals, or final particles, to the use of

which the vrriter has evidently given very great attention, and we do not remember having
previously seen anything like so exhaustive a list, or such sensible directions for the use of these

finals. This is followed up by some final directions, and directions for the guidance of the

beginner. * * * * jn conclusion, we may say that Mr. Ball's work being the only one worth
a second glance which is procurable, we strongly recommend it to students, not only beginners, but

even somewhat advanced students, of Cantonese Colloquial.

—

Daily Press, 7th September, 1883.



ADVBETISEMENTS.

We say without hesitation that his work far surpasses that of Dennys for example, in the
matter of idiom, and that his command of words and his perception of delicate shades of meaning
are much above the average of European attainment in Canton Colloquial. In these respects the
volume before us makes a valuable addition to the existing aids to beginners ; and might be found
useful to some of the more ' venerable and learned sinologists.' * * * * Mr. Ball's Notes on
classifiers and grammer will be found very valuable.

—

China Mail, 10th September, 1883.

In the work now before us, compiled and edited by Mr. J. Dyer BaU, M.R.A.S., etc., who, from
his long experience amongst the Cantonese and from his long study of their language, is eminently
fitted for the task which he has imposed upon himself, we find an almost unlimited variety in a
comparatively small compass * * * wherewith the beginner may be guided. * * * Mr. Ball

has endeavoured to give such expressive volubility to his work as far as his studies, learning, researches
and long experience in China have enabled him to do. * * * * Of the work itself, taken as a
whole, we can say that it is a most admirable compilation. * * * * j'gr an advanced sinologue
there are very many valuable hints given. * * * * -^g approve * * of Mr. Ball's basis

of arrangement in the fifteen lessons, and really commend the book for an advanced ttudent, to whom
the work will prove in a number of ways a valuable addition towards the tending of the improvement
in his mode of construing Chinese phrases and sentences in the Cantonese. * * * The work is got
up in a rieat form and is well printed.

—

Hongkong Telegraph, 12th September, 1883.

Now that the Franco-Chinese question is occupying so much public attention there will doubtless

be many cadets, missionary students, and philologists turning their thoughts towards the East, and in

some instances they wiU be anxious to know what are the languages chiefly spoken, and where reliable

text-books may be obtained. I am glad to be able at this emergency to call the attention of such
enquirers to a new work, by Mr. J. Dyer Ball, which has just been published in Hongkong under the
title of Cantonese Made Eaty. The dialect of Canton is the most important of South China ; and
as it contains fewer provincialisms then almost any other Chinese dialect, and employs the classical

characters entirely in writing, the knowledge of this sub-language, so to speak, is indispensable to any
one who intends taking a position in the East. Mr. J. Dyer Ball has rendered good service in his

timely publication. Bom in China, of European parentage, favoured with exceptional advantages
for the acquisition of the dialects of China, having a natural gift for this particular work, and being
employed in His Majesty's Civil Service as Interpreter for the Supreme Court, he has had every
opportunity to gain an accurate knowledge of Cantonese. * * * Yhe difficult questions relating

to tones, classifiers, finals, &c., are treated with a masterly hand.

—

Academy, 12th January, 1884.

* * * For the sake of your readers in Oxford and elsewhere who may be studying philology,

or preparing for cadetships and civil service in the East, I call attention to a new work on the Chinese
language. The book is entitled Cantonese Made Easy, and has been prepared by Mr. J. Dyer Ball,

M.K.A.S., Interpreter to the Supreme Court, Hongkong. Mr. Ball was born in China, and speaks
the language like a native. He has spent his life chiefly in the East, and I can add my testimony to

that of numerous reviewers respecting the excellency of his book.

—

Bunlmry Guardian, 10th January,
1884.



ADVERTISEMENTS.

EXTRACTS FROM NOTICES IN THE PRESS
OF THE SECOND EDITION

OF

eANTOJMESE MADE E/cSY.

WE have received a copy of the second edition of Mr. Dyer Ball's eminently useful work,
" Cantonese Made Easy, " just published. The new edition has been considerably enlarged.

* * * "The entire book has been carefully revised, and numerous improvements and alterations

suggested by experience and afterthought have been effected. The work as it stands affords an
admirable means to the learner of acquiring a good knowledge of Cantonese Colloquial, and now that
the task has been so much sitpplified by Mr. Ball's patient and laborious efforts, it is to be hoped a
much larger number of those who intend to make their career here will apply themselves to the study
of the vernacular, a knowledge of which, in every department of business, is of great advantage to

the possessor."

—

I-fonghong Daily Press, 19th January, 1888.

"Mr. Ball has evidentlv expended a vast deal of studious care, in connection with this

compilation, and as a result, has placed before students of Chinese (especially beginners) an instruction

book that is simply invaluable. The appendix contains some interesting particulars regarding Chinese
grammar."

—

Songhong Telegraph, 18th January, 1888.

"The work has been greatly enlarged, and it is now by far the most reliable introduction to

the study of Cantonese that has yet been published. The principal enlargement is in the Grammatical
portion of the book. The classifiers have been re-arranged into two tables ; one giving the words to

which this name strictly applies, and the other the words which have a somewhat similar use, but are

not entitled to the name ; while a better table of the Personal Pronouns has been drawn up, and
important additions made to the idiomatic uses of verbs. The introductory part of the work has also

been greatly enlarged. Mr. Ball * * « jj^g re-oast and largely extended the tonic

exercises. * * * To this introductory part there have also been added very useful

exercises on long and short vowels and aspirated words. The sentence lessons have not been greatly

enlarged, but several important improvements have been made. * * * At the end of the

book there is a useful index to the grammatical part. This work of Mr. Ball's supplies a great need,

and we have no doubt it will find its way into the hands of all learners of Cantonese."

—

China Mail,

18th January, 1888.

"The present revised and enlarged issue certainly leaves little to be desired. * * * * Mr. Ball

does not fail to acknowledge the assistance he has received from Dr. Chalmers, Mr. J. Stewart Lockhart,

and others who have endeavoured to contribute their mite towards the perfection of this important

dialect ; and it seems only fair to him to admit that he has succeeded in extracting the utmost net result

of their contributions, and has produced as precise and critical a manual as it is reasonably possible to

expect. The leading feature in Mr. Ball's work is the conscientious exactitude with which he handles

the knotty subj ect of tones. In the main, his chapters on this subj ectmay be considered unexceptionable.****** Another strong point in Mr. Ball's new book is his list of final

expletives. * * * * Mr. Ball's changes of spelling are undoubtedly improvements

in the majority of cases. * * * The tone exercises are excellent, and the student will notice many
cases e.g., cha-ha-i—where the tone is both radically changed and then specially modified in some

particular senses. Mr. Ball rightly insists on the important distinction between the long and short

vowels. * * * His separation of William's sd, (thirty) into sd-a is very judicious, and undoubtedly

correct. * * * The lessons are admirable, and great pains have been taken to mark

distinctions. * * * Mr. Ball wisely avoids all bookish expressions. * * *

Mr. Ball's rules and exhortations are much to the point ; and, if students endeavour to profit by the

vast experience he has gained, they cannot fail to reap a proportionate reward. * * The

work deserves very high praise, is clearly and neatly printed, and considering the enormous number

of tone marks used, betrays very little trace of inaccuracy. * * * Mr. Ball is probably the

most facile of educated European speakers of Cantonese ; and, this being so, the novelties which he

introduces can be accepted with complete trust ; and they convey moreover a graceful compliment to

those who have previously ventured to hint at what Mr. Ball has now, speaking ex cathedra, pronounced

to be undoubted facts."— Cfeiraa Review, 1888.
. ,_ * .

" This work is the most reliable introduction to the study of Cantonese we have met with.

Tjie * * sentences * * are all well chosen, and the grammatical part also

contains many good phrases. Eleven tones are distinguished, which we think an advantage to the

student. * * * * The prominence attached to aspirated and non-aspirated words to

long and short vowels, and to correct pronunciation in general, shows Mr. Ball's great carefulness and

masterv over the spoken language. * * * All the phrases given are in idiomatic and

concise language. * * * We think Mr. Ball quite right in selecting the most perfect

form available for his standard."— C%i»««e Recorder a%A Missiimary Journal, April, 1888.



ADVERTISEMENTS.

THE

CANTONESE-MADE-EASY VOCABULARY.
A Small Dictionary in English and Cantonese, containing only Words and Phrases

used in the Spoken Language, with Classifiers indicatedfor each Noun, and

Definitions ofthe Different Shades ofMeaning, as well as Notes on the Different uses of

Words where ambiguity might otherwise arise.

(New edition in the Press)

The work should be very useful to students of the Cantonese Dialect.

—

China Mail, 26th Julv
1886.

"

Mr. J. Dyer Ball, author of 'Easy Sentences in the Hakka Dialect,' 'Cantonese Made Easy,' &o.
has just issued a companion work to these useful publications to students of Chinese. * * *

The words and phrases appear to have been most carefully collected and arranged, and we doubt not
that this little dictionary will adequately fulfil the aims of the compiler.

—

HonghoThg Teleqrapli
27th July, 1886.

'

The author originally intended to attach the vocabulary to his work ' Cantonese Made Easy ;
' he

has somewhat enlarged its scope, not coniining it to words contained in those lessons alone, but giving
an exhaustive list of different shades of the English meaning, to save the beginner fi-om falling into
mistakes to which he would otherwise be liable. The vocabulary seems to have been most carefully
compiled, and it cannot fail to prove most useful to students, especially beginners.

—

Honqhonq Daily
Press, 29th July, 1886.

"

We may state that we have here a very neatly got up vocabulary of the most common terms
which a beginner is likely to stand in need of. * * * The rendering of the terms selected
appear to be given in good idiomatic colloquial style. * * * As the author gives, for the
English words selectedby him, the corresponding Chinese characters, together with their pronunciation
and tones, the little book is sure to prove useful.

—

China Remew, July and August, 1886.
Thisbook will prove useful to persons desirous of learning the Cantonese dialect.— Chinese Recorder

and Missionary Journal, November, 1886.

Here it will not be out of place to mention that everything possible is being done to lighten the
labour of merchants, cadets, missionaries, and students, in their study of that difficult language, the
Chinese. The author has just forwarded to us a copy of 'The Cautonese-Made-Easy Vocabulary'
(printed in Hongkong, on sale at Messrs. Triibner and Go's, London, $1), by J. Dyer Ball, Esq.,
M.E.A.S., ic. Mr. Ball is one of the most accomplished Unguists in Hongkong ; in consequence of
which, we find him occupying the important post of Interpreter in the Supreme Court ; and no more
able pen could be found for the work of simplifying and popularising the Chinese tongue.

There are many people in England as well as abroad to whom Mr. Ball's work will be a boon.
It gives first the English words in alphabetical order, then the Chinese equivalents, and finally a
transliteration of the Chinese words, so that those who do not understand the characters may still be
able to tell at a glance what is the Cantonese equivalent of the word before them. Thus the word any
is stated to be an adj. and adv., then follows the Chinese word, and finally its pronunciation

—

Tnat so
that mat is the Chinese equivalent of any

;
yan stands for man ; hin is the verb to call, and so 'on.

Numerous notes are added where there is any danger of the learner being misled by the ambiguity of
terms, and altogether the book is a capital Vade-mecum for the young student.

—

Retford and
Qainslorough Times, Worltsop and Newarh WeeMy News, 24:th December, 1886.

While dealing with China it will not be out of place to mention another work for which future
learners of that curious language will be grateful. This is ' The Cantonese-Made-Easy Vocabulary

'

by J. Dyer Ball, M.R.A.S. of H.M. Civil Service, Hongkong. The author is one of the best foreign
speakers of Chinese we have ever had the good fortune to meet.

Bom and brought up in the East, he can converse as readily in Cantonese as in English, and is
consequently a most reliable authority on such critical points as Tories and Classifiers, which 'are the
bugbears of every beginner in Chinese. The volume will also be valuable to the philologist —even
though he may know little or nothing of the Celestial tongue,—since every CSiinese character is
represented by the equivalent sound in English letters.

—

English Paper.



ADVEETI8EMENTS.

AS ENCLISH-CAHTONESE POCKET VOCABDLARY
BY

J. DYEH BALTj, M.B.A..S.. &0.

(New edition in the Press)

NOTICES BY THE PRESS.

Mr. J. Dyer Ball, the chief interpreter of the Supreme Court and the author of Easy
Sentences in the Hakka Dialect, Cantonese-Made-JEasy, and The Cantonese-Made-Easy
Vocatulary, has just issued An Engli^li- Chinese Vocabulary. * * * * * It is

meant * * for the use of strangers, 'tourists, or even residents, who from want of time, are

unable to master the intricacies of the language ; but who, at the same time, feel a desire to pick up a
few words, so as not to be in the position of deaf mutes when entirely surrounded by natives. Those
who have any knowledge of the subject will readily appreciate Mr. Ball's object in compiling this

limited vocabulary ; the want for which has been felt, severely felt we might say, ever since the Colony
was founded. To say the least of them, tonic marks are decidedly confusing unless they are seriously

studied, and their entire absence from this vocabulary will alone prove a recommendation. • Mr. Ball's
book makes no pretensions to oust those vocabularies which are already in existence ; it merely
makes an attempt to supply a demand hitherto unprovided for. * * * * * * - It

is sufficiently copious to enable any one to make himself or herself understood in the ordinary

transactions of everyday life ; and it is just possible that it may awaken a desire in some persons to

know more of the language. Mr. Ball has very wisely issued the book at a low price, 75 cents

a copy, and its merit and cheapness should ensure an extensive sale.— China Mail, 22nd
September, 1886.

Mr. J. Dyhb Ball's ' BngUsh-Cantonese Pocket Vocabulary ' is quite a novelty in its way, and
is the first publication we have seen in which some knowledge of Chinese is rendered possible without

the use of Chinese characters. The sounds of the Chinese words in this little work are represented by
English spelling, in exactly the same fashion adopted in many rudimentary treaties on the French and

other foreign languages. * * * The plan adopted by Mr. Dyer Ball is very simple,

and we think an eifective one. He wished to provide a method by which travellers and others, who
may not consider the acquisition of Cantonese a game worth the candle,—without any very serious

study,—can acquire a sufficient acquaintance with the vernacular to be understood if unhappily isolated

amongst iIon-English speaking Chinese. Mr. Ball has done his work in his customary careful and

painstaking fashion, and we imagine this little book will command -a, ready sale.—Hongkong

Telegraph, 23rd September, 1886.

We have received a copy of another of those useful aids to the acquisition of the Chinese

colloquial for which Mr. Dyer Ball is becoming noted. This last work is entitled ' An English-

Cantonese Pocket Vocabulary.' It contains common words and phrases, printed without the Chinese

characters or tonic marks, and the sounds of the Chinese words are represented by an EngHsh spelling

as far as practicable, while the author in his preface fives some very simple directions how to overcome

the difficulties of pronunciation. The little book is not intended for those who mtend to make a serious

study of Chinese ; it is intended to enable the English resident or tourist to pick up a sufficient

vocabulary to make known his wishes or wants to the natives, and to understand something of what

is going on around him when surrounded by Chinese. * * * The pamphlet will supply a want,

and its study is likely to lead to further exploration in the same Aueatwn.—Hongkong Daily Press,

24th September, 1886.

The pamphlet is published for the benefit of tourists or residents who have no time to master the

intricacies of the Cantonese dialect, and who are detered from the task when they take up other books

on the subject bristling with tonic and other diacritical marks. Mr. Ball S labours therefore here, as

in his other pamphlets, to make an iutripsioally difficult subject easy. We think the book has its

merits by its extreme simplicity and by the judicious selection of a stock of the most ordinary and

popular words and phrases. The spelling * * * may prove handy enough for the

purposes stated.— C^J»a Review, November and December, 1886.



ADVERTISEMENTS.

EAST SENTENCES IN THE HAKKA DIALECT

(with a vocabulary).

Price $1.00.

Easy Sentences in the Haliha Bialect in the title of a small work just published by Mr. J. Dyer Ball,

Interpreter of the Supreme CoTirt of Hongkong. It is, for the most part (as the author says in the

introduction) an adaptation of Giles' Handhooli of the Swatow Bialeot, and will prove as useful to

those entering on the study of Hakka as Mr. Giles' book has proved in the case of the dialect spoken at

Swatow. An extensive vocabulary is appended.

—

Daily Press, 28th October, 1881.

Mr. J. Dyer Ball, the efficient interpreter of Chinese in the Supreme Court here, has published

a neat little Handbook entitled Easy Sentences in the Hahlta Dialect, with a Vocabulary. The
author has taken the Handbook of the Swatow Dialect (by Mr. H. A. Giles) as a basis, and indeed

Mr. Ball freely acknowledges that the help he received from that little book in his study of the Swatow
Dialect suggested the brochure now given to the public. Dnlike most books of the kind, there are no
Chinese characters given for the 'Easy Sentences,' the collection of phrases being Romanized
Phonetically so as to give to the beginner the equivalent sounds in Chinese. The sentences given
appear to be well arranged, and cover as much ground as is ever likely to be required by those desirous

of attaining to a rough colloquial knowledge of Hakka. Mr. Ball frankly tells all others to go to a
teacher ; and, indeed, he strongly advises even the learner to go hand in hand with the teacher in his

uphill work from the very beginning.

—

dnna Mail, 22nd October, 1881.

* * * A very handy little volume * * * In the preface to his useful pamphlet,
Mr. Ball states that his work is for the most part a translation of Giles' Handbook of the Swatow
Dialect. * * Chinese is admittedly a difficult study to Europeans, but, as Mr. Ball states,

there is no reason why with a little trouble, they should not pick up sufficient conversational knowledge
so as to be able to understand what goes on about them as well as to make themselves understood.
For this purpose Mr. Ball's compilation will answer every requirement. The sentences are judiciously
arranged, and the method of conveying a correct method of pronunciation is apparently very clear and
simple. The book is very well printed, and as it is published at a very low price, will no doubt obtain
an extensive circulation. * * *

—

Honghong Telegraph, 22nAO(A,o\ieT,\BSl.

Easy Sentences in the Halcka Dialect, with a Vocabulary. Translatedby J. Dyer Ball, Hongkong,
1881. This title indicates the character of the book. It contains 57 pages and fourteen chapter,
besides the vocabulary. The subjects of the chapters are designated thus:—Lesson I. Domestic.
II. to V. General. VI. Relationship. VII. Opposites. VIII. Monetary. IX., X. Commercial.
XI. Medical. XII. Ecclesiastical. XIII. Nautical. XIV. Judicial. It thus contains a wide range of
subjects. We cordially recommend it to all students of the Hakka Dialect. * * * Chinese
Recorder and Missionary Journal, November and December, 1881.



NOTICES OP THE PRESS
ON

"HOW TO WRITE THE RADICALS,"

Mr. J. Dyer Ball has given another proof of his untiring energy in the field of Chinese

language and literature in the tiny volume just published under the title of "How to Write the

Radicals." A glance at the pages of the work is sufficient to reveal the progressive method which

the author has adopted. Eadicals formed by one stroke of the pen constitute the initiatory chapter

of the work, and are followed by successive methods of writing radicals up to those formed of fifteen

strokes. An Excursus on the practical use of the Chinese Dictionary completes the work. We
recommended it to the perusal of all students of the language of the Flowery Land.

—

Songhong

Telegraph, \ZtTi October, 1888.

We have to acknowledge receipt of a small work by Mr. J. Dyer Ball, entitled "How to

Write the Eadicals.'' The little pamphlet, Mr. Ball says, is an abridgment of a part of a large

book. * * * * In the pamphlet just issued he simply gives the Eadicals, with their pronunciation in

Mandarin and Cantonese, and a dissection of each character into its component strokes, showing

the order in which they are written or joined together. Thus, all the strokes of the 17-stroke

radical, -^ are laid out one by one in the order they are written. The work should not only

enable the learner to count with considerable facility the number of strokes of which a character is

composed, but aid him to pick out the Eadical component of any given character. At the end of

the work are several practical hints for -the use of a Chinese Dictionary.

—

China Mail, 13th October,

1888.

We have before us a small work entitled "How to Write the Eadicals," by Mb. J. Dybe Ball,

the very able and efficient Interpreter of the Supreme Court of Hongkong * * * * We should say

it would be found more or less useful to students at home—for Chinese is now to be found among

the subjects required by several examining bodies there—also, to missionaries and others who were

coming out to China With the intention of learning Chinese, and who might easily get up the

radicals and their meanings en route. * * * * The radicals are the nearest Chinese equivalent to

our Western alphabets. They are 2U in number, beginning with those formed with one stroke of the

pen, and end with a character formed with seventeen strokes. In the little Work under notice,

each radical is carefully analysed; and once these analyses have been thoroughly mastered,

the student cannot possibly fail to write the radicals correctly. * * * « The publishers,

Messrs. Kelly & Walsh, have done their part of the work carefully and well ; the paper is

excellent, and the type clear and distinct.

—

Daily Press, 20SA October, 1888<
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